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A large amount of research is available on complex networks
modeling and simulation, with applications to smart grids
and energy, vehicular traffic, diseases and epidemics, ecosys-
tems, supply chains, financial systems, social science, urban
environment, and so on. However, there are still some topics
where complex networks are just starting to pursue their role.

With new hybrid mathematical modeling tools and the
power of computation, there is a broad range of emerging
applications. Thus novel research focuses on these topics, like
arts and literature, human senses, medicine and physiology,
psychology, lifestyle, philosophy, and project management.

This special issue holds 6 original research articles and
various applications regarding products, voting, arts, project
management, language, and safety as emergent applications
of Complex Networks.

Z. Sha et al. showed how understanding customer pref-
erences in consideration decisions is critical to choice mod-
eling in engineering design. In their paper, they presented
a network-based approach based on Exponential Random
Graph Models to study customers’ consideration behaviors
according to engineering design. Their approach is capable
of modeling the endogenous effects among products through
various network structures (e.g., stars and triangles) besides
the exogenous effects and predicting whether two products
would be considered together. Using buyer survey data from
the China automarket in 2013 and 2014, they evaluate the
goodness of fit and the predictive power of the two models.

J. Fernández-Gracia and L. Lacasa present a social
network and forensic analysis of the vote counts of Spanish
national elections that took place in December 2015 and their

sequel in June 2016. They initially consider the phenomenon
of bipartisanship breakdown and find that such breakdown
is more prominently close to cosmopolite and largely pop-
ulated areas and less important in rural areas. Through
functional network analysis they detect an effective partition
of municipalities which remarkably coincides with the first-
level political and administrative division of autonomous
communities. Finally, they further explore the cooccurring
statistics of vote share and turnout, finding amild tendency in
the clusters of the conservative party to smear out towards the
area of high turnout and vote share, what has been previously
interpreted as a possible sign of incremental fraud.

E. Estrada and P. Pereira-Ramos produced a relevant
and very interesting and original document on deconstruc-
tivism, as an aesthetically appealing architectonic style. They
identify some general characteristics of this style, such as
decomposition of the whole into parts, superposition of
layers, and conservation of the memory of the whole. Using
these attributes, they propose a method to deconstruct func-
tions based on integers and generate spatial networks which
display a few artistic attributes such as (i) biomorphic shapes,
(ii) symmetry, and (iii) beauty.They showhow these networks
inspire an artist to create artistic compositions using mixed
techniques on canvas and on paper. They specially claim
that the aesthetic of network research, and not only its
applicability, would be an attractor for newminds to this field.

L. S. Cardona-Meza and G. Olivar-Tost discuss about
project management, which is predominantly based on
theories of control. In complex environments, management
problems arise from assuming that results, predicted at the
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2 Complexity

start of a project, can be sufficiently described and delivered
as planned. Thus, once a project reaches a critical size, a cal-
endar, and a certain level of ambiguity and interconnection,
the analysis centered on control does not function adequately.
In their study, through a complex network, the dynamic
structure of a project and its trajectories are simulated using
inference processes. Finally, some numerical simulations are
described, leading to a decision making tool that identifies
critical processes, thereby obtaining better performance out-
comes of projects.

V. A. Gromov and A. M. Migrina produced a paper on
natural language (represented by texts generated by native
speakers). It is considered as a complex system, and the type
thereof to which natural languages belong is ascertained. The
authors hypothesize that a language is a self-organized critical
system and that the texts of a language are “avalanches”
flowing down its word cooccurrence graph. The respective
statistical characteristics for distributions of the number of
words in the texts of English and Russian languages are
calculated. The analysis found that the number of words in
the texts obeys power-law distribution.

Y. Deng et al. showed that capturing the interrelations
among risks is essential to thoroughly understand and pro-
mote coal mining safety. Several parameters were employed
to reveal the topological properties of the network. As
indicated by the results, the considered network possesses
scale-free network property because its cumulative degree
distribution obeys power-law distribution. This means that
it is robust to random hazard and vulnerable to deliberate
attack. Also, it is a small-world network due to its relatively
small average path length as well as high clustering coef-
ficient, implying that accident propagation in this type of
network is faster than in regular ones. Furthermore, the effect
of risk control is explored. According to the result, it shows
that roof collapse, fire, and gas concentration exceeding limit
refer to three most valuable targets for risk control among all
the risks.

In summary, this special issue will provide a nice
panorama of the present status of emerging applications and
recent developments, giving novel and important insights of
management, physical, and art applications.
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Understanding customer preferences in consideration decisions is critical to choice modeling in engineering design. While
existing literature has shown that the exogenous effects (e.g., product and customer attributes) are deciding factors in customers’
consideration decisions, it is not clear how the endogenous effects (e.g., the intercompetition among products) would influence
such decisions. This paper presents a network-based approach based on Exponential Random Graph Models to study customers’
consideration behaviors according to engineering design. Our proposed approach is capable of modeling the endogenous effects
among products through various network structures (e.g., stars and triangles) besides the exogenous effects and predicting whether
two products would be conisdered together. To assess the proposed model, we compare it against the dyadic network model that
only considers exogenous effects. Using buyer survey data from the China automarket in 2013 and 2014, we evaluate the goodness
of fit and the predictive power of the two models. The results show that our model has a better fit and predictive accuracy than
the dyadic network model. This underscores the importance of the endogenous effects on customers’ consideration decisions.
The insights gained from this research help explain how endogenous effects interact with exogeous effects in affecting customers’
decision-making.

1. Introduction

Complex networkmodeling and simulation have shown their
power in many engineering applications, such as the wireless
network, sensor network, smart grids, supply chain, trans-
portation systems, and many others. Recent developments
in mathematical modeling techniques and computational
algorithms to study complex networks have also drawn the
attention of engineering design field. Complex networks have
been used in engineering design for the study of relational
patterns, effective network visualization of associations of
products, andmodeling social interactions [1] and cross-level
interactions between customers and products [2, 3]. In the
design of complex products, network analysis has been used

to characterize a product as a network of components that
share technical interfaces or connections. Various network
metrics, such as clustering coefficients and path length, are
used to characterize the product structure and study the cor-
relations between design quality and the product structure.
Based on the network metrics, for example, the centrality,
Sosa et al. [4] defined three measures of modularity as a way
to improve the understanding of product architecture. Recent
work by Sosa et al. [5] found that proactively managing the
use of network structure (such as hubs) may help improve
the quality of complex product designs. Network analysis
has also been applied to studying designers’ network for
understanding organizational behavior [6, 7] and improving
multidisciplinary design efficiency [8]. In this paper, instead
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of focusing on the product or the designer, we leverage com-
plex network modeling and simulation techniques to study
another key stakeholder in product design, the customer.
We aim to leverage complex networks to study customer
preference in support of product design and development.
Particularly, in this paper, we study customers’ consideration
decisions by modeling product coconsideration relations, two
products being concurrently considered in purchase, as a
complex network.

2. Background and Literature Review

Choice modeling is of great interest in engineering design as
it predicts product demand and market share as a function
of engineering design attributes and customer profiles in a
target market [9]. Choice models have been integrated into
design optimization to take account of customer preferences
in supporting engineering design decisions [9–12]. Previous
choice models mostly assume that customers have bounded
rationality and have underlying utilities to rank alternatives
in a consideration set, “a set of product alternatives available
to an individual who will seriously evaluate through com-
parisons before making a final choice” [13]. A key step of
constructing choice models is to determine the consideration
set [14]. As Hauser et al. [15] indicated “if customers do not
consider your product, they can’t choose it.”

From an enterprise perspective, understanding customer
preferences in consideration is important for identifying
crucial product features that customers are willing to pay
for. Existing studies [16, 17] also revealed the consideration
set phenomenon, that is, the size of the consideration set
tends to be much smaller (roughly 5-6 brands) than the
total number of choices available in a market. As a result,
small changes in individuals’ consideration sets (either size
or options) may significantly transform the landscape of
the overall market and reshape the competition relations
in an existing market. Therefore, understanding customers’
preferences in consideration poses new opportunities to
optimize product configurations, address customer needs,
establish competitive design strategies, and make strategic
moves such as branding and positioning.

Managerial actions have been taken to influence cus-
tomers’ consideration decisions directly, for example, by
changing brand accessibility [18] and by controlling usage and
awareness [19]. However, quantitative studies on customers’
consideration decisions are challenging as consideration is an
intermediate construct, not the final choice [15].The decision
context and a large amount of uncertainty alter decision rules.
Existing literature primarily focuses on inferring decision-
rule heuristics [20–22], such as the cognitive simplicity rule
[23], which has been shown to be effective in automobile
and web-based purchasing. There are three approaches to
uncover consideration decision-rule heuristics [15]. The first
approach only utilizes final choices and product features
in the consideration set. It adopts a two-stage consider-
then-choose decision process and infers model parameters
using the Bayesian or maximum likelihood estimation. Typ-
ical methods include Bayesian [24], choice-set explosion
[25–27], and soft constraints [28]. The second approach

measures consideration through designed experiments in
vitro, similar to the choice-based conjoint analysis exercise
[15]. Then the decision rules that best explain the observed
consideration decisions are estimated with Bayesian [29]
andmachine-learning pattern-matching algorithms [30].The
third approach measures decision rules directly through self-
explicated questions [31].

Despite the diversity of research on consideration sets,
few studies have focused on understanding the underly-
ing process of generating customer consideration sets. The
connection between the formation of consideration sets
and the driving factors is not well understood. Particularly,
we know little about how the inherent market structure,
including both the interdependence among existing products
and association among customers, affects the consideration
decisions. To address this research gap, we develop a network-
based approach to model customers’ consideration behaviors
by modeling product coconsideration relations. As shown in
Figure 1, the key idea of the proposed network approach is to
transform customer consideration sets into a product associ-
ation network, in which nodes represent products and links
represent the coconsideration between two products. As a
result, the problem of understanding customer consideration
can be addressed by predicting certain network structures
as a function of association networks formed by product
attributes and customer demographics. It is worth noting
that as the link formation is an aggregation of customers’
decisions, the links (i.e., the coconsideration relations) imply
the competition among products. Therefore, our approach
enables us to study customer preference andmarket structure
in an integrated manner. This is different from the studies
in choice modeling (e.g., the monomial logit choice model
[32]) that focus on establishing models for individuals. It is
also worth noting that our study is different from the agent-
based models which hypothesize certain individual choice-
making rules [33]. Instead, our approach is data-driven,
which leverages the observed data to drive the establishment
of coconsideration models and prediction analysis using the
estimated model parameters.

Recently, network approaches have been also extensively
used in recommender systems [34–38]. Recommender sys-
tems are frequently used to recommend products to cus-
tomers based on what they searched (considered). From
the network representation point of view, our approach is
similar to the bipartite projection approach [39] used in
the recommender systems research. However, the proposed
network approach is distinct from network-based recom-
mender algorithms [37, 38] in two aspects: first, the end
goal is different. The recommender algorithms attempt to
predict future likes and interests by mining data on past user
activities. Common methods include the similarity-based
methods (e.g., the collaborative filtering [38], content-based
analysis [40], and Dirichlet allocation [41]) and the recently
developed hybrid methods [36, 42]. The approach proposed
in this paper relies on the network-based statistical inference
model, which emphasizes deduction and explanation. It aims
to provide an explanatory framework for customers’ consid-
eration behaviors, so that a feedback loop can be created from
customer preference to engineering design. Therefore, the
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Figure 1: The research approach and the research focus.

end goal of this study is to inform product design for larger
market share. In such a context, prediction in this study is
for comparison and validation purposes. Second, the role of
network in the modeling is different. In existing network-
based recommender algorithms, the input takes various
graph-based node-specific attributes (e.g., degree), which are
essentially the exogenous factors, to generate the similarity
metrics. In our approach, the model input can take into
account present network structures (e.g., triangles and loops),
which represents the interdependencies among products, so
that the effect of the inherent competition relations can be
assessed. Such a capability supports better understanding on
the consideration behaviors and could provide additional
insights into the design research that has been primarily
driven by users’ preferences to engineering attributes.

The current work builds upon our previous research
efforts. In our recent study, Fu et al. [43] developed a two-
stage bipartite networkmodeling approach to study customer
preferences in making choices by decoupling the choice-
making process in two stages, the consideration stage and
the choice-making stage. Wang et al. [44] utilized a dyadic
network analysis approach to predict product coconsidera-
tion relations based on exogenous factors, such as product
attributes and customer demographics. By mapping specific
technological advancement (e.g., turbocharged techniques)
to the change of products attributes, the authors also demon-
strated how the model facilitates the forecast of the impact
of technological changes on product coconsideration and
market competition.

In this paper, we take a further step to investigate
the power of complex network modeling in understanding
product coconsideration relations by considering both exoge-
nous factors and endogenous factors, for example, product
interdependence and inherent market competition. The core
technique is based on the Exponential RandomGraphModel
(ERGM) [45]. While dyadic network models are convenient
to predict the associations between products based on exoge-
nous factors, ERGM incorporates endogenous factors as well
as other network interdependencies [46].

The research objective of this study is therefore twofold: (a)
to establish the network-modeling framework that supports
the explanation of customer’s consideration behaviors and
enables the prediction of future market competitions; (b) to
compare the ERGM and dyadic network model to examine
if the inclusion of product interdependence through the

endogenous network effects would better capture the dynam-
ics underlying the formation of product coconsideration rela-
tions. The remainder of the paper has five sections. Section 3
presents the research problem and introduces the method
of constructing a product coconsideration network. We
also briefly provide the technical background of the dyadic
network model and ERGM. Section 4 describes the vehicle
case study and the data source. We present the estimation
results of the dyadic model and ERGM and illustrate how
to use the attribute-related network structures to represent
product interdependence, that is, the endogenous effects. To
evaluate the performance of each model, Section 5 assesses
model fit at both the global network level and the local link
level. Section 6 evaluates the performance of each model in
predicting future coconsideration relations. Finally, Section 7
presents practical implications of the findings and directions
for future research.

3. Network Construction and Introduction to
Network Models

3.1. Network Construction. The product coconsideration net-
work is constructed using data from customers’ consideration
sets. The presence of a link (i.e., coconsideration) between
two nodes (i.e., products) is determined by an association
metric, called lift [47]. Equation (1) defines the lift value
between products 𝑖 and 𝑗. Similar to pointwise mutual
information [48], lift measures the likelihood of the cocon-
sideration of two products given their individual frequencies
of considerations.

lif t (𝑖, 𝑗) = Pr (𝑖, 𝑗)
Pr (𝑖) ⋅ Pr (𝑗) , (1)

where Pr(𝑖, 𝑗) is the probability of a pair of products 𝑖
and 𝑗 being coconsidered by customers among all pos-
sibilities, calculated based on the collected consideration
data; and Pr(𝑖) is the probability of individual product 𝑖
being considered. The lift value indicates how likely two
products are coconsidered by all customers at the aggregate
level, normalized by the product popularity in the entire
market. We use this probability of coconsideration, different
from market share that is directly determined by the total
purchases, to capture the competition between products.
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Product A Product B

Independency assumption

(a)

Product A Product B

Product C

Product D

Interdependency assumption

(b)

Figure 2: Two dependence assumptions underlying the coconsideration network.

With the lift value, an undirected coconsideration network
can be constructed using the following binary rule:

𝐸𝑖𝑗 =
{
{
{

1, if lif t (𝑖, 𝑗) ≥ cutoff

0, otherwise,
(2)

where cutoff is the threshold to determine the presence of a
link 𝐸𝑖𝑗 between two nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. Statistically, the lift value
1 indicates that two products are completely independent
[44]; a lift value greater than 1 indicates the two products
are coconsidered more likely than expected by chance. Based
on the application context, research interest, and model
requirement, different lift values greater than 1 can be used
as the cutoff value. Equations (1) and (2) suggest that the
network adjacency matrix is symmetric and binary. In this
paper, the research is focused on predicting whether two
products would have been coconsidered or not.The extent of
how often they are coconsidered (reflecting the competition
intensity) is not the research focus of this paper. This is
why we made the decision of using binary network instead
of weighted network. Modeling a binary network, while
computationally simpler, is not as rich as the valued network.
Hence, we tested the robustness of our findings by estimating
multiple models based on varying the cutoff values of lift.

3.2. Research Question in the Network Context. Once a
coconsideration network is constructed, the likelihood of
customers considering two products can be formulated as the
probability of a coconsideration link. For prediction purpose,
this leads to the question of what factors (e.g., product
attributes and customer demographics) drive the formation
of a link between a pair of nodes, and how significantly
each factor plays a role in the link formation process. The
aforementioned research question is recast as how to build
a network model to predict whether a coconsideration link
exists given the network structures, product attributes, and
customer profiles.

We posit that there are two decision-making scenarios
underlying the coconsideration relations. The first scenario
(Figure 2(a)) assumes that each pair of products is indepen-
dently evaluated by customers. Even for multiple alternatives

in a consideration set, it treats the comparison of each
two of these alternatives independent of other pairwise
comparisons. The second scenario takes a more general
interdependence assumption, where the formation of one
coconsideration link is not independent of other coconsider-
ation links. For example, in the right diagram of Figure 2, the
likelihood of a coconsideration link between products A and
B may be affected by the fact that they are both coconsidered
with product C. For the two aforementioned networkmodels,
the dyadic network model takes the simple independence
assumption, while the ERGM assumes that all coconsid-
eration relations sharing one node are interdependent. In
this paper, we will examine whether the ERGM provides a
more accurate understanding on the factors driving product
coconsiderations by evaluating the goodness of fit and the
predictability of the two models.

3.3. Introduction to Network Models. The dyadic network
model is analogous to the standard logistic regression
element-wise on network matrices, where the model is given
by the following:

logit [Pr (𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 1)] = 𝛽X(𝑛)

= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋(1)𝑖𝑗 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝛽𝑛𝑋(𝑛)𝑖𝑗 .
(3)

The response 𝑌𝑖𝑗 is the binary links 𝐸𝑖𝑗 between nodes
𝑖 and 𝑗 defined in (2). The node attributes are converted
to a vector of as dyadic variable, X(𝑛) = (𝑥(1)𝑖𝑗 , . . . , 𝑥(𝑛)𝑖𝑗 ).
Each dyadic variable measures the similarity or difference
between pairs of nodes based on the attributes of nodes
and a specific arithmetic function (see Table 1 for various
dyadic variables). The dyadic network models use the dyadic
variables X to predict the complex structures of the observed
network composed of coconsideration links. The coefficients
𝛽 = (𝛽0, 𝛽1, . . . , 𝛽𝑛) indicate the importance of individual
dyadic variable in forming a coconsideration relation. Note
that, in this model, the probability of each link is evaluated
independently.

3.3.1. Exponential Random Graph Model. Other than the
dyadic attribute effects, in a network, many links connected
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Table 1: Constructing explanatory dyadic attributes.

Configuration Statistic Dyadic effects
(a) Binary product attributes
Sum variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗 Attribute baseline effect
Matching variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝐼 {𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑗} Homophily effect
(b) Categorical product attributes
Matching variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝐼 {𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑗} Homophily effect
(c) Continuous product attributes (standardized)
Sum variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑥𝑗 Attribute baseline effect
Difference variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗
 Homophily effect

(d) Non- product related attributes
Distance variable 𝑋𝑖𝑗 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗
2 Homophily effect

(i) 𝐼{⋅} represents the indicator function; (ii) | ⋅ | represents the absolute-value norm on the 1-dimension space; (iii) ‖ ⋅ ‖2 represents the 𝐿2-norm on the 𝑛-
dimension Euclidian space.

to the same node have endogenous relations. That means
the emergence of a link is often related to other links. The
ERGM introduced by [49, 50] is well known for its capability
in modeling the interdependence among links in social
networks. For example, two people who have a common
friend are more likely to be friends with each other too,
and therefore the three-person friendship relations form a
triangle structure. Specific network configurations, including
edges, stars, triangles, and cycles, can be used to represent
different types of interdependence. The ERGM interprets
the global network structure as a collective self-organized
emergence of various local network configurations.The logic
underlying ERGM is that it considers an observed network,
y, as one specific realization from a set of possible random
networks, Y, following the distribution in the following
equation [45]:

Pr (Y = y) =
exp (𝜃𝑇g (y))

𝜅 (𝜃) , (4)

where 𝜃 is a vector ofmodel parameters, g(y) is a vector of the
network statistics and attributes, and 𝜅(𝜃) is a normalizing
quantity to ensure (4) is a proper probability distribution.
Equation (4) suggests that the probability of observing
any particular network is proportional to the exponent
of a weighted combination of network characteristics: one
statistic 𝑔(𝑦) is more likely to occur if the corresponding
𝜃 is positive. Note that, in ERGM, the network itself is a
random variable and the probability is evaluated on the
entire network instead of a link as in (3) for dyadic models.
In brief, the advantages of using ERGM in the context of
product coconsideration are threefold: (1) using network
configurations to characterize the endogenous effects among
coconsideration links, (2) providing various dyadic variables
to model different types of exogenous impacts of the product
attributes, and (3) integrating both exogenous attribute effects
and endogenous network effects in a unified framework.

3.3.2. Exogenous Dyadic Variables and Endogenous Network
Effects. The exogenous dyadic variables used both in the
dyadic model and in ERGM allow the modeling of two types

of effects between a pair of nodes with specific variables: the
baseline effects of the attributes and the homophily effects,
that is, the similarity or difference between the attributes of
two nodes [44, 51]. In the context of the product coconsider-
ation network, the baseline effects examine whether products
with a specific attribute are more likely to be coconsidered
than products without that attribute; for example, imported
car models could be more likely to be coconsidered as
compared to domestic car models. The homophily effects
examine whether two products with similar attributes tend to
have a coconsideration link. For example, customers aremore
likely to consider and compare products with similar prices.
The development of dyadic variables supports the study of
inherent product competition beyond the understanding of
customer preferences.

Table 1 summarizes the guidelines of creating dyadic vari-
ables for different types of attributes such as binary, categori-
cal, and continuous. For the product attributes under (a)–(c),
the strength of link 𝑋𝑖𝑗 is determined by the corresponding
attributes 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 associated with the linked products.
Beyond product attributes, we also introduce nonproduct
related attributes (d). For example, customer demographics
can be included in the model to allow the prediction of
the impact of customers’ associations/similarities on prod-
uct coconsideration relations. To create a dyadic variables
related to customers’ attributes, multivariable association
techniques, for example, joint correspondence analysis (JCA)
[52], have been used to compute the similarity of the
customer-related attributes as the distance between two
product points (𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗) in a metric space. In this paper,
we follow the method presented in [53] to develop two
categories of distance variables, the distance of customer
perceived characteristics and demographic distance. The
customer perceived characteristics are user-proposed tags to
indicate their perceptions of the products, such as youthful,
sophisticated, and business-oriented. Customer demograph-
ics include income and family information of the user
groups of each of the car models. The inclusion of customer
associations through these distance-based dyadic variables is
a unique feature of our network-modeling approach.
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Table 2: Representative network characteristics of the generated coconsideration network.

Number of nodes Number of links Average degree Average path length Average local cluster coefficient
389 2,431 12.5 3.34 0.26

Star (degree)

· · ·

(a)

Triangle (edgewise shared partner)

.

.

.

(b)

Figure 3: Two network configurations of coconsideration relations.

Different from the dyadic models that can only consider
exogenous dyadic effects, the ERGM supports the modeling
of product interdependence with endogenous network effects.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in two network
configurations, the star-type interdependence and triangle-
type interdependence [1]. The star structures (Figure 3(a))
indicate that the probability of one focal product being
coconsidered with others is conditional on the number of
existing coconsideration relations of that focal product (e.g.,
the node on the top in the figure has three coconsideration
links). A positive star effect suggests that a product is more
likely to be coconsidered with another product if it is popular
and already being coconsidered with many others. The
triangle structures (Figure 3(b)) indicate that if two products
are coconsidered with the same set of other products, they
are more likely to be mutually coconsidered. Positive star
effects could include stars with varying number of links (such
as 2, 3, 4, 5, and perhaps many more). Likewise, a link
could have many triangles by linking with varying number
of nodes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and perhaps many more). Both star
and triangular effects imply multiway product competition.
To combine the effects of stars with multiple links and
multiple triangles, we use two network configurations, the
geometrically weighted degrees and the geometrically weighted
edgewise shared partner, respectively [54].

4. Case Study: Modeling Vehicle
Coconsideration Network

4.1. Application Context and Data Source. When considering
and purchasing a vehicle, customers make decisions on car
models (e.g., Ford Fusion versus Honda Accord), in part,
based on their preferences for vehicle attributes (e.g., price,
power, and make) and their demographics (e.g., income
and age). To understand the effects of these factors on
vehicles’ coconsideration relations, we use data from a buyer
survey in the 2013 China automarket. The dataset consists
of about 50,000 new car buyers’ responses to approximately
400 unique vehicle models. The survey covered a variety
of questions, including respondent demographics, vehicle
attributes, and customers’ perceived vehicle characteristics.
The respondents reported the car they purchased as well

as the primary and secondary alternatives they considered
before making the final purchase. These responses are used
to construct the vehicle coconsideration network.The vehicle
attributes reported in the survey are verified by vehicle catalog
databases.

4.2. Vehicle Coconsideration Network. Following the method
discussed in Section 3.1, we construct a vehicle coconsider-
ation network with cutoff = 5 which results in a network of
389 nodes and 2,431 binary links. A smaller cutoff generates
a denser network but has similar analytical results. We have
tested our models using cutoff at 1, 3, 5, and 7, respectively,
and no significant changes in the trends of the model results
are observed. Figure 4 shows an example of a partial vehicle
coconsideration network with 11 car models. The node size
is proportional to the degree, and colors indicate the clusters
in which the vehicles are more likely to be coconsidered with
each other.Thenumber on each link is the lift value indicating
the strength of the coconsideration.

Table 2 summarizes some descriptive network charac-
teristics. For example, the average degree suggests that on
average each vehicle has 12.5 coconsidered vehicles and
indicates the overall intensity of competition in the market.
The clustering coefficient (CC), on the other hand, measures
the cohesion or segmentation of the vehicle market [44].
The average local CC at values of 0.26 indicates the strong
cohesion embedded in the network, and vehicle models are
frequently involved in multiway competition in the market.
Thedescriptive network analysis facilitates the understanding
of the automarket and provides guidelines on the selection of
network configurations in ERGM.

4.3. Descriptive Statistics of the Independent Dyadic Variables.
Many exogenous dyadic variables related to vehicle attributes,
such as the difference and sum variables of car prices,
engine power, fuel consumption, and matching variables of
vehicle’s market segments, and make origin, could change
the patterns of coconsideration among the vehicle models.
We use information gain analysis to select 12 most important
dyadic variables among all 22 possible dyadic variables. The
log transformation (base 2) is applied to the price and engine
power variables to offset the effect of large outliers. Table 3
shows the descriptive statistics of the independent variables.

In total, six vehicle attributes, import, price, engine power,
fuel consumption, market segment, and vehicles’ make origin,
are considered in the model. Import is a binary variable
describing whether a car is imported (import = 1, 37.3%) or
domestically produced (import = 0, 62.7%). As suggested
in Table 1 and Section 3.3.2, we construct a sum dyadic
variable of import to account for its baseline effect of whether
each of the paired cars is both imported (value 2 for 13.90%
of the pairs), one imported and one domestic (value 1 for
46.76%), or both domestic (value 0 for 39.34%). If the baseline
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Figure 4: An example of partial vehicle coconsideration network.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of independent variables for 389 car models in 2013.

Mean (SD) Min Max
Vehicle attributes
Import (binary) 145 import & 244 domestic
Price (log2) 17.61 (1.34) 14.50 20.84
Power (log2) 7.27 (0.58) 5.25 8.76
Fuel consumption (per 100 BHP) 6.61 (1.62) 2.99 18.56
Market segment (categorical) 17 car segments

Make origin (categorical) 13 American, 22 American-Chinese, 98 Chinese, 90 European, 50
European-Chinese, 31 Japanese, 54 Japanese-Chinese, 11 Korean, 20 Korean-Chinese

Vehicle attribute matching and difference
Market segment matching 10.1% pairs of cars coconsidered are in the same segment
Make origin matching 16.5% pairs of cars coonsidered have the same make origin
Price (log2) difference 1.53 (1.12) 0 6.34
Power (log2) difference 0.66 (0.49) 0 3.51
Fuel consumption difference 1.71 (1.52) 0 15.58
Customer association
Distance of customers’ perceived characteristics 0.20 (0.13) 0 1
Distance of customers’ demographics 0.27 (0.16) 0 1

effect of the import attribute is positive, the coefficient of
the sum variable of import should be positive as well, that
is, the higher the sum value of the two car models, the
more likely they are coconsidered together. Similarly, the sum
variables of price (in RMB and transformed using log2) and
power (in brake horsepower BHP and transformed using
log2) describe the baseline effects of price and power on
product coconsideration relations. We construct a variable,

fuel consumption, by dividing liters of gasoline each vehicle
consumed per 100 kilometers over vehicle power (in 100
BHP). As such, the smaller this value is, the more fuel-
efficient the car model is. The difference variables of price,
power, and fuel consumption capture the homophily effects,
which are used to test if the car models with similar attributes
(smaller differences) are more likely to be coconsidered
together.
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Table 4: Estimated coefficients and odds ratios of the dyadic model and ERGM.

Input variables Dyadic Model ERGM
Est. coef. Odds Est. coef. Odds

Network configurations of product interdependence
Edge/Intercept −14.36∗∗ 0.00 −13.71∗∗ 0.00
Star effect (inverse measure) 1.97∗∗ 7.20
Triangle effect 0.70∗∗ 2.01
Baseline effects of vehicle attributes
Import 0.37∗∗ 1.45 0.11∗∗ 1.11
Price (log2) −0.02 0.98 −0.007 1.01
Power (log2) 0.68∗∗ 1.97 0.35∗∗ 1.42
Fuel consumption (per 100 BHP) 0.19∗∗ 1.21 0.12∗∗ 1.13
Homophily effects of vehicle attribute matching and difference
Market segment matching 1.38∗∗ 3.98 0.66∗∗ 1.94
Make origin matching 1.28∗∗ 3.60 0.53∗∗ 1.69
Price difference (log2) −1.75∗∗ 0.17 −0.80∗∗ 0.45
Power difference (log2) 0.08 1.09 0.13 1.14
Fuel consumption difference −0.08∗ 0.92 −0.07∗∗ 0.93
Homophily effects of customer association
Distance of customers’ perceived characteristics. −0.42 0.66 −0.31 0.74
Distance of customers’ demographics −0.57∗∗ 0.56 −0.37∗ 0.69
Model performance
Null deviance 104,618
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 16,005 14,021
Note. ∗𝑝-value < 0.01, ∗∗𝑝-value < 0.001.

The autoindustry is very competitive, so most car models
have very clearly targeted customers and compete in a
specific market segment. Since vehicle’s market segment is
a categorical variable, we use a dyadic matching variable in
the model to investigate whether two cars from the same
segment would affect their coconsideration patterns. The top
3 in all 17 segments in our sample are the C-Class Sedan
(21.6% of car models), B-Class Sedan (11.3%), and Small
Utility (11.1%). Similarly, make origin is also a categorical
variable, and it describes the region where the car brand
originates. Our dataset shows that 90, 31, 11, and 13 carmodels
are made in Europe, Japan, South Korea, and the United
States, respectively, 98 car models are produced in China
with local brands and other local-foreign joint venture brands
come fromEurope (50), Japan (54), SouthKorea (20), and the
United States (22).Thematching variables ofmarket segments
and make origins are used to account for people’s homophily
behavior of comparing cars with the same brand and origin.

4.4. Model Implementation Using ERGM. Table 4 shows the
estimated coefficients and corresponding odds ratios from
fitting the dyadic and ERGM models. Other than the vari-
ables described above, the ERGM includes three additional
variables associated with network configurations. The edge
variable controls the number of links to ensure the estimated
networks have the same density as the observed one. Con-
ceptually, if we have no knowledge about the cars’ attributes
or their coconsideration relations, the edge estimates the
likelihood that two cars will be coconsidered randomly, like

an intercept term in a regression or a “base rate”. The star
effect and triangle effect discussed in Section 3.3.2 are mea-
sured by geometrically weighted degree and the geometrically
weighted edgewise shared partner, respectively. According to
the results of the ERGM, most vehicle attributes, except the
price baseline effect and power difference, are statistically
significant (𝑝 value < 0.001) and therefore play important
roles in vehicle coconsideration. For instance, two vehicles
with smaller differences in price and fuel consumption are
more likely to be coconsidered. If the price of one car model
is twice the price of another car, their odds of coconsideration
are only 45% of the odds of two cars with the same price.
Similarly, one liter per 100 km per 100 BHP difference in fuel
consumption leads to 93% of the odds of coconsideration
compared to the cars with the same fuel consumption. For
the matching of vehicle attributes, two vehicles in the same
market segment are 1.94 timesmore likely to be coconsidered
than the ones in different segments, and two vehicles with the
same make origin are 1.69 times more likely to be coconsid-
ered than the ones with different origins. Finally, the negative
coefficient for the distance of customers’ demographics shows
that customers with different demographics are less likely to
coconsider the same vehicle. In summary, the results show
that customers are more likely to consider cars with similar
perceived features, such as price, fuel consumption, market
segment, and make origin.

As shown in Table 4, the coefficient of the triangle effect
is 0.70 (𝑝 value < 0.001). The positive sign indicates that
two vehicles coconsidered with the same set of vehicles
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are more likely to be coconsidered with each other. It
implies that a form of multiway grouping and comparison
exists in customers’ consideration decisions. That is, product
alternatives in a person’s consideration set are considered as
the same time. On the other hand, the positive coefficient of
the star effect (inversely measured by geometrically weighted
degree) indicates that most of the cars tend to have a similar
number of coconsideration links and there is an absence of a
few cars that are much more likely to be coconsidered than
others. With these endogenous network effects, the ERGM
significantly improves the model fit compared to the dyadic
model as indicated by the improvement of BIC from 16,005
to 14,021. In the next section, we perform a systematic com-
parative analysis to evaluate how well the simulated networks
match the observed vehicle coconsideration network.

5. Model Comparison on Goodness of Fit

A goodness of fit (GOF) analysis is performed to compare
the model fit of dyadic and ERGM models. Using the dyadic
and ERGM models in (3) and (4), respectively, and based
on the estimated parameters in Table 4, we compute the
predicted probabilities of coconsideration between all pairs of
vehicle models. The links with predicted probabilities higher
than a threshold (e.g., 0.5) are considered as links that exist.
Once the simulated networks are obtained from bothmodels,
we compare them against the observed 2013 coconsideration
network at both the network level and the link level. The
network-level evaluation uses the spectral goodness of fit
(SGOF) metric [55], while the link level evaluation uses
various accuracy measurements, such as precision, recall, and
F scores (see Section 5.2 for more details).

5.1. Network-Level Comparison. Spectral goodness of fit
(SGOF) is computed as follows:

SGOF = 1 − ESDobs,fitted

ESDobs,null
, (5)

where ESDobs,fitted is the mean Euclidean spectral distance
for the fitted model while ESDobs,null is the mean Euclidean
spectral distance for the null model, that is, the Erdős–Rényi
(ER) random network in which each link has a fixed prob-
ability of being present or absent. Hence, SGOF measures
the amount of the observed structures explained by a fitted
model, expressed as a percent improvement over a null
model. The Euclidean spectral distance computes the 𝐿2
norm (also called Euclidean norm) of the error between the
observed network and all 𝑘 simulated networks, that is, ‖𝜖𝑘‖,
where error 𝜖 is the absolute difference between the spectra
of the observed network (�̂�

obs
) and that of the simulated

network (�̂�
sim

), that is, |�̂�obs − �̂�sim|. Since the calculation
of the spectra �̂� requires eigenvalues of the entire network’s
adjacent matrix, this evaluation is performed at the network
level. When the fitted model exactly describes the data,
SGOF reaches its maximum value 1. SGOF of zero means no
improvement over the null model.The SGOFmetric provides
an overall comparison of different models. It is especially

Table 5: Spectral goodness of fit results of the dyadic model and
ERGM.

Dyadic model ERGM
Mean SGOF
(5th percentile,
95th percentile)

0.37 (0.31, 0.43) 0.63 (0.48, 0.76)

useful when a modeler is not clear about which network
structural statistics are important in explaining the observed
network. For example, in our coconsideration network, it
is hard to tell which network metrics, such as the average
path length or the average CC, are more important to the
understanding of market structure. Under this circumstance,
the SGOF provides a simple yet comprehensive evaluation.
Table 5 lists the SGOF scores of both dyadic model and the
ERGM. Based on 1,000 predicted networks from each model,
the results of the mean, 5th, and 95th percentile of SGOF
show that the ERGM significantly outperforms the dyadic
model.

5.2. Link-Level Comparison. In addition to the network-level
comparison, the predicted networks are also evaluated at the
link level. We define a pair of vehicles with a coconsideration
relation as positive, whereas the oneswithout links as negative.
Therefore, the true positive (TP) is the number of links pre-
dicted as positive and also positive in the observed network;
the false positive (FP) is the number of links predicted as
positive but actually negative, that is, wrong predictions of
positives. Similarly, the true negative (TN) is the number of
links predicted as negative and observed as negative; the false
negative (FN) is the number of links predicted as negative but
observed as positive. Taking 0.5 as the threshold of predicted
probability (as it is used in the logistic function), we calculate
the following three metrics to evaluate the performance of
prediction for both dyadic model and ERGM. Precision is
the fraction of true positive predictions among all positive
predictions; recall is the fraction of true positive predictions
over all positive observations; F score is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall (see Table 6 for the formulas). These
metrics are adopted because each of them reflects the capa-
bility of the model from different perspectives. It could be the
case where the model predicts many links (e.g., all links are
predicted in extreme cases andFP is high) so that the precision
is low and the recall is high, while another model could
predict very few links that leads to high FN and therefore high
precision and low recall. Therefore, using either precision or
recall only practically reveals the model performance. Hence
F score is often recommended as a fair measure because it
considers both precision and recall and provides an average
score. In this study, we use all three metrics together to
provide a complete picture of the model performance.

As shown in Table 6, almost all performance metrics sug-
gest that ERGM outperforms the dyadic model. In particular,
the recall of ERGM is significantly higher than that of the
dyadic model. The dyadic model is only able to predict about
4.2% of coconsideration, whereas the recall of the ERGM
reach 31.1%.These results imply that the inclusion of product
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Table 6: Results of various metrics for link-level comparison
(predicted links based on threshold at 0.5).

Metrics Dyadic model ERGM

Precision = 𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 0.594 0.543

Recall = 𝑇𝑃
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) 0.042 0.311

𝐹𝛽 =
(1 + 𝛽2) × Precision × Recall
(𝛽2 × Precision + Recall)

𝐹0.5 = 0.162
𝐹1 = 0.078
𝐹2 = 0.051

𝐹0.5 = 0.473
𝐹1 = 0.396
𝐹2 = 0.340

Dyadic
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Figure 5:The precision-recall curve of the dyadicmodel and ERGM
with random network benchmarked.

interdependence in ERGM indeed improves the model fit
and better explains the observed product coconsideration
relations. The only metric for which the dyadic model has a
better value is the precision. At the threshold of probability
equal to 0.5, the dyadic model only predict 170 links as
positive in total, and 101 of them are correct. The small
denominator in the precision formula, that is, TP + FP = 170,
produces a larger precision.

Since different thresholds of the predicted probability
can affect the value of precision and recall, we evaluate the
precision-recall curve [56] by altering the threshold from 0
to 1 to get a more comprehensive understanding. The model
that has a larger area under the curve (AUC) performs better
[57]. When evaluating binary classifiers in an imbalanced
dataset (withmanymore cases of one value for a variable than
the other), which is the case we face, Saito and Rehmsmeier
[57] have demonstrated that the precision-recall curve is more
informative than other threshold curves, such as the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Figure 5 shows that, for
any given recall value, the precision of ERGM is strictly higher
than that of the dyadic model and the ERGM outperforms
the dyadic model in the full spectrum of the threshold of

Year 2013 Year 2014
6

7

1 5

4

3
2

1 5

3
2

Figure 6: Illustration of the evolution of the coconsideration
network.

probability (we studied the ROC curve and drew the same
conclusions).

In summary, the comparisons at both the network level
and the link level validate our hypothesis that the product
interdependence, that is, the endogenous effect, plays a
significant role in the formation of product coconsideration
relations and hence the customers’ consideration decisions.
In the next section, we examine the predictive power of the
two models.

6. Model Comparison on Predictability

In this section, we take a further step to compare the two
models in terms of the predictability. We use the models
developed with the 2013 dataset (i.e., the model coefficients
shown in Table 4) to predict the vehicle coconsideration
relations in the 2014 market. From an illustrative example
in Figure 6, we can see that some car models (e.g., node 4)
withdrew from the market in 2014, some new car models
(e.g., node 6 and node 7) were introduced to the market, but
most of the car models (e.g., nodes 1, 2 3, and 5) remained
in the 2014 market. In this paper, we focus on predicting the
future coconsiderations among the overlapping carmodels in
two consecutive years since the new models may introduce
critical features not captured in the previous market, such
as electric cars. In our study, 315 car models were available
in both 2013 and 2014. Therefore, the task here is to predict
whether each pair of cars among these 315 car models will
be coconsidered in 2014 given their new vehicle attributes
in 2014, the new customer demographics, existing market
competition structures (The market competition structure
is captured by the model coefficients of the three network
configurations including the edge, star effect, and triangle
effect discussed in Section 4.4.), and the model coefficients
estimated based on the 2013 data.

Most pairs of cars have the same dyadic status (i.e.,
coconsidered or not) in 2013 and 2014. For example, if
two car models were not coconsidered in 2013, customers
continued to not coconsider these two in 2014. This case
is not of interest because predicting nonexistence is much
easier due to the imbalance nature of the network dataset
and it does not provide new insights. Similarly, the persistent
coconsideration in both 2013 and 2014 is also expected.
Therefore, we focus on changes in two prediction scenarios:
emergence and disappearance of coconsideration links from
2013 to 2014. As shown in Table 7, among 47,724 pairs of
cars that were not coconsidered in 2013, 1,202 pairs were
considered in 2014. The event of changing from not being
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Table 7: Prediction scenarios of interest.

Prediction scenarios Year 2013 Year 2014 Events of interest

Emergence of coconsideration 47,724 pairs of cars not coconsidered 1,202 pairs of new coconsideration Yes
46,522 no change No

Disappearance of coconsideration 1,731 pairs of cars coconsidered 1,087 pairs no longer coconsidered Yes
644 no change No

Table 8: The prediction precision and recall at the threshold of 0.5 in two prediction scenarios.

Prediction
scenarios Model

Number of events
of interest (TP +

FN)

Number of
predictions (TP

+ FP)

Number of
correct

predictions (TP)

Prediction
precision Prediction recall Prediction

𝐹1

(1) Dyadic 1202 36 9 0.250 0.0075 0.015
ERGM 442 111 0.251 0.092 0.135

(2) Dyadic 1087 1654 1076 0.651 0.990 0.785
ERGM 1183 860 0.727 0.791 0.758

coconsidered to being coconsidered indicates the change
of market competition potentially caused by the change of
vehicle attributes such as prices. On the other hand, 1,731
pairs of cars were coconsidered in 2013 among the 315 car
models, but 1,087 pairs were no longer coconsidered in 2014.
We indicate the two cases in the last column of Table 7
where the predictions of 2014 network using 2013 model
are the events of interest. The two “Yes” cases, predicting
emerging coconsideration and disappearing coconsideration
links, both represent the change of coconsideration status
from 2013 to 2014 and are the positive outcomes of model
predictions. Such predictions are more difficult (yet substan-
tively more useful) to attain than the other two “No” cases
of nochange. By testing both the dyadic and ERGM models,
we examine which model had better predictive capability,
assuming that the driving factors and customer preferences
of coconsideration characterized by the model coefficients in
Table 4 are unchanged from 2013 to 2014.

In both prediction scenarios, we input the new values
of vehicle attributes and customer profile attributes from
2014 into the model. When using ERGM, characteristics of
network configurations calculated based on the 2013 data also
served as inputs for prediction. Once the models predict
the probability of each pair of car models, we evaluate the
performance metrics separately in two scenarios: (1) the
precision and recall of predicting emerging coconsideration
among the 47,724 pairs of not coconsidered car models, and
(2) the precision and recall of predicting the disappearance
of coconsideration among 1,731 pairs of cars coconsidered in
2013. The precision and recall of predictions are calculated
similarly to the ones used in Section 5.2. The precision
score is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted links
(such as corrected prediction of emerging coconsideration or
disappeared coconsideration) over the number of predictions
a model makes. The recall score is the ratio of the number
of correctly predicted links over the number of events
of interest (true emerging coconsideration or disappeared
coconsideration in 2014).

Table 8 shows the results of the prediction precision and
recall calculated based on the predicted probability of 0.5
as the threshold in the two scenarios. To predict emerging
coconsideration, the ERGM had much better performance
than the dyadicmodel. Specifically, the dyadicmodel tends to
be overtrained based on vehicle attributes and only predicts a
small set of most likely links, that is, 9 of the 1,202 emerging
new coconsideration relations. On the other hand, the ERGM
predicted 111 (more than ten times) emerging coconsideration
with the same precision. With the probability threshold of
0.5, the ERGM and dyadic model had similar differences
in performance in predicting disappearing coconsideration
links. Figure 7(b) shows that ERGM outperforms the dyadic
model in almost all points of the precision-recall curve. In
fact, the PR curves (Figure 7) show that ERGM at the entire
range of the threshold outperforms the dyadic model in both
prediction scenarios.

Therefore, we conclude that the ERGM has better pre-
dictability than the dyadic model. In addition to the GOF fit-
ness test, the prediction test described above further validates
our hypothesis that taking interdependencies in network
modeling better explains the coconsideration network. In this
particular case study, the analyses performed in both GOF
and prediction analyses indicate that vehicles’ coconsidera-
tion relations are influenced by their existing competitions in
the market.

7. Closing Comments

In this paper, we propose a network-based approach to study
customer preferences in consideration decisions. Specifically,
we apply the lift associationmetric to convert customers’ con-
siderations into a product coconsideration network in which
nodes present products and links represent coconsideration
relations between products.With the created coconsideration
networks, we adopt two network models, the dyadic model
and the ERGM, to predict whether two products would
have a coconsideration relation or not. Using vehicle design
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Figure 7: Prediction PR curves of dyadic model and ERGM in two prediction scenarios.

as a case study, we perform systematic studies to identify
the significant factors influencing customers’ coconsideration
decisions. These factors include vehicle attributes (price,
power, fuel consumption, import, make origin, and market
segment), the similarity of customer demographics, and exist-
ing competition structures (i.e., the interdependence among
coconsideration choices captured by network configurations).
Statistical regressions are performed to obtain the estimated
parameters of both models, and comparative analyses are
performed to evaluate the models’ goodness of fit and
predictive power in the context of vehicle coconsideration
networks. Our results show that the ERGM outperforms the
dyadic model in both GOF tests and the prediction analyses.
This paper makes two contributions relevant to engineering
design: (a) a rigorous network-based analytical framework
to study product coconsideration relations in support of
engineering design decisions, and (b) a systematic evaluation
framework for comparing different network-modeling tech-
niques using GOF and prediction precision and recall.

This study provides three practical insights on coconsid-
eration behavior in China automarket. First, the customers
are price-drivenwhen considering potential carmodels. Both
models suggest significant homophily effects of vehicle prices
and customer demographics in forming coconsideration
links, that is, car models with similar prices and targeting
to similar demographics such as income and family size are
more likely to be considered in the same consideration set.
However, the ERGM reveals much more influential drivers,
such as the homophily effects of car segments and make
origins. These findings confirm the internal clusters in the
automarket. Second, the ERGMmodel suggests that there are

significantly fewer star structures but much more triangles
in the coconsideration network. Beyond the impacts of the
vehicle and customer attributes, ERGM also illustrates that
carmodels that received an equal amount of consideration are
likely to get involved in multiway coconsideration.Third, the
model comparisons based on the GOF and prediction anal-
yses demonstrate that an ERGM approach, which captures
the interdependence of coconsideration, helps improve the
prediction of product coconsiderations.

Finally, having an analytical model in this application
context could boost future explorations including the what
if scenario analysis that aims to forecast market responses
under different settings of existing product attributes, as
demonstrated in [44]. Since ERGM has a better model fit
and predictability, it will helpmakemore accurate projections
on the future market trends and aid the prioritization of
product features in satisfying customers’ needs as well as
support engineering design andproduct development. Future
research should extend the network approach to a longitudi-
nal weighted network-modeling framework, which not only
predicts the existence of a link but also the strength of the
coconsideration between carmodels in subsequent years.The
weighted network models would help discover the nuance in
different customers’ consideration sets and therefore provide
more insights into product design and market forecasting.
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We present a social network and forensic analysis of the vote counts of Spanish national elections that took place in December 2015
and their sequel in June 2016.We initially consider the phenomenon of bipartisanship breakdown by analyzing spatial distributions
of several bipartisanship indices. We find that such breakdown is more prominently close to cosmopolite and largely populated
areas and less important in rural areas where bipartisanship still prevails, and its evolution mildly consolidates in the 2016 round,
with some evidence of bipartisanship reinforcement which we hypothesize to be due to psychological mechanisms of risk aversion.
Subsequently, a functional network analysis detects an effective partition of municipalities which remarkably coincides with the
first-level political and administrative division of autonomous communities. Finally, we explore towhich extent vote data are faithful
by applying forensic techniques to vote statistics. Results based on deviation from Benford’s law are mixed and vary across different
levels of aggregation. As a complementary metric, we further explore the cooccurring statistics of vote share and turnout, finding a
mild tendency in the clusters of the conservative party to smear out towards the area of high turnout and vote share, what has been
previously interpreted as a possible sign of incremental fraud.

1. Introduction and Datasets

In the last decade and in parallel with the improvement
of computational resources and the possibility of accessing,
storing and manipulating massive digital records easily, the
political science community has engaged with the task of
producing quantitative and systematic methods to detect
irregularities in electoral results [1]. In this work, we analyze
the vote count statistics obtained in the Spanish national
elections that took place in December 2015 as well as in their
sequel of June 2016. Since the end of 2014, the emergence
of new parties such as the antiausterity Podemos and the
rise of other ones such as Ciudadanos (Cs) challenged an
already decadent bipartisanship system, as was evidenced by
the highly fragmented total vote share in 2015. These results
further defined a new type of political equilibrium in Spain,
where the quest for alliances across parties was required to
form a workable majority. Unfortunately, this situation was

not achieved and the parliament was unable to build the
necessary coalitions to make such a workable majority, what
triggered the onset of new elections only six months after
the previous ones, in June 2016. These special and unique
conditions, together with the fact that the polls and electoral
surveys preceding and on the day of the elections, showed an
unusually high discrepancy with the actual resultsmotivating
the use of some of the recently developed techniques for elec-
tions forensic analysis to scrutinize any source of irregularity
in these elections.

High resolution vote count data (at several levels of
aggregation down to the level of municipalities) have been
extracted from the official webpage of the Ministerio Del
Interior [2] (SpanishMinistry of Home Affairs) for both 2015
and 2016 elections. For concreteness we have focused on vote
counts on congress and discarded senate (see Figure 1 for a
guide of the type of data available from the ministry of home
affairs website).
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Figure 1: Sample municipality (Arteixo) along with vote count statistics, as reported in the Ministerio del Interior official webpage [2].

The high quality of the dataset under study allows us
to address important social and political questions in a
scientific way. In this work, we have considered three specific
questions, namely, (i) can we confirm that the bipartisanship
system is challenged? (ii) Can a social network analysis
reveal quantitative information on the voting profiles and
similarities across municipalities and regions? And (iii) can
we scrutinize these data against forensic techniques? And if
so, is there any evidence of fraud?

To address the first question, we will define a set of
bipartisanship indices andwill explore the spatial distribution
of these over the Iberian peninsula of Spain (at the fine-
grained level of municipalities), while, for the second ques-
tion, we will build on state-of-the-art community detection
methods (Infomap) applied on a functional-like network of
municipalities extracted via cosine similarity.

The third question will be addressed via two different
studies.The first one addresses the deviation or conformance
of vote counts statistics to the so-called Benford’s law [3,
4] that predicts that the first significant digits in some
datasets (including vote counts) should follow an inverse-
logarithmic distribution. The rationale for this analysis is
that statistically significant deviations between the empirical
distribution and the theoretical one point us towards electoral
irregularities. These irregularities might in turn be due
either to unintentional mismanagement of the voting process
and/or to fraud. This type of analysis only flags the existence
of such irregularities and gives no judgment on what was
the cause for such irregularity. To complement this study,
we then explore the presence and detection of sources of
incremental and extreme fraud from the cooccurring statis-
tics of vote and turnout numbers, following a recent study
[5].

The rest of the paper goes as follows: in Section 2, we
introduce similarity indices and explore the spatial distribu-
tion of these. Having access to the 2015 and 2016 election
statistics, we will be able to explore the social effect of distrust
and the possible longitudinal progression of bipartisanship
breakdown. In Section 3, we perform the social network
analysis of the data, creating functional networks via cosine
similarity computed on the vote profile at the level of munici-
palities.Then, in Section 4, we focus on forensicmethods.We
introduce Benford’s law along with the precise types of sta-
tistical tests that have been proposed in the realm of election
forensics, and we present the results obtained from these tests
for both the December 2015 and June 2016 elections at three
different levels of aggregation. The main results and inter-
pretations on this first study are reported in this section and
additional material and analysis are shown in Appendix. In
this section, we also present the second forensic analysis that
addresses the cooccurring statistics of vote and turnout num-
bers. Finally, in Section 5, we provide some discussion and
conclude.

2. Bipartisanship Indices

Vote counts can be aggregated at several spatial levels (munic-
ipalities, precincts, etc.). In general, for a specific region (e.g.,
a given municipality), vote data consist of a vector of vote
percentage k = (V1, V2, . . .), where V𝑖 is the percentage of votes
to party 𝑖, and∑𝑁𝑖=1 V𝑖 = 1,𝑁 being the total number of parties
with representation in that region. Whereas in a majority of
municipalities the main national-wide parties PP, PSOE, Cs,
and Podemos have representation, other smaller, regional (or
otherwise) parties also appear with different frequency in the
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Figure 2: (a, b) Heat map of the bipartisanship index (BI, see the text) at the municipality level (the darker and the larger the BI is, the more
bipartisan the system is) for 2015 elections (a) and 2016 elections (c). One can see that overall bipartisanship decreases from 2015 to 2016 and
that bipartisanship breakdown is more acute closer to important, cosmopolite cities (e.g., Madrid and Barcelona). (c) Frequency histogram
of BI for 2015 and 2016. In 2015, the distribution has a clear Gaussian shape and such shape is slightly perturbed in 2016.

different municipalities. In other words, 𝑁 (total number of
parties) might fluctuate from municipality to municipality.

Bipartisanship Index (BI). As a crude metric, we initially
define a bipartisanship index (BI𝑖) of a given municipality
(resp., precinct, etc.) 𝑖 as the sum of the vote percentage ratio
(between 0 and 1) of the two most-voted parties in 𝑖. For
a pure bipartisanship region 𝑖 (𝑁 = 2), BI𝑖 approaches 1,
whereas in the ideal case of a multiparty region, BI would
approach its minimum value 2/𝑁. This metric allows us to
compare the relative level of bipartisanship across regions.

In Figure 2, we provide a spatial heat map of Spain where
we plot BI𝑖 for each municipality 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 8215, for
the 2015 and 2016 elections data, respectively (note that, for
illustration constraints, Canary Islands are not represented
here, but we shall emphasize that data and results there are
qualitatively equivalent to those obtained for the Iberian
peninsula and Balearic Islands). First, we can observe that
there is a clear tendency towards relatively lower bipartisan-
ship in areas that correspond to highly populated regions, for
example, Madrid and Catalonia. This finding is well aligned
with the social observation that the process of bipartisanship

breakdown, as other social changes initially develop close
to important cosmopolite cities and then percolate to more
rural areas. A second interesting finding is that from 2015
to 2016 there is a stalling in the bipartisanship breakdown,
and its average index over all Spanish municipalities even
slightly increases from ⟨BI⟩ = 0.70 ± 0.12 in 2015 to
⟨BI⟩ = 0.73 ± 0.11 in 2016 (this small increase is however
within error bars so one cannot rule out this being a
statistical artifact). A possible sociological interpretation is
the following: after the 2015 elections, parliament was unable
to build the necessary coalitions tomake a workablemajority,
and this was the trigger to the new elections only six months
after the previous ones, in June 2016. As society is averse
to the uncertainty generated by frustrated elections, risk
aversion might have stalled the overall inertia that a priori
was driving the bipartisanship breakdown, and the fear of
not being able to find workable majorities might have forced
some voters in the most conservative regions to turn back to
a bipartisanship strategy that indeed guarantees those much-
needed majorities.

At a regional level, we can observe that this phenomenon
is highly heterogeneous: whereas there is a very acute trend
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Figure 3: (a, b) Heat maps of the entropy index (𝐸, see the text) at themunicipality level (the darker and the lower the entropy is, themore the
bipartisan system is) for 2015 elections (a) and 2016 elections (b). Entropy is larger (leading tomore heterogeneous vote and less bipartisanship)
closer to cosmopolite cities (e.g., Madrid and Barcelona). Overall, this index is approximately constant over time (⟨𝐸⟩ = 0.34 ± 0.06 in 2015
and ⟨𝐸⟩ = 0.33 ± 0.06 in 2016), similar to the results obtained using the bipartisanship index.

towards bipartisanship breakdown consolidation in specific
regions such as the autonomous community of Valencia, in
other regions such as the autonomous community of Galicia
the trend is pretty much the opposite.

In Figure 2(c) we plot the frequency histogram of bipar-
tisanship indices, for both 2015 and 2016. For 2015, a clear
Gaussian-like shape emerges, and such shape is slightly
perturbed for the 2016 case. In the latter case, we observe
weird peaks and pits emerging in the distribution leaving
a trace of wild fluctuations which are not present in the
2015 statistics. Comparing both histograms we can perceive
a subtle shift towards higher values of BI.

Entropy Index (E). Intuitively, bipartisanship tends to accu-
mulate vote percentage in a few parties, whereas multiparty
tends to spread out votes across parties. Following this argu-
ment, in order to quantifymore precisely the concentration of
vote percentages over the whole set of parties, one can define
an entropy index for region 𝑖 as

𝐸𝑖 = −∑𝑁𝑗=1 V𝑗 log V𝑗
log𝑁 . (1)

This quantity is bounded in 0 ≤ 𝐸𝑖 ≤ 1, reaching the
minimum for uniparty (a single party gets 100% of the votes
in the region) and reaching its maximum for multiparty (all
𝑁 parties get the same percentage of votes).

Qualitatively, we have found similar results when explor-
ing spatial distributions of the entropy index 𝐸𝑖 to those
obtained with the more crude quantifier BI (see Figure 3).

Diversity Index. Inspired by ecological metrics [6], here we
further define the diversity index 𝑁eff of a given region
as the effective number of political parties. This refers to
the number of “equally voted parties” needed to obtain
the same mean proportional parties vote percentage as that
observed in the dataset (where all parties may not be equally
abundant):

𝑁eff = exp (𝐸 log𝑁) , (2)

where 𝐸 is the entropy index as defined above. In other
words, 𝑁eff counts, assuming that effective parties all get the
same number of votes, the number of such effective parties
one would need to find the same entropy index as found by
computing 𝐸 to the vote statistics. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
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Figure 4: (a, b) Heatmap of the diversity index (𝑁eff , see the text) at themunicipality level (the darker and the larger𝑁eff is, the less bipartisan
the system is) for 2015 elections (a) and 2016 elections (c). One can see that overall the system ismore diverse in 2015 and its diversity decreases
in 2016. This result is in consonance with bipartisanship breakdown stalling, probably due to risk aversion that generates the uncertainty
associated with not obtaining workable majorities in parliament. (c) Frequency histogram of 𝑁eff for 2015 and 2016, highlighting an initially
diverse voting ecosystem with ⟨𝑁eff⟩ = 4.1 (over four relevant parties on average) in 2015, and a clear shift towards a smaller diversity in 2016.

we plot such index for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b) elections. We
clearly observe two important stylized facts: namely, (i) as
already found in BI and 𝐸, there is a clear separation between
regions close to cosmopolite and largely populated cities,
whose diversity index tends to be large, entailing a high
number of effective parties at play, and regions which are
typically less populated (rural areas) with lower diversity
index. (ii) At odds with BI, the overall index evidences a
marked decrease between 2015 and 2016, visually observed
by a drift in heat map towards lighter color (i.e., lower
values of diversity) and a change in the diversity distribution
(Figure 4(c)).

3. Functional Network Analysis

In this section, we make use of tools from Network Theory
[7] to explore the vote similarity across regions. Attached to
each municipality, we consider the vote percentage vector k
defined above. We measure the similarity between the voting

statistics of twomunicipalities 𝑖 and 𝑗 via the so-called cosine
similarity:

𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
⟨k(𝑖), k(𝑗)⟩
k(𝑖) ⋅ k(𝑖)

, (3)

where ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is the standard scalar product and ‖ ⋅ ‖ is the ℓ2
norm. By construction, 0 ≤ 𝑆𝑖𝑗 ≤ 1, where complete similarity
(𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 1) is reached when the vote statistics are identical and
null similarity is reached when k(𝑖) ⊥ k(𝑗), that is, when a
nonnull percentage to a given party in one municipality is
alwaysmatched to a null percentage in the othermunicipality.

The matrix S = {𝑆𝑖𝑗} naturally defines a fully connected
weighted network where nodes are municipalities, and every
pair of nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 are linked with an edge with weight
𝑆𝑖𝑗. In our database, we have a total number of about 8 ⋅ 103
municipalities, hence a fully connected network of about
8 ⋅ 103 nodes and 64 ⋅ 106 edges. In Figure 5 we plot the
edge’s weight probability density 𝑃(𝑆). As expected, weights
are concentrated in a region relatively close to the maximum
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Figure 5: Estimated probability density of similarity values 𝑃(𝑆) for
the fully connected, weighted, similarity matrix S.

value, something that can be justified already by noting that,
in most of the municipalities, all four parties PP, PSOE, Cs,
and Podemos have a nonnull vote percentage. To get some
insight beyond this simple statistic, we now run an algorithm
to detect communities, that is, large groups of nodes which
are similar to each other and less similar to the nodes in
the other groups. To do this, we run Infomap [8, 9] on the
undirected and weighted network after a simple thresholding
is performed on S: for a given node 𝑖, we only conserve the
largest similarity weights 𝑆𝑖𝑗 such that all nodes at least have
degree 𝑘 = 10. In other words, we perform a parallel pruning
on the edges, starting from those with smaller weights, and
we prune the network up to the point where we cannot
prune anymore if we want to make sure every node has a
degree 𝑘 ≥ 10. The first level of Infomap reveals a total
of 14 communities in 2015 and 16 communities in 2016. In
Figure 6 we plot a spatial projection of the network, where
nodes are municipalities. For exposition reasons, edges are
not plotted in the figure as otherwise the image would not
carry much information. Nodes belonging to the same net-
work community are colored equally. Resemblance between
network communities obtained via Infomap in our functional
network and actual Spanish autonomous communities is
remarkable, and such similitude is more acute in 2015, where
bipartisanship breakdown is slightly more pronounced, than
in 2016, where bipartisanship slightly reduced, as reported
by the diversity index, and this has the effect of fuzzing up
the relation between network communities and autonomous
community divisions. Interestingly, one finds what we could
call stable and compact autonomous communities (those
which have a well-defined, stable over time and cohe-
sive functional community counterpart): Catalonia, Madrid,
Basque Country, and Navarra, whereas other set of com-
munities have a clear counterpart in 2015 but a fuzzier one
in 2016 (e.g., Comunitat Valencia, Andalucia, and Murcia).
Another set of autonomous communities present a highly
heterogeneous voting profiles and do not present any clear

functional community counterpart. Theoretical digressions
and insights that could give a sociopolitical justification for
this classification are left as an open question for future
work.

4. Forensic Analysis

4.1. Benford’s Law. Thefirst significant digit (or leading digit)
of a number is defined as its nonzero leftmost digit (e.g., the
leading digit of 123 is 1 whereas the leading digit of 0.025
is 2). The so-called Benford’s law is an empirical statistical
law stating that in particular types of numeric datasets the
probability of finding an entry whose first significant digit is
𝑑 decays logarithmically as

𝑃 (𝑑) = log10 (1 + 1
𝑑) , (4)

where log10 stands here for the decimal logarithm (note that
trivially∑9𝑑=1 𝑃(𝑑) = 1). Perhaps counterintuitively, this law is
quite different from the expected distribution arising from an
uncorrelated random process (e.g., coin tossing or extracting
numbers at random from an urn) which would yield a
uniform distribution where every leading digit would be
equally likely to appear. The logarithmically decaying shape
given in (4) was empirically found first in 1881 by astronomer
Simon Newcomb and later popularized and exhaustively
studied by Benford [10]. Empirical datasets that comply to
Benford’s law emerge in disparate places as for stock prizes or
physical constants, and some mathematical sequences such
as binomial arrays or some geometric sequences have been
shown to conform to Benford. A possible origin of this law
has been rigorously explained by Hill [11], who proved a cen-
tral limit-type theorem by which random entries picked from
random distributions form a sequence whose leading digit
distribution converges to Benford’s law. Another explanation
comes from the theory of multiplicative processes, as it is
well known that power-law distributed stochastic processes
follow Benford’s law for the specific case of a density 1/𝑥 (see
[12] and references therein for details). In practice, this law
is expected to emerge in a range of empirical datasets where
part or all of the following criteria hold: (i) the data ranges
a broad interval encompassing several orders of magnitude
rather uniformly, (ii) the data are the outcome of different
random processes with different probability densities, and
(iii) the data are the result of one or several multiplicative
processes.

Mainly advocated by Nigrini [3], the application of
Benford’s law to detect fraud and irregularities, by observing
anomalous and statistically significant deviations from (4) for
datasetswhich otherwise should conform to that distribution,
has become popular in recent years, and from now on we
quote this a 1BL test. Mansilla [13] and Roukema [14] applied
this methodology to assess Mexican and Iranian vote count
results, respectively.On the other hand,Mebane [4] advocates
instead to look at the second significant digit (which follows
an extended version of Benford’s law [15]) and argues that
the frequencies of election vote counts at precinct level
approximate a Benford distribution for the second digit, and
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Figure 6: First-level communities obtained via community detection algorithm Infomap, performed on the thresholded, undirected, and
weighted network based on the similarity matrix S (see the text). Here we color nodes belonging to the same community in the same color.
There is an appreciable matching between functional network communities in the network of municipalities and actual Spanish autonomous
communities, although this correspondence is much more evident for the 2015 round, where bipartisanship breakdown was at its zenith.

accordingly mismanaged or fraudulent manipulation of vote
counts would induce a statistically significant deviation in the
distribution of the second leading digit, detected by a simple
Pearson𝜒2 goodness-of-fit test.Mebane applied this so-called
2BL test to assess the cases of Florida 2004 and Mexico 2006,
and other authors have subsequently applied this in many
other occasions (see [16] and references therein). In this case

the theoretical distribution takes a more convoluted shape
than (4), namely,

𝑃2 (𝑑) =
9

∑
𝑘=1

log10 (1 + 1
10𝑘 + 𝑑) , (5)

and a good numerical approximation [15, 16] is given by

𝑃2 (𝑑) ≃ (0.11968, 0.11389, 0.10882, 0.10433, 0.10031, 0.09668, 0.09337, 0.09035, 0.08757, 0.08500) . (6)

We start by exploring 1BL and 2BL tests applied to vote
count statistics nationally using the fine-grained data given
by splitting vote counts at the level of municipalities (with
over 8000 samples, vote counts ranging in about five orders
ofmagnitude).With sociopolitical impact inmind, fromnow
on we focus on the vote statistics to the main, national-wide
parties PP, PSOE, Cs, and Podemos.

Results for the 1BL are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(c) ((a,
c) depicts results for the 2015 elections while (b, d) does the
same for the 2016 case). As expected the distributions seem
to be close to Benford’s law for all political parties, at least
visually, and there are no obvious differences between 2015
and 2016. To have a better quantitative understanding, we
have made use of two statistics: (i) the classical Pearson’s 𝜒2
and (ii) the mean absolute deviation (MAD) test as proposed
byNigrini [3]. In both cases the null hypothesis𝐻0 is that data
conform to Benford’s law. The former statistic reads

𝜒2 = 𝑁
9

∑
𝑑=𝑚

[𝑃obs (𝑑) − 𝑃th (𝑑)]2
𝑃th (𝑑) , (7)

where 𝑃th(𝑑) and 𝑃obs(𝑑) are the theoretical and observed
relative frequencies of each digit and 𝑚 = 1 for 1BL and
𝑚 = 0 for 2BL. This statistic has 8 degrees of freedom for
1BL and 9 for 2BL (as in this latter case the digit zero has to be
incorporated as a candidate) and is to be compared to certain
critical values, such that if 𝜒2 > 𝜒2𝑛,𝑎 then 𝐻0 is rejected with
the selected level of confidence level 𝑎. For 𝑛 = 8 degrees of
freedom, the critical values at the 95% and 99% are 15.507 and

20.090, respectively, whereas, for 𝑛 = 9 degrees of freedom,
the critical values at the 95% and 99% are 16.919 and 21.666,
respectively.

The mean absolute deviation is defined as

MAD = 1
10 − 𝑚

9

∑
𝑑=𝑚

𝑃obs (𝑑) − 𝑃th (𝑑) , (8)

where𝑚 is the initial digit (1 for 1BL, 0 for 2BL).Whereas this
statistic lacks clear cut-off values, Nigrini provides the follow-
ing rule of thumb for 1BL: MAD between 0 and 0.004 implies
close conformity; from 0.004 to 0.008 acceptable conformity;
from 0.008 to 0.012 marginally acceptable conformity; and,
finally, greater than 0.012 nonconformity. To the best of our
knowledge, the critical values for MAD have not yet been
established for 2BL so all over this work we will assume the
same ones as for 1BL.

Results for 1BL can be found in Table 1. We conclude that,
for the Pearson𝜒2 test,𝐻0 cannot be rejected with sufficiently
high confidence in three out of the four main political
parties but the 𝜒2 result for PP is consistently large and
suggests rejection of the null hypothesis with a confidence
of 99%. These results are in contrast with those found using
the MAD statistic, where according to Nigrini all political
parties conform to Benford’s law (PP only showing acceptable
conformity and the rest showing close conformity).

The results on 2BL are shown in Figures 7(b) and 7(d)
and test statistics are summarized again in Table 1. These
suggest an overall conformance to the second digit law, with
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Figure 7: Histograms of relative frequencies for the first (a, c) and second (b, d) significant digits of the four most important political parties
vote counts over municipalities (more than 8000 in each case) for the 2015 (a, b) and 2016 (c, d) elections.

exception flagging nonconformance raised by 𝜒2 that rejects
𝐻0 at 95% for Podemos (2015), Unidos-Podemos (2016), and
PSOE (2015).

4.1.1. Individual Analysis at the Precincts Level. In order to
give a closer look to the vote count distributions we now
explore the statistics taking place at each separate precinct.
At this point we need to recall that among other criteria Ben-
ford’s law is expected to emerge in datasets where data range
several orders of magnitude. This hypothesis was fulfilled at
the national scale as the population of municipalities ranges
several orders of magnitude (O(1)–O(105), see Table 2) if we

consider all of them. However this is not straightforward
at the precinct level, where the number of municipalities is
highly heterogeneous from precinct to precinct. In Figure 8
we have checked that the number of orders of magnitude
that vote counts span at the precinct level is indeed linearly
correlated with the number of municipalities the precinct
contains (𝑅2 = 0.47). This means that the larger the number
of municipalities considered in a single analysis is, the more
we should expect data to conform to Benford’s law.

That being said, for each and every precinct in Spain, we
proceed to extract the frequencies of the first and second
significant digits found for all the municipalities inside that
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Table 1: Statistical tests of conformance to Benford’s law for the first (1BL) and second (2BL) significant digit distribution for the vote counts
of each political party (at the level of municipalities), along with 𝜒2 and MAD statistics. In italic we highlight the datasets where the null
hypothesis can be rejected with 95% confidence but not with 99% and in bold cases for which where the null hypothesis can be rejected with
more than 99% confidence according to 𝜒2. On the basis of MAD statistic the null hypothesis of conformance to Benford’s laws cannot be
rejected for any case.

Year Political party Number of observations 𝜒2 1BL MAD 1BL 𝜒2 2BL MAD 2BL
2015 PP 8182 23.079 0.0052 8.737 0.0027
2016 PP 8186 21.408 0.0046 4.142 0.0021
2015 PSOE 8135 13.486 0.0030 17.648 0.0038
2016 PSOE 8121 15.040 0.0033 13.065 0.0038
2015 Podemos & Co. 7927 4.845 0.0020 21.329 0.0050
2016 Unidos Podemos 8056 3.537 0.0019 18.314 0.0048
2015 C’s 8037 11.933 0.0036 10.934 0.0034
2016 C’s 8001 9.671 0.0033 10.951 0.0039
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Figure 8: Scatter plot of the number of orders of magnitude spaned by the voting populations of a precinct as a function of the number of
municipalities in each precinct, for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b). We find a positive correlation with 𝑅2 ≈ 0.47 suggesting that the “size” of a precinct
in terms of the number of municipalities explains 47% of the variation in the support (in terms of orders of magnitude) of the number of votes
(the larger the number of municipalities is, the more likely the number of votes takes values from a larger number of orders of magnitude).
The coefficient of 0.004 indicates that, on average, when we move from a precinct with 𝑥 municipalities to one with 𝑥 + 100, the ratio of the
biggest population to the smallest is 2.5 times bigger.

precinct and make a goodness-of-fit test between these
empirical distributions and 1BL and 2BL using both 𝜒2
and MAD statistics. Results on 1BL are summarized for the
case of 𝜒2 in Figures 9(a) and 9(c) and in Figure 10, finding
an overall good conformance to 1BL at the precinct level.
Conversely, MAD statistics (Figure 11) say just the opposite,
suggesting systematic nonconformance. As for the 2BL test,
there exists a strong deviation from the expected distribution
(Figures 9(b) and 9(d) for 𝜒2 and Figure 11 for MAD), and
both statistics consistently reject the null hypothesis of
conformance to Benford’s law for all political parties.

Now, note that at each individual precinct we expect
statistics to be a priori poorer than at the national scale,
as the average number of municipalities per precinct is of
the order of O(102) (see Table 2 for details), that is, one
order of magnitude smaller. As MAD does not include any

correction term that depends on the sample set, one should
therefore take the results associated with MAD with a pinch
of salt. This is not necessarily the case for the 𝜒2 as this latter
statistic takes into account in its definition the number of
samples. In any case, in order to assess whether the strong
nonconformance to 2BL at this level of aggregation is just
due to finite size effects we explore the dependence of both
𝜒2 and MAD results on the precinct’s size. Accordingly, in
Figure 12 we plot for each precinct its 𝜒2 and MAD result
as a function of the number of municipalities present in
that precinct. As expected, we find that MAD suffers from
finite size effects and is over conservative for small sample
sizes; however, this effect is rather weak and not enough to
explain the systematic nonconformance to 2BL. In the case
of the 𝜒2 statistic we observe quite the opposite effect: the
larger the number of municipalities in a given precinct, the
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Table 2: List of precincts with their number of different municipalities and the voting population ranges (by voting population we mean
the number of possible voters). The largest cities, such as Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Sevilla, Valencia, Zaragoza and Malaga, have been
subsequently divided into electoral districts and we have treated these latter districts as municipalities.

Precinct 𝑁mun Range 2015 Range 2016
Cadiz 44 383–162564 376–162111
Tarragona 184 36–89136 36–89031
A-Coruna 93 1020–196251 1007–196492
Zaragoza 304 12–98267 12–98399
Valencia-Valencia 284 37–43858 39–58015
Leon 211 42–101272 40–100862
Avila 248 13–43810 13–43759
Gipuzkoa 88 85–145679 85–145167
Granada 172 57–182735 119–182450
La-Rioja 174 5–108493 5–108755
Lugo 67 186–76951 183–77209
Castellon-Castello 135 16–116252 14–116049
Jaen 97 297–89693 285–89487
Cordoba 75 305–255629 301–255476
Barcelona 320 25–184321 23–182889
Araba-Alava 51 140–183368 136–183559
Valladolid 225 24–243129 20–242609
Teruel 236 10–25834 10–25959
Ourense 92 331–85240 314–85329
Palencia 191 13–63236 15–63072
Navarra 272 17–145462 16–145189
Asturias 78 146–223974 139–223268
Huelva 79 47–111520 45–111093
Pontevedra 62 535–232242 542–232465
Soria 183 8–28459 7–28540
Madrid 199 36–176867 38–176527
Sevilla 115 272–97848 266–98048
Huesca 202 18–38062 21–37988
Illes-Balears 67 192–275448 178–275883
Lleida 231 51–90807 48–90289
Cantabria 102 64–135418 66–135258
Murcia 45 492–308510 482–309387
Malaga 113 133–83852 142–84163
Ciudad-Real 102 81–57081 84–57248
Cuenca 238 10–40719 10–40722
Caceres 223 70–72783 75–74773
Segovia 209 17–38948 16–38867
Guadalajara 288 8–58795 7–59179
Girona 221 59–63288 62–63305
Salamanca 362 16–116942 17–117091
Almeria 103 70–139271 62–139412
Bizkaia 119 116–78875 111–78573
Toledo 204 6–61813 6–61731
Santa-Cruz-de-Tenerife 54 887–159534 919–159695
Albacete 87 54–130156 55–130572
Alicante-Alacant 141 44–234975 46–234691
Las-Palmas 34 508–292289 496–292504
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Table 2: Continued.

Precinct 𝑁mun Range 2015 Range 2016
Badajoz 165 63–111575 66–114755
Zamora 248 34–51358 34–51049
Burgos 371 5–134171 5–133923

Table 3: 𝜒2 values of conformance to 1BL and 2BL for each political
party extracted from the analysis performed when we aggregate
votes at the precinct level.

Year Political party test 𝜒2 MAD
2015 PP 1BL 12.71 0.0455
2016 PP 1BL 7.13 0.0329
2015 PP 2BL 7.79 0.0325
2016 PP 2BL 7.43 0.0333
2015 PSOE 1BL 3.78 0.02628
2016 PSOE 1BL 2.90 0.0220
2015 PSOE 2BL 20.90 0.0541
2016 PSOE 2BL 4.15 0.0222
2015 Podemos & Co. 1BL 4.45 0.02638
2016 Unidos Podemos 1BL 7.09 0.0344
2015 Podemos & Co. 2BL 3.29 0.0168
2016 Unidos Podemos 2BL 8.46 0.0359
2015 C’s 1BL 4.81 0.02433
2016 C’s 1BL 5.24 0.0270
2015 C’s 2BL 15.39 0.0474
2016 C’s 2BL 8.86 0.0289

more likely the null hypothesis to be rejected. An equivalent
size dependence analysis for the 1BL test is reported in
Figure 13.

4.1.2. Aggregate Analysis at the Precincts Level. To round off
our analysis with a third level of aggregation, we explore con-
formance to 1BL and 2BLwhen vote counts are aggregated per
precinct. In this case, we only have 52 samples (52 precincts)
so we expect the distributions to be more noisy. From the
previous analysis, we learned that MAD suffers from finite
size effects so we expect MAD to be more conservative than
𝜒2 at this level of aggregation. In Figure 14 we show the
results for 2016 and we refer the readers to Figure 15 to find
analogous results for 2015, which do not show substantial
differences at the qualitative level. As expected the distribu-
tions show larger fluctuations and, in absolute terms, deviate
more from the theoretical laws (depicted in dotted lines).
In Table 3 we depict 𝜒2 and MAD statistics, which, again as
expected, show inconsistent results: while 𝜒2 systematically
cannot be rejected with above 95% confidence level, in turn
MAD systematically suggests nonconformity. We conclude
that this level of aggregation is less informative than previous
ones.

4.2. CooccurrenceHeatMaps. Our second analysis is inspired
by a recent study [5] that explore the cooccurring statistics

of vote and turnout numbers and the associated double
mechanism of incremental and extreme fraud by plotting
two-dimensional histograms (heat maps) reporting, for a
given political party, the percentage of vote (vote share) it got
as compared to the percentage of participation. According to
Klimek and coauthors, incremental fraud occurs when, with
a given rate, ballots for one party are added to the urn and/or
votes for other parties are taken away, and this mechanism
is revealed when the histograms smear out towards the top-
right corner of the histograms. On the other hand, extreme
fraud (which corresponds to reporting close to complete
turnout and almost all votes for a single party) emerges when
the distribution transitions from unimodal to bimodal and
one of themodes corresponding to a cluster that concentrates
close to that corner of 100% participation (complete turnout)
and very large vote percentage. They applied these statistical
principles to several national elections, concluding that in
the cases of Russia and Uganda fraudulent manipulation
was the most likely underlying mechanism. In Figure 16 we
plot such heat maps for the 2016 case for all four political
parties. Data for PSOE, Unidos-Podemos, and Cs do not
show any sign of fraudulent manipulation. In the case of
PP results are less clear, as there indeed exists a (rather
weak) tendency of the data to smear out towards the top-
right corner (results for 2015 are very similar and have
been reported in Figure 17). We do not find any sign of
systematic extreme fraud, although it is worth stating that we
have found a small subset of municipalities where just one
party received 100% of the vote share (see Table 4). Without
exception, this is the popular party (PP), something that
is in principle suspicious. Nevertheless a closer inspection
reveals that these municipalities are extremely small and
thus consensus in one political option cannot be ruled out
statistically.

A further interesting peculiarity for the case of the
conservative party PP is the existence of two clusters of
municipalities (bimodal distribution) that gathers two dif-
ferent voting strategies: one relatively small, located at small
vote share and the other one at high vote share, which is
more spread out (we do not observe bimodality for the rest
of political parties).We have labeledmunicipalities according
to which cluster they belong (assigning a brown label for the
larger cluster and a turquoise label for the smaller one) and
plotted them in Figure 18. Just by visual inspection we can
appreciate that the category linked with the smaller cluster
is mainly formed by Catalonia and the Basque Country
(regions with proindependence aspirations and a strong
nationalist tradition), something that was recently pointed
out independently [17], and some further municipalities
in regions that have been considered PSOE strongholds
historically.
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Table 4: List of municipalities where a single party receives 100% of the vote share.

Year Municipality Population Turnout Party receiving 100% of the vote share
2015 Castilnuevo (Guadalajara) 8 88% PP
2015 Valdemadera (La Rioja) 7 100% PP
2016 Castilnuevo (Guadalajara) 7 100% PP
2016 Rebollosa de Jadraque (Guadalajara) 10 90% PP
2016 Congostrina (Guadalajara) 16 62% PP
2016 La Vid de Bureba (Burgos) 16 65% PP
2016 Portillo de Soria (Soria) 16 75% PP
2016 Valdemadera (La Rioja) 8 88% PP
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Figure 9: Summary of Pearson 𝜒2 goodness of fit to 1BL (a, c) and 2BL (b, d) for 2015 (a, b) and 2016 (c, d) extracted from analysis of each
individual precinct (each precinct contains a different number of municipalities and shows a precise distribution and an associated 𝜒2, so
here we plot the mean ± standard deviation over all Spanish precincts (excluding Ceuta andMelilla, precincts with a single municipality)) for
the main parties. In every case, the critical values for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence level are shown. Interestingly, in the case of 1BL
for a large majority, we accept conformance to Benford’s law, whereas in the case of 2BL for a large majority the null hypothesis is rejected.
Results based on MAD suggest that neither 1BL nor 2BL is accepted (Figure 11).
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Figure 10: 𝜒2 values of the goodness of fit to 1BL for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b) at the aggregation level of precincts. In every case the critical values
for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence level are shown. For a large majority we accept conformance to Benford’s law. Note that results are
inconsistent with the hypothesis test based on MAD as reported in Figure 19.

5. Discussion

In this work, we have studied the statistical properties of vote
counts in the Spanish national elections that took place in
December 2015 and June 2016, focusing on three separate
questions: (i) breakdown of bipartisanship, (ii) region-to-
region similarity in vote percentage, and (iii) election foren-
sics for fraud detection.

On relation to (i), our results highlight that the bipartisan-
ship system has suffered a clear breakdown in 2015, at least
in regions associated with a more widespread cosmopolite
society. Such breakdown consolidates over time but does not
increase, probably due to the risk aversion of not finding
workable majorities in the second election round and even
evidences a subtle decrease as captured by the diversity
index 𝑁eff . Bipartisanship breakdown is actually a quite
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Figure 11: Summary ofMAD goodness of fit to 1BL (a, c) and 2BL (b, d) for 2015 (a, b) and 2016 (c, d), performed individually at each precinct
(each precinct shows a precise distribution and an associatedMAD, so here we plot the mean ± standard deviation over all Spanish precincts,
excluding Ceuta andMelilla, precincts with a single municipality). In every case, the critical values for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence
level are shown. Interestingly, in the case of 1BL for a large majority, we accept conformance to Benford’s law, whereas, in the case of 2BL for
a large majority, the null hypothesis is rejected. All these results are consistent with the hypothesis test based on MAD.

complex phenomenon with a high degree of heterogene-
ity at a regional level, probably due to regional political
particularities.

Second, on relation to (ii), we have constructed a func-
tional network of municipalities via cosine similarity of
voting profiles. Interestingly, there is a very good matching
between network communities which emerge by a commu-
nity detection algorithm on the functional network and the
actual Spanish autonomous communities. In particular, a
classification of autonomous communities emerges naturally:
we find some autonomous communities whose functional

network community counterpart is more cohesive and stable
over time (e.g., Catalonia, Basque Country, Madrid, and
Navarra), some whose counterpart is only well-defined in
2015 when bipartisanship breakdown was more acute (e.g.,
Murcia and Valencia), and the rest where there is no clear
matching. Beyond the probably amplified role played by
regionalist parties in 2015, we do not have clear sociopolitical
explanations for such emergent classification and we leave
this as an open problem. Other aspects left for future work
include network pruning using different criteria to the ones
applied in thiswork, such as using a fixed similarity threshold.
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of the MAD (a, c) and 𝜒2 (b, d) statistics extracted from the 2BL test of each precinct as a function of the number of
municipalities in each precinct (2015 results are shown in (a, b) and 2016 ones are shown in (c, d), with no obvious differences). In the case of
MAD, we find a weak negative correlation as expected, but this correlation is not enough to explain the systematic nonconformance to 2BL.
In the case of 𝜒2, the effect is quite the opposite, and nonconformance is stronger as the size of the precinct increases, thereby suggesting that
nonconformance to 2BL at this level of aggregation is a genuine result and not a spurious effect of finite size statistics.

On relation to fraud detection, for the 2016 elections, the
unusually high discrepancy found between electoral surveys
preceding and on the day of the elections (26th June) and
the actual electoral results have been a source of debate and
controversy in Spanish media. To the best of our knowledge,
this work is among the first systematic analysis of its kind for
Spanish elections (see however [17, 18]). The first and general

conclusion on relation to question (iii) we have extracted is
that the voting distributions do not show any systematic and
significant change between the 2015 and the 2016 elections, as
all statistical results are qualitatively identical. This is in line
with the original analysts thesis that were discussed soon after
it was learned that Spain had to go into a second election given
the inability of the parliament to find a suitable coalition, but
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Figure 13: Scatter plot of the MAD (a, c) and 𝜒2 (b, d) statistics extracted from the 1BL test of each precinct as a function of the number of
municipalities in each precinct for years 2015 (a, b) and 2016 (c, d). In the case of MAD, we find a negative correlation as expected, but this
correlation is not enough to explain the systematic nonconformance to 1BL. In the case of 𝜒2 there is no perceivable size effect.

at odds with most of the polls and surveys of vote intention
which were predicting a much different scenario as 26th June
approached.

The first analysis is based on the hypothesis that, under
clean conditions, vote count data should conform toBenford’s
law. At the national scale we have found a general good
qualitative and quantitative conformance to Benford’s law for
the first (1BL) and second (2BL) digits, with small deviations
only occurring for 1BL in the conservative party, where the

null hypothesis can be rejected at 99% confidence in both
years according to the standard Pearson 𝜒2 hypothesis test,
a result which is not confirmed using an alternative test
(mean absolute deviation) proposed by Nigrini. For 2BL only
𝜒2 flags up some concerns at the 95% confidence level for
Podemos/Unidos-Podemos, but the null hypothesis cannot
be rejected at 99% and, again in this case, MAD statistic is
less conservative and accepts the null hypothesis for every
party.
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Figure 14: Histograms of relative frequencies for the first (a) and second (b) significant digits for the main political parties vote counts
aggregated over precincts, for the case of 2016 (2015 is shown in Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Histograms of relative frequencies for the first (a) and second (b) significant digits for the main political parties vote counts
aggregated over precincts, for the case of 2015.

If we change the resolution and explore results for
each individual precinct, results show a completely different
story: conformance to 1BL is accepted according to 𝜒2 but
systematically rejected according to MAD, and conformance
to 2BL is consistently rejected according to both 𝜒2 andMAD
statistics for every precinct and every political party. We
have also shown that these are genuine results that cannot
be associated with a lack of statistics. Finally, by aggregating

vote counts per precinct and analyzing conformance to 1BL
and 2BL at this level of aggregation, we obtain inconsistent
and therefore inconclusive results, as 𝜒2 cannot reject the
null hypothesis above 95% confidence level systematically
but conversely MAD suggests systematic nonconformance.
This lack of consistency raises the question about what
level of aggregation might be better suited for BL-type
analysis and which statistic is more reliable when assessing
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Figure 16: Heat maps plotting the percentage (in color scale) of municipalities where a given political party has received a certain percentage
of votes, as a function of the relative participation. These are results from the 2016 elections; the 2015 case is reported in Figure 17. According
to Klimek et al. [5], a smear out of the cluster towards the top-right corner of the heat map is a sign of incremental fraud, whereas extreme
fraud would occur for bimodal distributions where a cluster emerges at the top-right corner.

the goodness-of-fit issues that certainly deserve further
investigation.

Given the somewhat mixed results and acknowledging
that the applicability of Benford’s law tests to election foren-
sic is not completely free from controversy [19, 20], as a
complementary analysis we further explored the correla-
tions between percentage of participation and percentage
of votes for each municipality, plotting two-dimensional
histograms to detect the presence of so-called incremental
and/or extreme fraud as described by Klimek et al. [5]. Our
results suggest that the results for PSOE, Unidos-Podemos,
and Cs are apparently free from these mechanisms whereas
in the case of PP we find a weak evidence of cluster smearing
out similarly to what Klimek et al. refer to incremental
fraud, an evidence which needs to be studied in more detail.
The heat map of the conservative party also shows two

clusters instead of a single one, hence the bimodality in
the vote share tendency: there exist two different groups of
municipalities, including a small one where the tendency
is to give a small vote share to PP and a larger one where
the vote share takes larger values. Interestingly, according
to a spatial analysis, we have been able to confirm that the
low vote share cluster typically corresponds to regions which
are considered nationalist (Catalonia and Basque Country)
where the strength of regional options outperforms those that
prevail at a nationwide scale.

All in all, these results suggest that further investigations
and enquiries should be conducted in order to confirm and
clarify the presence or absence of some of these apparent
irregularities, to elucidate their source and quantify their
impact in election results. In this respect, systematic com-
parative studies with historical bipartisanship Spanish data
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Figure 17: Heat maps plotting the percentage (in color scale) of municipalities where a given political party has received a certain percentage
of votes, as a function of the relative participation. These are results associated with December 2015 elections. According to Klimek et al. [5],
a smear out of the cluster towards the top-right corner of the heat map is a sign of incremental fraud, whereas extreme fraud would occur for
bimodal distributions where a cluster emerges at the top-right corner.

Figure 18: Focusing on the bimodal distribution for the conservative party that emerges in the heatmap of Figure 16, here we show in a spatial
map of Spain where we assign a brown color to those municipalities that belong to the larger cluster (high vote share) and a turquoise color
to those that belong to the smaller cluster (low vote share). We find that the low vote share clusters are predominantly linked with Catalonia
and the Basque Country, the two areas of Spain with some proindependence aspirations. No obvious change is perceived between 2015 and
2016.
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Figure 19: MAD values of the goodness of fit to 1BL for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b) at the aggregation level of precincts. In every case, the critical
values for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence level are shown. For a large majority, we reject conformance to Benford’s law at the precinct
level according to MAD, this result being inconsistent with the one found for Pearson’s 𝜒2 statistic.

and analogous data (analysis at different levels of aggregation)
from other similar democratic countries are needed.

Appendix

In this appendix we depict several additional figures and
tables that complement the main study (see the main text for

references to each of these figures). See Figures 3, 8, 10, 11, 13,
15, 17, 19, 20, and 21 and Table 2.

Additional Points

Availability of Data and Materials. The datasets supporting
the conclusions of this article are available under request.
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Figure 20: MAD values of the goodness of fit to 2BL for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b) at the aggregation level of precincts. In every case, the critical
values for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence level are shown. Virtually in all cases the null hypothesis is rejected.
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Figure 21: 𝜒2 values of the goodness of fit to 2BL for 2015 (a) and 2016 (b) at the aggregation level of precincts. In every case, the critical
values for rejection at the 95 and 99% confidence level are shown. Virtually in all cases the null hypothesis is rejected. All these results are
consistent with the hypothesis test based on MAD reported in Figure 20.
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Deconstructivism is an aesthetically appealing architectonic style. Here, we identify some general characteristics of this style, such
as decomposition of the whole into parts, superposition of layers, and conservation of the memory of the whole. Using these
attributes, we propose amethod to deconstruct functions based on integers. Using this integer-function deconstructionwe generate
spatial networks which display a few artistic attributes such as (i) biomorphic shapes, (ii) symmetry, and (iii) beauty. In building
these networks, the deconstructed integer-functions are used as the coordinates of the nodes in a unit square, which are then
joined according to a given connection radius like in random geometric graphs (RGGs). Some graph-theoretic invariants of these
networks are calculated and compared with the classical RGGs.We then show how these networks inspire an artist to create artistic
compositions using mixed techniques on canvas and on paper. Finally, we call for avoiding that the applicability of (network)
sciences should not go in detriment of curiosity-driven, and aesthetic-driven, researches. We claim that the aesthetic of network
research, and not only its applicability, would be an attractor for new minds to this field.

1. Introduction

There are multiple connections between networks and the
visual arts. The study of graph drawing is an old topic in
computer sciences and one of its main goals is the repre-
sentation of networks in aesthetically appealing ways [1, 2].
In modern network theory, there have been extraordinary
advances in the visualization of giant complex networks,
which can be considered as pieces of art by themselves [3]. A
different direction is the use of networks as an artisticmean of
expression.The artisticwork of Tomás Saraceno is an example
of this kind of symbiosis where the author has used spider
webs to create a universe of expressions [4]. Other artistsmelt
networks into evocative images of the real-world to produce
artistic designs. This is the case of the artist J. K. Rofling
who has produced many of these symbiotic images [5]. Some
examples of thework of J. K. Rofling are illustrated in Figure 1.

Here, we explore a different approach to connect net-
works and the visual arts. Essentially, we start from the con-
struction of spatial networks based on simple rules, namely,

the location of points in a unit square. However, the coor-
dinates of these points are generated by a mathematical
transformation of integer numbers that generates artistic
patterns on the plane.The inspiration for such transformation
of integers and functions based on them comes from the
“poststructuralist” school of philosophy and literary criticism
known as deconstruction.This school started in the late 1960
after the influential book De La Grammatologie (1967) by
the French philosopher Derrida [6]. This school of philo-
sophical thinking influenced any areas of intellectual and
creative activity including novels, poetry, architecture, the
fine arts, and music. In architecture in particular, the term
“deconstructivism” was adopted since the end of the 1980s
[7]. According toDerrida this architectural style “is not simply
the technique of an architect who knows how to deconstruct
what has been constructed but a probing which touches
upon the technique itself, upon the authority of the architec-
tural metaphor and thereby constitutes its own architectural
rhetoric” (cited by Hoteit in [7]).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Two of the works produced by J. K. Rofling and taken from [5] with permission of the artist. (a) The Trand. (b) The Guys.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) City of Capitals in Moscow IBC, Russia. (b) Diagram of City of Culture of Galicia, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, by Peter
Eisenman.

We do not pretend here tomake a complete analysis of the
deconstructivism in architecture but mainly of having a basic
idea of its principles to be applied beyond its original fron-
tiers. We then notice that the architectural deconstructivism
looks initially as a fragmentation of the buildings which
lack any visual logic. However, the deconstructing work
accounts not only for this fragmentation but also for keeping
a “memory” of the original composition in such a way that it
“remembers” what it was in the beginning, that is, a building.
In the City of Capitals in Moscow IBC, Russia, which is
illustrated in Figure 2(a), the building is deconstructed into
its unit block, that is, a cube, which is them “multiplied” to
create again a tower with a different shape as the traditional
ones. Another characteristic of deconstructivism is that the
whole work must superimpose elements in such a way that
“the design is produced, and the idea follows as its result.” As
described by Hoteit [7] one of these examples is the City of
Culture of Galicia, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, designed

by Eisenman. According to Hoteit [7] “Eisenman was mostly
known for using the superimposition of layers.” In his creation
of the City of Culture of Galicia “Eisenman determined the
following four local traces: The downtown’s historical street
grid; the typography of a hill; the abstract Cartesian grid; and
the symbol of the city of Santiago, which is the scallop shell.
Then, he superimposed these four abstracted traces to create
an imaginary site condition, which became a real site for his
project” (see also [8]). This idea is illustrated in Figure 2(b).

The connection with mathematical ideas here is evident.
The superposition of layers can be imitated by the sum
of parts and the compositional part can be obtained by
multiplying the deconstructed parts such that we can recover
certain “memory” from the original object. There are of
course several ways of imitating these two characteristics of
deconstructivism, but we have selected these two for the sake
ofmathematical convenience.This idea attempts to follow the
existing line of connection betweenmathematical objects and
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visual arts. This includes among others knots [9, 10], mosaics
and tiles [11, 12], Fourier series [13], topological tori [14], and
fractal curves [15], all of which produce artistic patterns of
undoubtful beauty by themselves.

It can also be argued that someworks in the cubismmove-
ment show elements of deconstruction. Indeed, analytic cub-
ism is seen as an influential stream for deconstructivism via
the work of Frank Gehry. Analytical cubism includes impor-
tant paints by Picasso, Braque, Metzinger, and others [16, 17].
Here, again, the principles of fragmenting, integrating, and
superimposing are relevant in the analysis of these works [17].
Focusing only on these three principles to understand decon-
struction is a clear oversimplification. However, we consider
them here as the angular stone for what we will consider in
the current work. Here, we are concerned with a formula-
tion of deconstruction principles in mathematics.

2. Deconstructing Integer-Based Functions

Formulating deconstructivist principles for the whole of
mathematics is a too ambitious project for a single paper.
Instead, we focus here on integers and functions of integers.
Then, the question is how to deconstruct an integer?The first
idea should be to consider the individual digits of an integer
as its building blocks. That is, for an integer 𝑥 written in a
given base 𝑏, it is represented by

𝑥 = 𝑎1𝑏𝑛 + 𝑎2𝑏𝑛−1 + 𝑎3𝑏𝑛−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑎𝑛−1𝑏 + 𝑎𝑛, (1)

where 𝑎𝑖 ∈ Z are nonnegative integers, which can be con-
sidered as the building blocks of 𝑥. For instance, the building
blocks of 𝑥 = 2018 are 2, 0, 1, and 8. Here the “whole” is repre-
sented by the integer, which in architecture should be the
tower. The blocks are the digits forming that whole, like the
cubes in the tower.

Now, we should proceed to the “superposition of layers”
part. Here, we simply consider the function that sums the
digits of the integer 𝑥 in the base 𝑏 [18]:

𝑆𝑏 (𝑥) =
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑎𝑖 =
⌊log
𝑏
𝑥⌋

∑
𝑘=0

1
𝑏𝑘 (𝑥 mod 𝑏𝑘+1 − 𝑥 mod 𝑏𝑘) . (2)

For instance, for 𝑥 = 2018, the integration will produce
𝑆10(𝑥) = 11. These sequences for different bases 𝑏 are stored
in theOn-Line Encyclopaedia of Integer Sequences [19, 20]; for
instance, A007953 is the sequence for 𝑏 = 10.

In order to complete the deconstruction of the integer we
need the “recovery of thememory” of the original object.That
is, we consider the product of the integer 𝑥 by 𝑆10(𝑥) as the
final deconstruction of the integer 𝑥 [21]:

𝑥𝑏 = 𝑥
𝑛

∑
𝑖=1

𝑎𝑖. (3)

In this way, we have that a given integer is first dismem-
bered into its digits; then the digits are superimposed to each
other as the different layers of the integer using the digit-sum
function. Finally, we “recover” the memory of the original
number bymultiplying the integer by its digit-sum.Hereafter,

we consider only the base 𝑏 = 10; thus 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑏. Using this
approach, the deconstructed integers “remember” something
about their original numbers. For instance, 1̂9 = 190, 2̂8 =
280, 3̂7 = 370, 4̂6 = 460, 5̂5 = 550, 9̂1 = 910, and 8̂2 =
820 (see sequenceA117570 in [19]).However, it does notmean
that 𝑥𝑏 is different for each integer. For instance, 7̂5 = 1̂50 =
900.

Let us now extend this approach to any function based on
integers. Let𝑓(𝑥) be a function of the number 𝑥, for example,
sin(𝑥). Then, the sum of digit-functions 𝑓(𝑥) : Z→ R as the
function defined on the integers, such that

𝑓 (𝑥) = (𝑓 (𝑎1) + 𝑓 (𝑎2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑓 (𝑎𝑛)) 𝑓 (𝑥) . (4)

For negative integers −𝑥, if the function 𝑓(−𝑥) exists, we
define

𝑓 (−𝑥) = (𝑓 (𝑎1) + 𝑓 (𝑎2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑓 (𝑎𝑛)) 𝑓 (−𝑥) . (5)

We then consider the plot of pairs of functions 𝑓(𝑡) and
𝑔(𝑡) for the integers 𝑡 ≤ 𝑛/2 such that

𝑥 = 𝑓 (𝑡),

𝑦 = 𝑔 (𝑡).
(6)

If the functions 𝑓(𝑡) and 𝑔(𝑡) are also defined for
negative arguments we obtain the corresponding transforms
for −𝑛/2 ≤ 𝑡. We are going to use these functions to build
spatial networks as described in the next section.

3. Building Spatial Networks

In this section, we define our strategy for building spatial
graphs based on the deconstruction of integer-functions.This
strategy is based on the random geometric graphs (RGGs).
Thus, we first explain the way in which RGGs are built. The
RGG is defined by distributing uniformly and independently
𝑛 points in the unit 𝑑-dimensional cube [0, 1]𝑑 [22]. Hereafter
we consider only the 2-dimensional case.Then, two points are
connected by an edge if their Euclidean distance is at most 𝑅,
which is a given fixednumber known as the connection radius.
That is, we create a disk of radius𝑅 centered at each node, and
every node inside that disk is connected to the central node as
illustrated in Figure 3. A few important structural parameters
of RGGs have been determined analytically in the literature
(see, e.g., [22]).

Now, let us consider the process 𝑇 that generates 𝑛 points
in the unit square according to the transforms of integer-
functions defined in the previous section. For instance, let us
consider −1000 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1000 and make the following trans-
formation.

Transform 1 (𝑇1).
𝑥 = �̂�,

𝑦 =
{
{
{

ŝin 𝑡, 𝑡 ≤ 0
−ŝin 𝑡, 𝑡 > 0.

(7)
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Figure 3: Illustration of a RGG created with 250 nodes embedded
into a unit square where the nodes are connected if they are at a Eu-
clidean distance smaller than or equal to 𝑅 = 0.15.

Notice that we consider the trigonometric functions of
the numbers in degrees not in radians. For instance, sin 𝑡
means “sine of 𝑡 degrees.” Then, we plot every point on the
unit square according to its coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) defined before
as illustrated in Figure 4(a). Using the approach to construct
RGGs described before we construct the network for a given
value of 𝑅. That is, after placing the points in the unit square
we center a disk of radius 𝑅 on each point and connect to
it every other point which is inside the corresponding disk.
Here we will use radii which guarantee the connectivity of
the graph—the study of the connectivity of these graphs
is beyond the scope of the current work. For instance, in
Figure 4(b) we illustrate the network created by using 𝑅 =
0.075.

4. Spatial (Artistic) Networks

It is straightforward to realize that the previously obtained
spatial graph (Figure 4(b)) displays a few artistic attributes:
(i) biomorphic shape, that is, suggestive in shape of a living
organism (a butterfly in this case); (ii) symmetry; and (iii)
beauty, just tomention three.The appearance of a biomorphic
shape here is just by chance and we have selected in this work
only those transforms of integer-functions which produce
artistically appealing shapes. However, it must be emphasized
that both—beauty and interpretation of shapes—are on the
eyes of the beholder, and different observers can see different
things in these and other spatial networks created from
integer-functions. Here we coin the name spatial “artistic”
networks (SANs) for the spatial networks created using the
previously described method.

Let us now consider other alternatives to the integer-
function deconstruction to see which artistic objects we
can obtain. Artistic composition is the result of artist cre-
ativity and it includes a series of general rules that can be

implemented computationally.Here,wemainly follow ahand-
made compositional creation in order to glue series of inte-
ger-function transforms into single art works. For instance,
let us consider the following parametric equations.

Transform 2 (𝑇2).
𝑥 = �̂�,

𝑦 = ĉos 𝑡 + �̂� ⋅ ŝin 𝑡.
(8)

The resulting network for 𝑅 = 0.085 with 𝑛 = 1000 points
is illustrated in Figure 5 where we have used −500 ≤ 𝑡 ≤
500 and the nodes are colored according to their closeness
centrality.

Transform3 (𝑇3). Another example is obtained by transform-
ing the Astroid curve using the integer-digit transform. First,
let us remind the reader that the Astroid is the curve: 𝑥 =
cos3(𝑡) and 𝑦 = sin3(𝑡). Then, we make the transformation of
the coordinates as explained before, such that we have

𝑥 = (ĉos 𝑡)3 ,

𝑦 = (ŝin 𝑡)3 .
(9)

The corresponding SAN is illustrated in Figure 6, where
we have used again −1000 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1000 and the nodes are
colored according to their closeness centrality.

Transform 4 (𝑇4). The involute of the circle—𝑥 = cos 𝑡 +
𝑡 sin 𝑡;𝑦 = sin 𝑡−𝑡 cos 𝑡—can also be transformed accordingly
for −1000 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1000 such that we obtain the following
parametric equations:

𝑥 = ŝin 𝑡 − 𝑡 ĉos 𝑡,

𝑦 = −ĉos 𝑡 − �̂� ŝin 𝑡,
(10)

which produce the network illustrated in Figure 7.

Transform 5 (𝑇5). Finally, we obtain the integer-function
transformation of the cardioid curve, such that

𝑥 = 2ĉos 𝑡 + ĉos (2𝑡),

𝑦 = 12 ĉos 𝑡 − 5 ŝin (2𝑡),
(11)

where

ĉos (2𝑡)

= (cos (2𝑎1) + cos (2𝑎2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + cos (2𝑎𝑛)) cos (2𝑡)

ŝin (2𝑡)

= (sin (2𝑎1) + sin (2𝑎2) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + sin (2𝑎𝑛)) sin (2𝑡) ,

(12)

with 𝑡 = 𝑎1𝑏𝑛 + 𝑎2𝑏𝑛−1 + 𝑎3𝑏𝑛−2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑎𝑛−1𝑏 + 𝑎𝑛 represented
in the decimal basis 𝑏 = 10. The spatial graph based on this
transformation is illustrated in Figure 8 where we have used
−1000 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1000.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the process to build a spatial network based on integer-function deconstruction. (a) Distribution of the points
obtained from the transform 𝑇1 on a square. (b) Construction of the spatial graph using a connection radius 𝑅 = 0.075 with 𝑛 = 2,000 points
and coloring the nodes according to their closeness centrality.

Figure 5: Spatial network constructed from the distribution of
points in a unit square according to the transform𝑇2 using a connec-
tion radius 𝑅 = 0.085 with 𝑛 = 1000 points and coloring the nodes
according to their closeness centrality.

5. Network Invariants of SANs

Here we consider a few invariants of the networks con-
structed by using the five transformations previously studied
and compare themwith the same invariants for the analogous
RGG. That is, we construct RGGs with the same number
of nodes and connection radius than the SANs created by
the previously defined transforms. These invariants are as

Figure 6: Spatial network constructed from the distribution of
points in a unit square according to the transform𝑇3 using a connec-
tion radius 𝑅 = 0.1 with 𝑛 = 2000 points and coloring the nodes
according to their closeness centrality.

follows: the number of nodes 𝑛, the number of edges 𝑚, the
edge density 𝛿, the maximum degree 𝑘max, the averageWatts-
Strogatz clustering coefficient 𝐶, the global transitivity index
𝐶, average shortest path distance 𝑑, network diameter 𝑑max,
and the degree assortativity 𝑟 (for definitions andmeaning see
[23]). In Table 1, we give the values of these graph-theoretic
invariants for the SANs and RGGs studied here.
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Table 1: Graph-theoretic invariants of the spatial “artistic” networks described in Section 4.

𝑇1 𝑇2 𝑇3 𝑇4 𝑇5
SAN RGG SAN RGG SAN RGG SAN RGG SAN RGG

𝑅 0.075 0.085 0.1 0.085 0.1
𝑛 2,000 1,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
𝑚 30,158 33,128 32,286 10,440 129,656 57,287 198,951 42,113 61,217 57,287
𝛿 0.015 0.017 0.077 0.021 0.065 0.029 0.099 0.021 0.031 0.029
𝑘max 117 55 205 39 299 87 581 64 150 87
𝐶 0.618 0.613 0.665 0.608 0.727 0.622 0.642 0.614 0.695 0.622
𝐶 0.217 0.200 0.249 0.198 0.247 0.202 0.264 0.202 0.225 0.202
𝑑 11.16 8.22 7.38 7.59 7.45 6.14 6.08 7.266 11.90 6.14
𝑑max 46 21 39 19 23 15 34 18 33 15
𝑟 0.65 0.60 0.75 0.59 0.74 0.61 0.79 0.60 0.68 0.61

Figure 7: Spatial network constructed from the distribution of
points in a unit square according to the transform𝑇4 using a connec-
tion radius 𝑅 = 0.085 with 𝑛 = 2000 points and coloring the nodes
according to their closeness centrality.

In general, the graph-theoretic properties of SANs are
relatively similar to those of the RGGs. However, there
are some differences, particularly for the maximum degree
and maximum distance. That is, the SANs always have
significantly larger 𝑘max and 𝑑max than the corresponding
RGGs.These two parameters are larger in the SANs as a con-
sequence of the higher concentration of points in the center
of the figure in relation to their peripheries. This situation is
avoided in the RGG due to the random and homogeneous
distributions of the points in the unit square. The similarities
in terms of clustering coefficients and assortativity—notice
that all networks are degree assortative—between SANs and
RGGs are remarkable. We, however, are not claiming any
application of these graphs for solving problems in the real-
world, apart from being a source of artistic inspiration.Then,
the analysis of these properties is mostly a curiosity-driven
one and not the search for useful properties of these graphs.
In the next section, we explore how these networks inspire
some art.

Figure 8: Spatial network constructed from the distribution of
points in a unit square according to the transform𝑇5 using a connec-
tion radius 𝑅 = 0.1 with 𝑛 = 2,000 points and coloring the nodes
according to their closeness centrality.

6. Artistic Inspiration

Science is sometimes seen as a dry and cold activity, such
that it is not able to inspire those which are not involved in
it. In earlier definitions of the humanities as “the branches
of polite learning, especially the ancient classics and literature
of aesthetics, as distinguishes from informational or utilitarian
values” the sciences are marginalized as “informational but
unaesthetic, that is, as useful but grubby” [24]. Many efforts
are currently done for attracting the attention of the general
public to the beauty of scientific discoveries. In mathematical
sciences, for instance, there are initiatives, such as Bridges
[25, 26], which bring together mathematicians and artists
to produce artistic works from, or inspired by, mathematics.
The Journal of Humanistic Mathematics [27] has also been
launched to fill the gap between the humanities and math-
ematics.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Photograph of four artistic works of artist Puri Pereira. (a) “Butterfly # 1” painted in acrylic, ink, and watercolor on paper of
dimensions 30 × 40.5 cm. (b) “Fire on Water” painted in acrylic on canvas of dimensions 45.7 × 61 cm. (c) “Butterfly # 2” painted in acrylic
on canvas of dimensions 45.7 × 61 cm. (d) “Birds” painted in ink, watercolor, and acrylic on paper of dimensions 30 × 40.5 cm.

In this part of our work, we present a few snapshots of
what an artist can bring from the visual images produced by
the SANs obtained from the integer-functions deconstruc-
tion presented here. That is, the SANs previously described
have been the source of artistic inspiration for the production
of purely aesthetic works outside the constraints of (network)
sciences. The results are illustrated in Figure 9.

7. On the Artistic Value of (Network) Sciences

Network sciences have an important impact on our under-
standing of nature and modern society. Its practical impor-
tance has been documented in many papers in the last few
years. But network science is also driven by aesthetic criteria.

Sometimes it is the mathematical beauty of the equations
describing the structure of, or the dynamics on, the networks.
Sometimes it is the beauty of the embedding of the network
into certain space that produces outstanding visualizations.
Other times it is the result of the application of network
theory to a particular problem that produces an aesthetic
feeling due to the beauty of the findings or what is unexpected
of the connections found. Then, the importance of the
applications of networks to solve practical problems should
not hide its inherent beauty. The applicability of (network)
sciences should not go in detriment of curiosity-driven, and
aesthetic-driven, researches. We should find a compromise
between application-driven and curiosity-driven researches.
Abraham Flexner [28]—who was a founder of the Institute of
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Advanced Studies in Princeton and its Director from 1930 to
1939—stressed that “institutions of learning should be devoted
to the cultivation of curiosity and the less they are deflected by
considerations of immediacy of application, themore likely they
are to contribute not only to human welfare but to the equally
important satisfaction of intellectual interest which may indeed
be said to have become the ruling passion of intellectual life in
modern times.” Obviously, there are many pressing problems
in modern society that we are aimed to solve using network
methods and approaches, and we should never forget our
social responsibility. But our institutions should not forget
either that as Flexner remarked “a poem, a symphony, a
painting, a mathematical truth, a new scientific fact, all bear
in themselves all the justification that universities, colleges, and
institutes of research need or require” [28]. Thus, we should
be reminded that (network) science has a humanistic side,
which is as important as the many applications that it has
found. Forgetting this side of it—its beauty and capacity of
surprising—is similar to tear a wing to a bird. We all know
that birds with only one wing cannot fly.

8. Conclusions

The spatial artistic networks (SANs) created here are the
product of a curiosity-driven process more than of any prac-
tical necessity or real-world application. Thus, the value of
these networks does not reside in their usefulness as a math-
ematical tool for modeling reality but as a source of inspira-
tion of artistic work as well as attractive objects per se. We do
not discard, however, that such networks can find some appli-
cations for modeling spatial processes in the real-world, due
to their similarities with RGGs as well as by the fact that
the points here are not randomly distributed in space but by
using well-defined mathematical rules. The type of high-
density core and very sparse periphery reminds one with the
situation frequently found in many spatial networks like
cities.

Many chemistry students have been motivated to their
subject by the beauty of the representations of the molecular
structure. In physics, a similar situation exists when we
consider the aesthetic of cosmic landscapes and the structure
of the universe. Mathematicians always claim to be seduced
by the beauty of mathematical equations. Can we attract
students into network sciences by appealing to the aesthetic
beauty of networks?The only way to know it is by trying. We
hope that the current work contributes to this goal, either by
attracting curious minds to the field or by inspiring other re-
searchers in the field to explore the beauty of networks per se.
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Discussion about project management, in both the academic literature and industry, is predominantly based on theories of control,
many of which have been developed since the 1950s. However, issues arise when these ideas are applied unilaterally to all types of
projects and in all contexts. In complex environments, management problems arise from assuming that results, predicted at the
start of a project, can be sufficiently described and delivered as planned.Thus, once a project reaches a critical size, a calendar, and a
certain level of ambiguity and interconnection, the analysis centered on control does not function adequately. Projects that involve
complex situations can be described as adaptive complex systems, consistent in multiple interdependent dynamic components,
multiple feedback processes, nonlinear relations, and management of hard data (process dynamics) and soft data (executive team
dynamics). In this study, through a complex network, the dynamic structure of a project and its trajectories are simulated using
inference processes. Finally, some numerical simulations are described, leading to a decision making tool that identifies critical
processes, thereby obtaining better performance outcomes of projects.

1. Introduction

Projects have long been considered business practices of high
value for organizations, with important results in general.
Therefore, project management is considered a key factor for
the success of projects and strategic objectives of companies
[1]. In 1950, the social construct of project management was
first introduced (in the United States Air Force). Its first pro-
ponent was Brigadier Bernard Schriever, who implemented
the concept of concurrence, integrating all the elements of a
project into a single program and budget, executed in parallel
and not in sequence. Since then, specific techniques have
arisen—histograms, chronograms, concepts of the life cycle
of a project, and the work breakdown structure, which make
up the knowledge base of the classic perspective of projects
[2].

According to Padalkar and Gopinath [3], a significant
part of the first studies on projectmanagement, which contin-
ued up to the 1980s, used conceptual or analytical methods.

These methods focused on the optimization of scheduling
based on the premise that project activities and their inter-
relations were fixed and measurable [4–8].

Subsequently, in the 1990s, new results of empirical
experiments studying the success and failure of projects
surfaced [9–22]. Defining the concepts of success and failure
associated with projects and their management is not an
easy task, and there is no consensus on their definition or
measurement. According to Baccarini [10], there must be a
distinction between the success of a project as measured by
the fulfillment of the requirements of the end product, and
the success of the projectmanagement asmeasured habitually
in terms of time, costs, and quality [23].

The pursuit of the success/failure of projects has led to
an expansion of research on organization contexts that are
broader, behavioral, and interdisciplinary [9, 14, 17, 24–28].
This has promoted other research on such topics as contin-
gencies, behavior, and governance in projects, interrelations
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between projects, decision making, and the perspective of
complexity [2].

From the 1960s, a small deviation from the classic deter-
ministic perspective started to emerge, in which nondeter-
ministic processes began to be considered. This included
criticism of PERT and the beta-distribution [29–31], and the
treatment of projectmanagement as being not only determin-
istic [32].Themodeling of the uncertainty of project phenom-
ena began to be considered as assumptions about attributes
considered static broadened [33–39]. System dynamics began
to be used for modeling the nonlinear effects of feedback
loops in projects [40–43] and the modeling of projects under
diffuse or probabilistic assumptions [44–48].

The dominant research focus has remained instrumental-
ist, with attempts to design models or methods of decision
making with the goal of analyzing the performance of a
project (e.g., the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK) standard from the Project Management Institute,
which was founded in 1969 and its 5th edition was published
in 2013).

The nondeterministic school of thought finds meaning in
theweak theoretical nature of projectmanagement [1, 49–55].

From a brief exploration of literature, several attempts to
model projects through assumptions related to complexity
are found [56–61]. Several studies have theoretically dis-
cussed, defined, or provided constitutive elements of com-
plexity [42, 50, 62–67, 67–73]. Other studies have done the
same with regard to uncertainty [18, 60, 74–77].

In addition, the literature review provides evidence of
the existence of several international organizations that have
been expanding the body of knowledge of project manage-
ment: ISO (21500), International Project Management Asso-
ciation, 1972, standard ICB 3.0, Association for Project Man-
agement, standard PRINCE2, Project Management Institute
(PMI), 1969, PMBOK standard, International Centre for
Complex ProjectManagement, 2011, andNew England Com-
plex Systems Institute, amongst others.

For the purpose of this study and the evaluation of project
management, the analysis is based on the PMBOK standard
from the PMI, given its importance and international preva-
lence. It was chosen with the goal of describing an analytic
structure of processes and as a tool for simulating complex
networks used to evaluate project management nondeter-
ministically.

1.1. Project Management as a Complex System. Complexity
theory as applied to organizations [78] can also be applied
to projects [42, 62]. All projects have attributes of intercon-
nection, hierarchy, communication, control, and emergency,
which are generally useful attributes for describing all types
of systems [79]. In addition, most big and small projects
exhibit characteristics of complex adaptive systems. They
exhibit such characteristics as phase transitions, adaptability,
and sensibility to initial conditions [79].

A complex project is a complex system made up of
different elements interconnected to achieve an objective.
Such a system can be described by a dynamic system, whose
parts interact with each other and with their environment,

and such interactions give rise to new properties that did not
previously exist [80].

According to [79], the most important characteristics
exhibited by complex projects, seen as complex adaptive
systems, are as follows:

(i) Auto-organization: a project can suffer two types of
perturbations—those of an exogenic nature (relating
to changes of its environment) and those of an endog-
enous nature (relating to internal attribute changes
that modify the relationships within the system) [81].
After a given perturbation, the project is reorganized
until a new emerging structure is adopted, which can
be fixed as long as no new environment or internal
parameter changes occur.

(ii) Hierarchy: projects as systems might contain other
systems—the members of the temporary executive
organization of the project in turn belong to other
subsystems. In addition, the structures of work break-
down form hierarchies for the execution of activities,
and the project can be perceived from different levels
depending on the interest of the observer and so on.

(iii) Nonlinearity: small perturbations cause effects in
projects. The result of a small variation in the exoge-
nous inputs or endogenous parameters can lead to
considerable variations in the system (either imme-
diately or in the future), contrasting a linear effect.

(iv) Adaptability: adaptive systems can reorder their inter-
nal structure without the intervention of an external
agent. This property, which is the product of uncon-
scious learning, increases the probability that the sys-
tem survives turbulent and unstable environments.

The remainder of this article is structured in the following
manner. In Section 2, the modeling of process dynamics
is described based on the PMBOK standard, along with
the creation of a complex network. Section 3 is dedicated
to numerical simulation and the results obtained. Finally,
Section 4 describes the conclusions.

2. Modeling of a Complex Network of
Processes Based on the PMBOK Standard

This section describes a possible algorithm tomodel complex
project management through the creation of a complex
network, in which nodes are the different processes of the
project, and edges are the exchanges of information between
such.

2.1. Determination of Generalities. Research, such as [82],
suggests an appropriate sequence to develop a project man-
agement plan based on the PMBOK and focused on network
theory. This research analyzes the activities of a project from
a classic and deterministic perspective, while the present
work evaluates the behavior of project management from
the perspective of complexity, describing a structure for
analyzing processes as a model that evaluates the dynamics
of connections through simulation in a complex network, and
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an analysis of the behavior of the characteristics of a complex
project.

The methodological guide PMBOK, in its 5th edition
(2013), describes five process groups and 10 knowledge areas
that can be used to identify the relevant factors in arbitrary
projects. The 10 knowledge areas are integration, scope,
time, costs, quality, human resources, communications, risks,
procurement, and stakeholders.

The five process groups are initiating, planning, execut-
ing, monitoring and controlling, and closing:

(i) Initiating process group includes processes that define
a new project or phase of an existing one, helping
establish the vision and requirements. In this group,
there are two subprocesses.

(ii) Planning process group includes processes carried
out to establish the scope of the plan, define and
review the objectives, and develop an action plan to
reach such objectives. In this group, there are 24
subprocesses.

(iii) Executing process group includes processes targeted at
completing the work defined in planning, with the
goal of satisfying the requirements of such. In this
group, there are eight subprocesses.

(iv) Monitoring and controlling process group includes
processes required to trace, analyze, and direct the
progress and performance of the project, making
necessary changes to it. In this group, there are 11
subprocesses.

(v) Closing process group includes processes required to
close a phase of the project or its entirety. In this
group, there are two subprocesses.

2.2. Definition of the Analytic Structure of Processes. Tomodel
and simulate the analytic structure of processes, the following
steps are defined.

(i) Describe the subprocesses in terms of the flow of
information.

(ii) Define the model of connections between subpro-
cesses.

(iii) Determine parameters of the simulation.
(iv) Present and discuss the results of the simulation of

a complex network of subprocesses.

3. Simulation of the Complex Network of
Processes or Subprocesses

In this section, subprocesses and the connections between
them are described in terms of the flow of information. In
addition, the parameters of the simulation are determined
and the results of the simulations displayed.

3.1. Description of Subprocesses in terms of Information Flow.
(a) There are 26 initiating and planning subprocesses. They
are the following: develop the project charter (see the example

in Figure 1), identify stakeholders, develop project manage-
ment plan, plan scope management, collect requirements,
define scope, create the EDT/WBS, plan schedule manage-
ment, define activities, sequence the activities, estimate activ-
ity resources, estimate activity durations, develop schedule,
plan cost management, estimate costs, determine budget,
plan quality management, plan human resources manage-
ment, plan communication management, plan risk manage-
ment, identify risks, perform qualitative analysis, perform
quantitative analysis, plan risk response, plan procurement
management, and plan stakeholder management.

(b) There are 8 subprocesses in the executing process:
direct and manage the work of the project (see an example
in Figure 2), perform quality assurance, acquire project team,
develop project team, manage project team, manage commu-
nications, conduct procurements, and manage stakeholder
engagement.

(c)There are 11 subprocesses in the process of monitoring
and controlling: monitoring and controlling project work,
performing integrated change control, validating scope, con-
trolling scope, controlling the schedule, controlling costs,
controlling quality, controlling communications, controlling
risks, controlling procurements, and controlling stakeholder
engagement.

(d) There are two subprocesses in the closing process:
close the project or phase and close the project or phase
(procurements).

(e) Three new subprocesses are added (extending the
PMBOK standard), and they are repository (contains the
information of the project), exogenous (effects of the known
environment variables), and novelties (effects of unknown
variables).

As a result, 49 nodes are identified: 25 belonging to the
subprocess of planning, 8 to the subprocess of execution, 11
to the subprocess of monitoring and controlling, 2 to the
subprocess of closing, and 3 additional ones. In order to
execute the activities of each subprocess, it is necessary for
information to flow from other subprocesses and for new
information to be generated, which flows into other subproc-
esses.

3.2. Connection Model between Subprocesses. Based on the
subprocesses defined previously, relationships between these
processes are defined as connections in the network, which
are temporal. In addition, each subprocess is a node in the
complex network.

The connections, or links, are established by the optimal
relationship principle, which finds efficiencies between nodes
and eliminates redundancies (i.e., not revisiting a node if it
has been updated already). In order to elucidate this concept,
consider the node “develop the project charter.”

(i) The nodes that we label as sources are those that can
send the following information: (1) exogenous node
and/or (2) qualitative analysis of risk node.

(ii) The nodes that we label as outputs are those that
can receive information from (1) repository node,
(2) developing project management plan, (3) plan-
ning scope management, (4) collecting requirements,
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Exogenous variables:
Statement of work, business 
case, agreements, 
environmental factors, and 
organizational process assets

Develop the project 
charter

Project charter
(has 18 variables)

Qualitative analysis of 
risk

Resource schedule

Figure 1: Area of knowledge of integration, initiation process, and development of the project charter subprocess (based on PMBOK).

Project management
plan
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Environmental factors of the
organization, organizational
process assets

Change requests
Direct and manage

project work

Deliverables

Work performance
data points

Change requests

Figure 2:Area of knowledge of integration, executing process, anddirecting andmanagement of projectwork subprocess (based onPMBOK).

(5) defining scope, (6) planning schedule manage-
ment, (7) planning cost management, (8) planning
risk management, and/or (9) identifying stakehold-
ers.

When the node “develop the project charter” is activated
by a source node, it processes the input information and then
activates the output processes.These output processes in turn
can activate other processes with which they have some rela-
tionship within the complex network. Thus, not only output
node connections but also the secondary node sequence of
the outputs is modeled.

3.3. Determining the Parameters of the Simulation. The con-
ditions and hypothesis established in this subsection are the
following, corresponding to the PMBOK standard.

(i) The 49 subprocesses are determined based on
PMBOK.

(ii) It is assumed that there exists perfect information of
the project in the planning phase and that the phases
of executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing
are carried out.

(iii) Theproject considered is arbitrary, and the simulation
attempts to evaluate the behavior of the project
management are as defined by PMBOK.

(iv) Each node is identified by a number, in order to
simplify the simulation process.

(v) Through color labeling, the dynamics of each node
and connection can be established (see [83]):

(a) green node, idle state
(b) blue node, sending information state
(c) yellow node, receiving information state
(d) red node, processing information state
(e) purple connection, active state sending infor-

mation
(f) black connection, inactive state

(vi) The processing time of each node and the delay of
the connection between two nodes are determined
by a discrete uniform distribution that takes integer
values between 1 and 11. This is done to exemplify
the process, without setting the values to specific real
cases, and these values are in the time units of the
project.

(vii) Connections are simulated concurrently. This takes
place whenever a source node transfers information
to several sinks, and when the sink node has several
outputs (see [84–86]).

(viii) The phases of project management are simulated in
the following sequence: planning, executing, moni-
toring and controlling, and closing. This is also based
on the PMBOK standard.

To illustrate the above, the subprocess “develop the
project charter” is taken as an example, using a numerical
identifier to simplify the simulation process, as follows:
source nodes: exogenous (1) and qualitative analysis of risk
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Table 1: Defining the connections of the network.

Source Sink Output
1; 38; 3; 0; 4; 9; 10; 11; 15; 22; 36; 46;

Table 2: Next generation of information connections between the
nodes in the complex network.

Source Sink Output
4 9 0;
4 15 0;
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

4 45 0;
4 45 1;
⋅ ⋅ ⋅

(38); sink nodes: project charter (3); output nodes: repository
(0), develop project management plan (4), plan scope man-
agement (9), collect requirements (10), define scope (11), plan
schedule management (15), plan cost management (22), plan
risk management (36), and identify stakeholders (46).

The aforementioned is described by Table 1, which con-
tains 47 rows although only 1 is shown as an example.

Each output node can connect with other nodes and so
on until the update/change of information is completed.

For example, when node 4, an output node, is updated/
modified, it connects with the sink nodes, which in turn
connect with the output nodes, and this process is repeated
until all the related information is updated/modified (see
Table 2). The table contains 403 rows although only a few are
shown as an example.

The graphical representation of this dynamic, both of the
nodes (which do not change) and the connections (which
change with time), displays the different states as the complex
network evolves. Using the previous example, this dynamic
is depicted through the complex network represented in
Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, which form a sequence through time.

As depicted in this subsection, a change of states is
observed, given by the dynamics of nodes and the dynamics
of edges. For this example, activation starts at nodes 1 and
38, which process information; once they receive (red color),
they then establish connections with node 3; once they do,
nodes 1 and 38 send information (blue color), and node
3 receives information (yellow color), with an active con-
nection (purple color). Then, node 3 processes the received
information (red color). This process occurs repeatedly until
connections ready for information processing are established.

Another way to understand the dynamics of nodes and
connections, related to the previous example, is depicted in
Figure 7 as a temporal network [87].

(i) Initial state: nodes 1 and 38 process information
concurrently (red color), in an amount of time deter-
mined by the discrete uniform distribution.

(ii) Next state: nodes 1 and 38 transmit information (blue
color), node 3 receives information (yellow color),
and the connection between nodes 1-3 and 38-3 is
active (purple color).

11

9

8
7

12

14

16

18

15
21

20

19

10

13

22

4

5

1

38

Figure 3: Nodes 1 and 38 process information.

(iii) Next state: node 3 processes information (red color),
nodes 1 and 38 are idle (green color), and connections
between nodes 1-3 and 38-3 are inactive (black color).

(iv) The process continues.

3.4. Results and Discussion of the Complex Network of Sub-
processes Simulation. The results are described based on the
simulations performed with the software created for that
end. Not all the graphs can be displayed owing to space
constraints.

The results of the simulation are as follows.

(i) Based on the discrete uniform distribution consid-
ered previously for calculating times, a duration of
21,068 units of time for the planning phase and of
4,115 time units for the executing phase is obtained
(summing to a total of 25,183 time units up to the
end of this phase). The monitoring and controlling
phase has a duration of 5,028 time units (summing
to 30,211 time units); and the closing phase has a
duration of 90 time units (giving a total of 30,301 time
units). Thus, the total time taken by the simulation is
30,301 time units. As mentioned previously, a discrete
uniform distribution taking values between 1 and 11 is
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Figure 4: Nodes 1 and 38 send information and node 3 receives it.

used, to determine both the duration of information
processing of each node and the delay time of each
connection between two nodes.

(ii) There are 45,145 degrees of the complex network
(90,290, input and output degrees) (see Figure 8).
This means that the node repository has the greatest
number of connections to other nodes given that it is
where all the information of the project is stored.
The rest of the nodes most relevant to the complex
network are the following: develop project man-
agement plan, develop schedule, identify risks, and
plan procurement management. Therefore, it can be
concluded that these nodes are the most likely to be
updated or modified. We later define these nodes as
strong nodes, because they connect with the greatest
number of other nodes.

The nodes with greater degree are the following.

(i) Node repository (0), degrees: 12,194
(ii) Node developing project management plan (4),

degrees: 6,194
(iii) Node developing schedule (20), degrees: 5,908
(iv) Node identifying risks (37), degrees: 4,981
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Figure 5: Nodes 1 and 38 are idle and node 3 processes information.

(v) Node planning procurement management (42),
degrees: 4,539.

The nodes with the smallest degree are the following.

(i) Node planning scope management (9), degrees: 313
(ii) Node planning cost management (22), degrees: 312
(iii) Node planning schedule management (15), degrees:

323
(iv) Node planning risk management (36), degrees: 344
(v) Node planning risk responses (40), degrees: 353
(vi) Node of qualitative analysis of risks (38), degrees: 354
(vii) Node of quality control (28), degrees: 450.

Therefore, the node planning scope management has the
least number of connections to other nodes. In addition,
these nodes, where only the baselines of the project are
determined (schedule, costs, and risks), are less likely to be
modified/updated. Thus, they are less important than other
nodes are for project management, and thus we define them
as weak nodes in project management.

Below, the nodes with the greatest degrees in the complex
network simulation are displayed (see Figures 9, 10, and 11).
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The planning phase starts at the beginning, the executing
phase starts after 21000 time units, the monitoring and
controlling phase starts when 25000 time units have passed,
and the closing phase starts when the number of time units is
30000.
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Figure 8: Degrees of the 49 nodes; the result of a full simulation.
Degrees, input degree, and output degrees are depicted as a result
of the simulation. The degrees are colored red, the input degree is
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Figure 9: Degree of node 0 (repository), throughout the simulation.

In Figure 9 corresponding to node 0 (repository), there
is the same pattern of behavior of the degrees in this node
throughout the five phases (planning, executing, monitoring
and controlling, and closing). However, some peaks are
noticeable during the planning phase.

In Figure 10 corresponding to node 20 (developing sched-
ule), the behavior of the degrees of this node is high during
the planning and execution phases.Thus, this node is likely to
bemodified/updated in these two phases but is not as likely to
do so in the monitoring and controlling and closing phases.

Using the results of the simulation of all nodes, produced
by the software developed for that goal, it is concluded
that node 4 (developing project management plan) is the
second highest degree node on average and is the node
most vulnerable to changes/updates, given the high rate of
modifications to it throughout the simulation. Therefore, it
is a strong node in the network. Based on the results of the
computation of node degrees, strong nodes and weak nodes
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Figure 11: Degree of node 4 (developing project management plan),
throughout the simulation.

can be identified in the complex network as a product of the
project management simulation.

Strong nodes are defined as those with a higher degree
during the simulation could be more vulnerable to modifi-
cations and have a higher degree of connections with other
nodes. In the previous example, the strong nodes are 0, 4, 20,
7, and 42.

On the other hand, weak nodes are defined as those
with a smaller degree during the simulation, those that could
be less vulnerable to modifications, and those that have a
lower degree of connectionswith other nodes. In the previous
example, the weak nodes are 9, 22, 15, 36, 40, 38, and 28.

It can be inferred that if a strongnode is not activated (e.g.,
from a lack of information), the project could be in a greater
state of uncertainty.

The definition of strong and weak nodes, and their
potential activation, is essential and new in complex project
management given the elucidation of critical nodes. These
critical nodes require more attention to succeed in projects
of great complexity.

The following are other important measurements of the
complex network.

(i) Assortativity: −0,01052: If the value is <0, then the
relationships in the network are established between
nodes of different degree. In project management,
this is because a node can in turn update/modify

a secondary network, and nodes with higher degree
interact with nodes with lower grade.

(ii) Density: 18.42653: Such a high density is noteworthy,
given that it could indicate a high effect of new
information in the system because there are nodes
connected to other nodes, those ones connected to
others, and so on. Thus, updates produced by new
or modified information add complexity to project
management.

(iii) Diameter: 3: it is the maximum distance between two
nodes in the network. In project management, the
diameter measurement yields a measure of how far
away the nodes can be.

(iv) Adjacency: the nodes with the greatest adjacency are
the following.

(a) Node 42 (plan procurement management) with
node 37 (identify risks): adjacency value 1.055

(b) Node 42 (plan procurement management) with
node 0 (repository): adjacency value 903

(c) Node 42 (plan procurement management) with
node 10 (collect requirements): adjacency value
899

(d) Node 20 (develop schedule) with node 4
(develop project management plan): adjacency
value 776

(e) Node 20 (develop schedule) with node 0 (repos-
itory): adjacency value 775

(f) Node 19 (develop project management plan)
with node 0 (repository): adjacency value 602.

Nodes with higher adjacency are those that are in groups
of nodes with higher degree. In this case, they are node
42 (plan procurement management) and node 20 (develop
schedule).These nodes in the project management are strong
nodes that generate connections with a high number of other
nodes, being strong nodes in the complex network.

(i) Betweenness: nodes with the highest values are
the following: node 0 (repository): 809.949, node 4
(develop project management plan): 486.7958, and
node 20 (develop schedule): 123.04543. These are
strong nodes through which the most amount of
information passes, with the most amount of control
over the network.

(ii) Closeness: node 2 (novelties): 0.02; node 8 (close the
project or phase): 0.342657343: For the analysis, node
2 can be ignored because throughout the simulation
the possibility of novelties was not included. Thus,
node 8 is closest to the center of the network.Thenode
closest to the center of the network can be considered
that where the simulation ends, because either a phase
of the project ends there, or the entire project ends.

(iii) Clustering: node 1 (repository) is the most connected
node throughout the simulation, given that it is where
all the information is stored.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The classic perspective is not sufficient to understand the
high number of interrelations established in the different
phases of a complex project. Thus, project management
should be approached from the perspective of complexity,
and a complex project should be understood as a complex
system. Using the algorithmic methodology established in
this study, amodeling scheme can be constructed for any type
of project. This is the main contribution of this work, and the
stochastic simulation and subsequent analysis are one of the
fundamental results of this research.

Weak nodes and strong nodes can be identified, thereby
identifying the most vulnerable nodes to be modified/
updated and those that, if not activated, could generate higher
thresholds of uncertainty for a project. The strong nodes in
the standard structure of PMBOKare node 4 (develop project
management plan) and node 20 (develop schedule).Theweak
nodes are node 9 (plan scopemanagement) andnode 22 (plan
cost management).

The strong nodes in the standard structure of PMBOK
are node 4 (develop project management plan) and node 20
(develop schedule). The weak nodes are node 9 (plan scope
management) and node 22 (plan cost management).

These results suggest that, given PMBOK, the scope and
costs should have almost no changes/updates throughout the
management of the project. In addition, the classic perspec-
tive assumes that behavior is deterministic from planning to
closing of the project or phase. Thus, some rigidity can be
established in the nature of the project when it is in a complex
situation.

Given this, the following important question arises.What
happens if nodes 4 and 20 disappear from the network (e.g.,
if they fail to be activated because of a lack of information)?
To answer this question, new simulations are run in which
nodes 4 (develop project management plan) and 20 (develop
schedule) are not activated in the modeling of the network.

The results are as follows.

(i) Degrees: 29,552, with a 32% decrease from the initial
simulation (degrees: 90,290): This confirms that the
mentioned nodes have a significant influence over
the others and that the information outputted from
such is important for the projectmanagement.Higher
levels of uncertainty are generated by the absence of
the nodes, which is key for the project.

(ii) Density: it is 6.031020, with a 32% decrease from the
initial simulation (density: 18.42653).

(iii) Diameter becomes 4, increasing the maximum dis-
tance between two nodes in the network. This sug-
gests that the nodes (4 and 20) are bridges that aid in
the flow of information throughout the network.

Another conclusion is that increasing importance should
be attributed to the use of tools based on the science of com-
plexity in order to interpret complex project management,
given that they provide additional information not available
from classic-perspective tools.

Finally, the structure of the process network described
can be used in the future to advance different types of sim-
ulations for any type of project. In particular, any sequence
in the construction of the network can be simulated. As new
information is delivered, the network updates the nodes/sub-
processes as required.

This study establishes measurements of uncertainty, effi-
ciency, and robustness, based on the complex network,
which can be interpreted for the management of complex
projects. This enables decision making prior to the start of
the execution of a project. The report of this research will be
described in a future article.
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A natural language (represented by texts generated by native speakers) is considered as a complex system, and the type thereof to
which natural languages belong is ascertained. Namely, the authors hypothesize that a language is a self-organized critical system
and that the texts of a language are “avalanches” flowing down its word cooccurrence graph.The respective statistical characteristics
for distributions of the number of words in the texts of English and Russian languages are calculated; the samples were constructed
on the basis of corpora of literary texts and of a set of social media messages (as a substitution to the oral speech). The analysis
found that the number of words in the texts obeys power-law distribution.

1. Introduction

Since natural languages gradually came to be regarded as
complex systems, a means to study linguistic processes
changed from descriptive approaches to formal analysis
aiming to construct mathematical model for the operation
and the development of language—this change is both a
reason and an effect of “the linguistic turn” (the term is due
to [1]).

In the frameworks of this approach, it is possible to
pursue two main avenues of inquiry:The first one is aimed at
constructing a theory of natural languages grammars [2].The
second one is associated with analysis of language statistical
characteristics: Primary emphasis is placed, from seminal
studies by Zipf [3], on distributions for separate words for
written language [4–8] and for various graphs reflecting
language features [9]. The principal result of these studies is
a class of distributions describing natural language features
[10]; the class comprises power (heavy-tail) distributionswith
various values of exponents: power laws manifest themselves
in word’s frequency in language [3], in syntactic networks [5–
7, 11], in frequency of letter sequences in vocabularies [8], and
so forth.

Meanwhile, a shift in XX century philosophy (akin to the
Copernican revolution in astronomy) suggests considering a

language as an integral whole: “a man is just a place where
a language speaks itself” [12]. Therefore, since above all else
a language is a unified communicative tool to convey the
meanings and its text (either a literary work or a tweet) is
usually a meaningful, complete message, a text becomes a
basic unit for such analysis.

The authors hypothesize that a natural language is a self-
organized critical system (SOC) [13, 14] and the texts of
a language are “avalanches” (as those are defined by Bak)
flowing down the word cooccurrence graph of the respective
language; large avalanches correspond to literary works,
while smaller ones are associated with messages from social
media. It is worth noting that a self-organized critical system
conventionally features [13, 14]

(1) a space of elements able to be in two states, active and
passive, along with a set of rules to describe how a
change of state of an element affects states of the other
ones,

(2) the “avalanches” in the space that are chain reactions
of elements’ state changes triggered by changes of
other elements,

(3) a power-law distribution governing avalanche sizes.
For a language system, a semantic space plays a part of

the space at issue, and the rules are reduced to syntactic
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and semantic rules of the respective language. In the present
study the space was formalized as a cooccurrence graph—the
authors are aware that one-to-one correspondence between
semantic space and vocabulary is absent, but they assume
that the latter approximates the former somehow. Vertices
of the graph correspond to words and an edge is present if
and only if the words associated with its incident vertices
occur simultaneously in the same text of the sample involved,
once or more. As indicated above, an avalanche, in this
context, is a text of a language, and the hypothesis that
sizes of avalanches obey a power-law distribution forms the
subject of the present study. One should mention that real-
world (unfolding over time) SOC-systems usually exhibit
long periods of slow evolution as opposed to short periods of
fast evolution when the system space is changed drastically;
similar phenomenon is reported to take place for evolving
language systems.

Another point of interest here is the emergence of a
gigantic volume of information reflecting, in essence, spoken
language (parole as opposed to langue according to Saus-
surean terminology [15], (second) Orality versus Literacy
[16]) that is texts posted by users in social networks of every
sort and kind (Facebook, Reddit, and so on); this makes it
possible to explore this domain of human communication.
In this context, the primary problem is to compare statistical
characteristics calculated bymeans of corpus of literary texts,
on the one hand, and by means of a set of texts written by
social networks users. If these characteristics appear to be
statistically equal, this may give proof to the idea of language
unity as a complex system; and if so, written and spoken
language are merely different projections of internal dynam-
ics of this complex system (synchronic unity of language).
On the other hand, the characteristic at issue calculated for
different time periods (one is to be restricted in this case to
the analysis of written language) can be compared in order
to verify unity of the linguistic system unfolding in time
(diachronic unity of language). The present work is focused
on the study (and comparison) of statistical characteristics of
texts sets for English and Russian languages being considered
in their synchronic and diachronic aspects.

The first paper to be cited among recent studies of
distributions (mainly power-law distribution) observed for
oral and written language is a brilliant review [17]. Here, the
object of study is a particular text, and its basic unit is a word
or a sentence—distributions of characteristics of these objects
form the subjects of the overwhelming majority of papers
for this line of investigation [18]. For example, Font-Clos
et al. [19] examine dependence text length versus statistical
properties of word occurrences; the authors reveal that the
distribution obeys the power and investigate its relationship
with Zipf ’s and Heaps’ (Herdan’s) laws (the former states that
the vocabulary grows as a power function of text’s length)
[20].

Another object of study that generates power-law distri-
butions is a representation of language semantic and syntactic
relations using various discrete structures: semantic nets
[17], global syntactic dependency trees [21, 22], cooccurrence
graphs [18], and others. Both conventional methods aimed
at exploring these structures as complex networks [23]

and random walks on these structures result in power-law
distributions [17, 21, 22, 24, 25]. A basic unit is a word or a
sentence likewise.

The subject of the present paper is language as a whole;
texts (semantic “avalanches”) are considered as its basic units.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.The next section
outlines methods used to estimate distribution parameters;
the third provides results for both English and Russian
languages.The fourth section discusses results; finally, the last
section presents conclusions.

2. Methods

The choice of the languages is determined, apart from the
availability of voluminous corpora of texts (for written and
spoken languages) for them, by their qualitative difference in
grammar structure: Russian is an inflected language, while in
English inflections are rather rare; Russian is characterized
by flexible word order in a sentence, whereas word order in
English language is strict, and rare exceptions are constrained
by stringent rules [26, 27].

We used two different approaches to test statistical
hypothesis in question. The first one utilizing the con-
cept of data collapse is considered in greater detail in the
monograph by Pruessner [14]; the second one (grounded
on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) criterion) is proposed
in the source [28]. Both methods not only evaluate the
exponents but also cut off the smallest elements of the sample
that usually do not fit a power-law. The first method also
cuts off the largest nonfitting elements. It is worth noting
that this phenomenon (the sharp distinction between the
largest [smallest] elements and all others) seems to be a
salient characteristic of real-world data following power-law
distributions [13, 14].

The first approach we dwell on briefly is that using the
concept of data collapse [14]. It assumes that the distribution
generating the data has the following probability density
function:

𝑝 (𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥−𝜏𝑔( 𝑥𝑏𝐿𝐷) (1)

with𝑥which can be a continuous or discrete randomvariable,
metric factors 𝑎 and 𝑏, characteristic dimension of a system𝐿, scaling function 𝑔, and scaling exponents 𝜏 and 𝐷 as
well. The distribution follows the modified power-law within
the interval bounded by the lower and upper cutoffs 𝑥min
and 𝑥max. The scaling function 𝑔 (that distinguishes the
distribution from a canonical power-law) fits many real-
world systems obeying heavy-tail distributions [14]. The
quantity 𝑏𝐿𝐷 determines the characteristic upper cutoff.

The raw data is taken to be previously binned, that is,
grouped together and averaged over the observations belong-
ing to the same group; we used the exponential binning for its
suitability for this kind of data [14].

If the null hypothesis (that the sample under study is
generated from the distribution equation (1)) is true, then𝑝(𝑥)𝑥−𝜏 plotted against 𝜉 = 𝑥/𝑥𝑐(𝐿), where 𝑥𝑐(𝐿) = 𝑏𝐿𝐷,
gives the same function 𝑎𝑔(𝜉) for various 𝐿, where 𝑝(𝑥) is
the empirical probability density function, and 𝜏 is the true
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value of the power exponent. The phenomenon is given the
title of data collapse. Thus, for given data generated from the
power-law distribution, 𝑝(𝑥)𝑥−𝜏 (as a function of 𝜉) plotted
for various 𝐿 is superimposed on each other.

Therefore, the respective goodness-of-fit test for power-
law distribution involves the following steps:

(1) binning of the raw data
(2) plotting 𝑝(𝑥)𝑥−𝜏 against 𝜉 = 𝑥/𝑥𝑐(𝐿) for various𝐿 using “apparent exponent” 𝜏 (rough estimate of𝜏)—such a plot comprises a nonhorizontal straight

line and a characteristic nonlinear curve, whose
extremum is called a landmark (𝑥𝑐 represents its
coordinate)

(3) the refinement of the value with the employment of
the least squares method applied to the landmarks.

As a result, the plots merge into a single horizontal
straight line for the section of the domain of definition for
which power-law holds true (between the lower and upper
cutoffs).

The second approach [28] is applicable to power-law
distribution without scaling function:

𝑝 (𝑥) = {{{
0, 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥min

𝑎𝑥−𝜏, 𝑥min < 𝑥 (2)

with normalization constant 𝑎 = 1/𝜁(𝜏, 𝑥min), where
𝜁 (𝜏, 𝑥min) = 𝑛∑

𝑖=1

(𝑖 + 𝑥min)−𝜏 (3)

is the generalized (Hurwitz) zeta function. The method
implies that all practicable values of the lower cutoff 𝑥min
are considered; for each 𝑥min the estimate of the power
exponent (with the maximum likelihood principle in mind)
is calculated from

𝜏 = 1 + 𝑛[ 𝑛∑
𝑖=1

ln
𝑥𝑖𝑥min

]
−1

; (4)

see [28]; for each 𝑥min the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic𝑆 = sup𝑥≥𝑥min
|𝑃(𝑥) − 𝑃(𝑥)| (where 𝑃(𝑥) is the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) with estimated value of 𝜏 and𝑃(𝑥) is the empirical CDF) is calculated. The eventual
estimate of 𝑥min minimizes 𝑆(𝑥min). For real-world data, the
function 𝑆(𝑥min) possesses, usually, several local minima; it
is often reasonable not to choose a global minimum but the
local minimum closest to 𝑥min, the lower boundary of the
domain of definition, provided a value of the statistic at it does
not differ significantly from that at a global minimum.

3. Power-Law Distributions for the English
and Russian Languages

To test the null hypothesis in question (that the number
of words in the texts obeys a power-law distribution; (1) is

used to verify data collapse, while the method based on the
KS statistics employs (2), (3)), two samples were generated
on the basis of corpora of literary texts for these languages
and of a set of Reddit messages (or its Russian counterpart
Pikabu). The resulting samples sizes for English language are
9820 (literaryworks), 5016 (Reddit), and 14836 (joint sample);
for Russian language they are 12683 (literary works), 6005
(Pikabu), and 18688 (joint sample). For the method based on
the concept of data collapse, the size of vocabulary used to
generate texts serves as characteristic dimension of a system𝐿. To obtain samples for various 𝐿, one resamples down
the initial sample deleting randomly 𝜆% of words from the
complete vocabulary and then from all the texts used. This
brings about the generation of new samples corresponding to
the characteristic dimension of 𝐿(1 − 𝜆/100).

Figure 1 presents a dependence of the number of words
in a text in double-logarithmic scale on a rank of the text in
the sample; namely, Figures 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) correspond to
the joint sample, to the sample constructed on the basis of
literary works, and to poetry works for the English language,
respectively; Figures 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f) exhibit the same
dependence for the Russian, respectively; a dashed straight
line in each subfigure corresponds to power distribution with
an exponent estimated using data collapse.

Figure 2 (in the coordinates (𝑥−𝜏𝑝(𝑥), 𝜉 = 𝑥/𝑥𝑐), 𝑥𝑐
is a landmark coordinate) shows data collapse for the joint
samples for English (Figure 2(a)) and Russian (Figure 2(d))
languages. Raw data was binned exponentially with bin sizes𝐵𝑗 = ⌊𝑐𝑅𝑗⌋(𝑅−1) (𝑐 = 1 and𝑅 = 1.4). Red colour (with discs)
stands for the complete vocabulary (of size 𝐿), grey colour
(with squares) is for the vocabulary of size 0.9𝐿, blue colour
(with diamonds) is for 0.8𝐿, black colour (with triangles) is
for 0.7𝐿, orange colour (with upturned triangles) is for 0.6,
and, finally, purple colour (with circles) is for 0.5𝐿; the curves
are dragged apart a little bit in order to make it possible
to distinguish as they are superimposed owing to data
collapse. Figures 2(b) and 2(e) present the same dependence
for samples constructed using corpora of literary texts for
English (Figure 2(b)) and Russian (Figure 2(e)) languages.
Figures 2(c) and 2(f) demonstrate data collapse for poetry
samples for English and Russian languages, respectively.

The results obtained using both approaches are presented
in Table 1; the table includes results for samples constructed
on the basis of literary works and of messages of social media
and for joint sample as well for both languages. Each cell
contains estimates for a power exponent and (in parentheses)
for a lower cutoff 𝑥min. The above results suggest synchronic
unity for both languages because of a good agreement of
estimates for power exponents and lower cutoffs calculated
for literary works and for social media messages.

In order to deal with the problem of diachronic unity
of a language, authors confined themselves to the samples
generated on the basis of literary works created before the
20th century and in the 20th century for both the English
and Russian languages (respective samples sizes amount to
7179 and 2641 for the English language, 5758 and 6925 for the
Russian language). Table 2 exhibits the respective results.
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Figure 1: The empirical probability density function for the random variable “the number of words in a text” (double-logarithmic scale). (a)
English texts, joint sample, (b) English literary works, (c) English poetry, (d) Russian texts, joint sample, (e) Russian literary works, and (f)
Russian poetry. Dashed straight lines correspond to power exponents estimated using data collapse.

4. Discussion

Data collapse implies that if the distribution obeys power-
law, the transformed distributions possess an interval
with horizontal line and coincide inside this interval. For

real-world data, the line inside the interval may not be so
straight, but coincidence must occur as Figure 2 shows (one
should take into account the fact that the curves are artificially
dragged apart a little bit in order to make it possible to
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Figure 2: Collapsed distributions. (a) English texts, joint sample, (b) English literary works, (c) English poetry, (d) Russian texts, joint sample,
(e) Russian literary works, and (f) Russian poetry. Red colour (with discs) stands for the complete vocabulary (of size 𝐿), grey colour (with
squares) is for the vocabulary of size 0.9𝐿, blue colour (with diamonds) is for 0.8𝐿, black colour (with triangles) is for 0.7𝐿, orange colour
(with upturned triangles) is for 0.6𝐿, and, finally, purple colour (with circles) is for 0.5; the curves are artificially dragged apart a little bit in
order to make it possible to distinguish them as they are superimposed owing to data collapse. 𝑥−𝜏𝑝(𝑥) versus 𝜉 = 𝑥/𝑥𝑐; 𝑥𝑐 is a landmark
coordinate.

distinguish them as they are superimposed owing to data
collapse). Analogously, the results produced by the method
that uses KS statistics also count in favour of the hypothesis
that distributions are power-law.

We would like to emphasize that we regard this assump-
tion as a plausible hypothesis as before; the results of the
previous sections are arguments in its favour, not final results.
It seems to us extremely important to ensure global visibility

of this hypothesis. We strongly hope that other papers
concerning this hypothesis will occur, with broader data sets
and, probably, with more rigorous statistical methods. Fairly
good agreement (for this class of distributions) of parameters
for separate distributions of literary works created before
the 20th century and in the 20 century (Table 2) suggests
that a language (at least written language) is a single system
diachronically.
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Table 1: Estimated power-law exponents and lower cutoffs for distributions of the number of words in texts of literary works and social
media.

Sample type

English Russian
Estimates based on data

collapse
Estimates based on KS

criterion
Estimates based on data

collapse
Estimates based on KS

criterion
𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏
(nw) (dl) (nw) (dl) (nw) (dl) (nw) (dl)

Literary
works 114 1.30 55 1.29 72 1.78 56 1.97

Poetry works 125 1.91 109 1.89 112 2.61 98 2.63
Social media 111 2.65 124 2.63 183 2.10 151 2.15
Joint sample 109 1.39 42 1.34 85 1.82 62 1.95
nw: the number of words; dl: dimensionless.

Table 2: Estimated power-law exponents and lower cutoffs for distributions of the number of words in texts for literary works for XIXth (and
before it) and for XXth century.

Time limit

English Russian
Estimates based on data

collapse
Estimates based on KS

criterion
Estimates based on data

collapse
Estimates based on KS

criterion
𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏 𝑥min 𝜏
(nw) (dl) (nw) (dl) (nw) (dl) (nw) (dl)

XIX century
and early 118 1.37 75 1.37 91 1.71 53 1.87

XX century 121 1.19 54 1.21 74 1.75 53 2.03
nw: the number of words; dl: dimensionless.

We would like to dwell on a cooccurrence graph as a
semantic space in greater detail as opposed to rather popular
global syntactic dependency tree and similar structures. In
the present paper, a text is considered as a basic unit of
a language; thus a sentence is a means to break (rather
arbitrary) this semantic “avalanche” down. Global syntactic
dependency tree is a great tool to explore this avalanche
locally, but as far as it generally fails to reveal cross-sentence
semantic dependencies, it does not seem to be the best tool
to examine the avalanche as a whole.Therefore cooccurrence
graph is a natural choice; an edge belongs to this graph if the
words (corresponding to its vertices) belong to the same text.
Generally, the underlying structure does not seem to be of
principal importance for the problem considered.

In our opinion, this allows one to distinguish results
of the present work and those for global syntactic depen-
dency trees and cooccurrence graphs with the employment
of random walks [24, 25, 29, 30]. We explore real-world
semantic “avalanches” generated by a particular language,
while the algorithms using random walks produces artificial
“avalanches” with the employment of a graph complyingwith
a natural language. In particular, suchmotion continues (the-
oretically) perpetually, whereas the avalanches considered in
this article are of finite sizes, explicitly defined by the authors
of the respective texts. In order to emphasize fundamental
distinction between these approaches, one could draw the
following analogy: the approach of the present paper and
those associated with random walks are related to study of
joint distribution of random variables and of product of

distributions of these variables. Nevertheless, the results of
this study are likely to be useful for switcher-random-walks
models [30] to estimate realistically switching time.

We would also like to emphasize the difference between
the classic Zipf ’s laws and the distributions considered in this
paper: Zipf studied the laws governing means to represent
information, while we attempt to explore laws governing
semantic flows and, moreover, semantic flows of a language
as a whole.

5. Conclusions

As a result of the above analysis several conclusions may
be reached on linguistic systems of English and Russian
languages. A language system (given by texts generated in
its frameworks) is a self-organized critical system defined
on its word cooccurrence graph. Texts of a language are
“avalanches” flowing down this graph; the large avalanches
correspond to literary works, while the smaller ones are
associated with spoken language. A fairly good agreement of
parameters for separate distributions of literary works and
of social media offers a clearer view of synchronic unity
of each linguistic system; on the other hand, an analogous
comparison between distributions for literary works of XIXth
(and before) and of XXth centuries suggests diachronic unity
for the systems. Poetry distributions appear closest to a
canonical power-law and therefore poetry may be treated as
a kind of supporting column of a language.
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Capturing the interrelations among risks is essential to thoroughly understand and promote coal mining safety. From this
standpoint, 105 risks and 135 interrelations among risks had been identified from 126 typical accidents, which were also the
foundation of constructing coal mine risk network (CMRN). Based on the complex network theory and Pajek, six parameters
(i.e., network diameter, network density, average path length, degree, betweenness, and clustering coefficient) were employed to
reveal the topological properties of CMRN. As indicated by the results, CMRN possesses scale-free network property because its
cumulative degree distribution obeys power-law distribution. This means that CMRN is robust to random hazard and vulnerable
to deliberate attack. CMRN is also a small-world network due to its relatively small average path length as well as high clustering
coefficient, implying that accident propagation in CMRN is faster than regular network. Furthermore, the effect of risk control is
explored. According to the result, it shows that roof collapse, fire, and gas concentration exceeding limit refer to three most valuable
targets for risk control among all the risks. This study will help offer recommendations and proposals for making beforehand
strategies that can restrain original risks and reduce accidents.

1. Introduction

China is the largest producer and consumer of coal in the
world, from which it has derived about 65% of its energy
over the past sixty years [1]. In China, more than 90% of
fossil energy reserves are coal. That is to say, the energy
consumption structure of energy, which relies mainly on
coal, cannot be changed within quite a long time. Also,
this standpoint can be validated by China’s National Energy
Development Strategy Plan (2014–2020) and 13th Five-Year
Plan (2016–2020). In 2015, China’s coal output was estimated
to be 3.747 billion tons, accounting for 47% of the total in
the world (The State Administration of Coal Mine Safety,
2015). According to British Petroleum (BP) Statistical Review
of World Energy 2016, the countries whose coal production
is larger than 40 million tons can be shown in Figure 1.

Coal mining refers to one of the most hazardous indus-
tries worldwide [2–4]. Moreover, coal mine enterprises have
to encounter various hazards regarding special geological
condition [3]. In the process of coal mining, numerous
hazards have the potential to trigger accidents frequently,
such as rock stresses, harmful gases, humidity, high tem-
peratures, coal and silica dust, and specialized equipment
[5]. Worse still, the intensity and frequency of these hazards
could result in extremely serious consequences for human
health and life [6]. Coal mine accidents will considerably
bring about injuries, casualties, and loss of major assets of
enterprise. In China, coal mine accident suffers heavy losses
every year. According to statistics, approximately 70% of the
coal mine casualties worldwide are estimated to occur in
China [7]. 6995 coal workers were killed in various accidents
in 2002, which is the maximum record in a single year.
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Figure 1: The coal production distributed by country in 2015 (one hundred million tons).
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Figure 2: China’s number of accidents and fatalities in coal mine from 2000 to 2015.

Then, it decreased year by year, as shown in Figure 2 (data
source: State Administration of Coal Mine Safety). Although
the practical situation seemingly gets better and better, still
numerous accidents occurred every year in China. All in all,
safety management in coal production is still quite critical
and serious due to harsh production conditions as well as
complicated production processes.

A more valuable process to improve safety performance
is to learn from the failure experiences of previous accidents
[8]. Accident analysis is a powerful approach for preventing
or eliminating similar hazards, risks, and accidents [9, 10].
Indeed, the existing studies often focus on one type of coal
mining accident, or statistical analysis of accident in an
area or country, while multiple interrelations among verified
accidents are usually neglected. In industrial safety research,
it is generally acknowledged that the accident is not caused
by a single error or fault, but by the confluence of a sequence
of hazard, risk, and accident [11]. Moreover, an occurred
accident will possibly incur a sequence of the following
accidents [12]. Accident chain exists in most of the coal

mine accidents, which indicates the actual existence of risk
network. These interactions among risks form a coal mine
risk network (CMRN) which would bring about a big issue
for the coal mine safety. Therefore, capturing the complexity
of CMRN is both essential and beneficial to improve safety
performance in coal mining.

The structure of this paper can be listed as follows.
Section 2 presents a literature review of coal mine safety,
and Section 3 elaborates the methodology, including an
analytical framework, data collection and analysis, and net-
work modeling. In Section 4, Pajek is employed to help
explore CMRN (including network basic quantities metric
and network property) and measure the effect of risk control.
In Section 5, the potential contributions, limitations, and risk
control methods are discussed. Lastly, the conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

Coal mine provides essential energy for supporting high-
speed development of Chinese economy and society.Multiple
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Table 1: Summary of previous study in coal mine.

Theme References Objective

Supervision and regulation [13–18]
Exploring complexity and ineffectiveness of regulation; analyzing rent-seeking
mechanism, behavior, policy, and tax; identifying tendency of coal mine accidents
and characteristics of human factors.

Risk management [19–24]

Predicting the expected risk levels by using decomposition technique in time series
analysis; analyzing and optimizing the risk management system; using public
communication system to monitor unsafe behavior in real time; reducing the effects
of coal mining on social and ecological exploitation; constructing potential hazards
database in an underground mine; evaluating the reliability of human safety barrier
in coal mine emergency evacuation; identifying the risk factors and evaluating the
safety control capability.

Risk evaluation [25–31]

Assessing the roof fall risk during retreat mining in room and pillar coal mines;
evaluating explosion risk in underground coal mines; developing a comprehensive
model for coal mine safety; using fuzzy set theory to assess the risk of mining
equipment failure; assessing pot-hole subsidence risk in coal mine; using risk
performance indicators to analyze coal mine accidents.

Monitoring and controlling
technologies [32–36]

Employing internet of things (IOT) and cloud computing (CC) to monitor mine
safety based on prealarm system; using wireless sensor network (WSN) to monitor
the temperature, humidity, gas, and status of smoke in underground mine;
establishing a Web of Things-based remote monitoring system for coal mine safety;
employing cable monitoring system (CMS) and the WSN to build an integrated
environment monitoring system for underground coal mine; using iris
identification and radio frequency identification (RFID) technique to improve
safety management system.

studies have been carried out by worldwide researchers to
improve the safety performance. The research topics mainly
focus on supervision and regulation, risk management, eval-
uation, monitoring, and controlling technologies, which is
shown in Table 1.

Supervision and regulation refer to two crucial influ-
ence factors in the coal mining. Before 2000, ineffective
implementation of laws and regulations increases the dif-
ficulty for Chinese government to inspect actual situation
of coal mine safety [13]. To promote coal mine safety, a
variety of effective countermeasures, such as enhancing safety
legislation and establishing independent coal mine safety
monitoring system, were executed. These improvements in
regulatory regime make a great contribution [14]. However,
the interrelations between coal mine enterprises and supervi-
sion departments are complex and subtle. Rent-seeking exists
widely in China’s coal mine supervision, which is a huge
obstacle to the further development of coal mining industry.
The existing researches on rent-seekingmainly focus on rent-
seeking behavior, policy, and tax [15–17]. In the rent-seeking
scenario, Chen et al. [18] indicated that each level of the
department had an intensity threshold abovewhich coalmine
accidents occurred.

The effective risk management is the fundamental guar-
antee of coal mine safety production based on various
theories and methods. Sari et al. [19] developed a stochastic
model to predict the number of accidents according to the
randomness in the occurrence of accidents. Qing-gui et
al. [20] constructed a system to supervise unsafe behavior,
release early warning information, and improve controlling
measures in coal mine. Based on case studies, Kowalska
[21] identified and assessed the risk sources. As suggested

by the results, it is necessary to undertake anticipatory
activities aiming at reducing environmental and social risks
during the colliery liquidation. Badri et al. [22] studied risk
management in mining projects based on analytic hierarchy
process method, and the results show the importance of
considering occupational health and safety (OHS) in the
process of coal mining. Wang et al. [23] put forward an
analytical framework to analyze human error risk in the
emergency evacuation from three perspectives, including
organization level, group level, and individual level. Besides,
Liu and Li [24] constructed a back propagation (BP) neural
network to explore influence factors in coal mine safety.

The evaluation of hazards and risks has attracted much
attention of multiple practitioners and researchers due to
their serious consequences. These hazards and risks could
be divided into three types, including “natural, technical,
and human.” Ghasemi et al. [25] developed a risk evaluation
model and various possible risks are evaluated in Iran Tabas
central mine. Pejic et al. [26] proposed a risk assessment
tool to determine the risk of explosion of any work pro-
cesses or activities in the underground coal mine. Also, the
methodology can decide whether the proposal investments
are well-justified or not for improving safety. Bahri Najafi
et al. [27] proposed an artificial neural network model to
predict the out-of-seam dilution. Based on uncertain random
variables, Chen et al. [28] developed a practical evaluation
model for coal mine safety based on uncertain random
variables. According to fuzzy set theory, Petrović et al. [29]
presented a risk evaluation model to evaluate the failures
of electromechanical equipment. Lokhande et al. [30] came
up with a risk evaluation approach based on the identified
critical parameters, including depth to height of extraction
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Figure 3: Analytical framework.

Table 2: Two examples of the stored accidents.

Number Time City Type Description Death Loss

28 2003.10.21 Wuhai Coal dust
explosion

Three blasters violated job regulations and
implemented blasting without any safety precautions.
Unfortunately, the blasting gave rise to naked light,
and then the gas was lighted and began burning. As a

result, the coal dust explosion happened.

6 120 thousand
dollars

92 2004.2.23 Jixi Gas
explosion

Due to inadequate ventilation, the gas concentration
exceeded the threshold. Meanwhile, a miner

optionally disassembled his lamp, which triggered
electric spark, and then the spark caused gas

explosion.

37 370 thousand
dollars

ratio, rock to soil ratio, brittleness index of rock, and rock
density. Spada and Burgherr [31] analyzed the accident data
in energy-related severe accidents database and suggested a
nonsignificant decreasing tendency for Turkey as well as a
significant one for USA.

Some new technologies, which are effective and powerful
tools for improving safety performance, have been applied
in coal mine. Sun et al. [32] accomplished a monitoring
and prealarm system based on cloud computing (CC) and
Internet of things (IOT). What is more, Dange and Patil
[33] designed a wireless sensor network (WSN) based on
MSP430 controller for monitoring smoke, gas, temperature,
and humidity in coal mine. Based on wireless sensor network
and controller area network (CAN), Bo et al. [34] proposed
a remote monitoring system, which was tested in different
remote monitoring scenarios. Zhang et al. [35] proposed an
integrated environment monitoring system that takes full
advantage of cable monitoring system (CMS) in combination
with wireless sensor network (WSN). Xu et al. [36] put for-
ward an improved safety management system based on sev-
eral modern identification and communication techniques,
including iris identification, radio frequency identification
(RFID), computer network, and database technique.

3. Methodology

3.1. Analytical Framework. An analytical framework is pro-
posed to conduct the in-depth analysis of coal mine accident,
as presented in Figure 3. It is a step-by-step procedure
consisting of three main modules. At first, the coal mine
accidents are collected from literature and media, such as the
website of State Administration of Coal Mine Safety. Then,
typical accidents are selected as the data to analyze accident
chains. After that, the accident chains will be integrated as

a global network. In the second stage, the risk is abstracted
as vertex, and meanwhile, the interrelation is abstracted as
edge. Also, the software Pajek is employed to establish the
coal mine risk network (CMRN). In the third stage, the
topology of CMRN is analyzed and network properties are
identified according to the network theory. Then, the effect
of risk control in CMRN is calculated. According to the
research result, the discussions and suggestions are provided
to promote safety management in coal mine production.

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis. The data of historical
coal mining accidents is used for risk analysis. There are
several ways to collect accident cases, such as government,
enterprise, literature, and media. In this study, the accidents
are collected from literature andmedia. A coal mine accident
database (CMAD), which records the detailed information
of accident (including time, position, type, process, death,
and losses), is established based on Microsoft Access 2010.
Although hundreds of accidents have occurred in China
over the past few years, the information of many accidents,
especially the process of accident, is unclear. In the end, 176
accidents with exhaustive information are collected. Among
these detailed accidents, some accident chains are unobvious,
while some happen suddenly and unexpectedly without
accident chain. These accidents are not considered in this
research. Besides, since some accidents are exactly similar
to the rest of the typical accidents, thus there is no need
to analyze the repeating accidents. In the end, 126 typical
accidents, including all types of coal mining accidents, are
recorded in CMAD, and they are selected to conduct accident
chain analysis for establishing the risk network model. Two
examples of stored accidents can be illustrated in Table 2.

Although these accidents are selective, almost all kinds of
accidents have been included. Also, there are no biases in the
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Figure 4: The formative process of CMRN.

Figure 5: The coal mine risk network model in Pajek.

selection process. From the perspective of person, machine,
environment, management, and technology, the accident
chains in these accidents are identified and expatiated in
Table 3. Most of the accidents have one accident chain, while
some have two, such as accidents 41 and 75. As a result, a total
of 135 accident chains are obtained from 126 cases.

3.3. Network Modeling. Multiple risks simultaneously appear
in different accidents, indicating that the risk is correlated
with others. It is essential to identify the risks and interrela-
tions among them so as to establish CMRN. Through statis-
tics, a total of 105 risks and 194 interrelations are obtained
from 135 accident chains. Moreover, the vertex number and
its type are expatiated in Table 4. After this study abstracts
risk as vertex and interrelation as edge, different risks can be
connected by these common vertexes into a global network.
For a better explanation, accidents 12, 38, and 71 are taken
as an example to illustrate the process of network modeling,
as depicted in Figure 4. From the risks identification in
accidents 12, 38, and 71, it can be seen that there are two same
vertexes shown in red color, including R90 and R68.Through
this method, the network can be established based on these
common risks. Furthermore, software Pajek is employed
to establish coal mine risk network (CMRN), as shown in
Figure 5.

4. Results

4.1. Network Basic Quantities Metric. With the continu-
ous development of complex network theory, the statisti-
cal indexes of network structure have obtained a lot of

achievements, which are also the basis of statistical descrip-
tion of various topological characteristics. Compared with
visual section, the calculation is much more precise and
concise in exploring network [37]. This study uses several
typical indexes to explore the properties of CMRN, including
network diameter, network density, average path length,
degree, betweenness, and clustering coefficient. These topo-
logical indexes are calculated by Pajek.

4.1.1. Network Diameter. The network diameter is defined
as the maximum path length in the network, which can
reflect the size of a network. The network diameter in
CMRN is 7, which is from poor maintenance (vertex 64)
to water leaking (vertex 99). This path is as follows: poor
maintenance (vertex 64) causes electrified device failure
(vertex 29), electrified device failure (vertex 29) triggers
inadequate ventilation (vertex 49), inadequate ventilation
(vertex 49) makes gas concentration exceed limit (vertex
38), gas concentration exceeding limit (vertex 38) incurs gas
burning (vertex 37), gas burning (vertex 37) sparks off fire
(vertex 34), fire (vertex 34) induces roof collapse (vertex
68), roof collapse (vertex 68) leads to penetration into goaf
(vertex 61), and penetration into goaf (vertex 61) brings about
water leaking (vertex 99). Although these risksmay not occur
simultaneity in a single accident, it can deeply reflect the
process of risk spread. The spread rule of risk is conductive
to developing prevention and control strategies for the risk
control.

4.1.2. Network Density. Network density is used to describe
the degree of affinity between the vertexes in a network from
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Table 3: Accident chain analysis.

Number Accident chains
1 Smoking→ naked light→ fire→ suffocation
2 Unreasonable blasting→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas burning→ fire

3 Air blower failure→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas burning→ fire→ gas
explosion

4 Electric leakage→ gas burning→ gas explosion
5 Coal and gas outburst→ suffocation
6 Electrical failures→ air blower failure→ inadequate ventilation→ Gas concentration exceeding limit→ fire
7 Violation operation→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas explosion
8 Inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ suffocation
9 Violation operation→ suffocation
10 Management negligence→ violation weld→ gas explosion
11 Management negligence→ inadequate ventilation→ suffocation
12 Management negligence→ unreasonable blasting→ roof collapse→ gas burning
13 Mechanical friction→ spark→ gas explosion
14 Air blower failure→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas explosion
15 Electric spark→ gas burning→ fire→ gas explosion
16 Management negligence→ violation operation→ suffocation
17 Roof collapse→mechanical friction→ spark→ gas explosion
18 Inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas explosion
19 Unreasonable technique scheme→ geostress concentration→ coal and gas outburst→ suffocation

20 Imperfect regulation→management negligence→ unreasonable blasting→ coal and gas outburst→
suffocation

21 Management negligence→ poor maintenance→ electrical device failure→ inadequate ventilation→ gas
concentration exceeding limit→ gas explosion

22 Unreasonable blasting→ coal dust explosion→ carbon monoxide poisoning
23 Imperfect regulation→management negligence→ electric spark→ coal dust explosion
24 Management negligence→ ruptured steel rope→mechanical friction→ spark→ gas explosion
25 Ruptured steel rope→mechanical friction→ spark→ coal dust explosion
26 Unreasonable blasting→ roof collapse→ ventilation failure→ coal dust explosion→ struck-by
27 Broken steel rope→ sliding train→ collision→ spark→ coal dust explosion
28 Violation operation→ unreasonable blasting→ naked light→ gas burning→ coal dust explosion
29 Electric spark→ naked light→ gas burning→ fire→ carbon monoxide poisoning
30 Electrical failures→ naked light→ fire→ roof collapse
31 Cable short circuit→ electric spark→ fire→ carbon monoxide poisoning
32 Electrical failures→ cable short circuit→ electric spark→ fire→ carbon monoxide poisoning
33 Violation operation→ pressure fan failure→ over-temperature→ spark→ fire→ carbon monoxide poisoning
34 Inadequate training→ violation weld→ naked light→ fire→ carbon monoxide poisoning
35 Management negligence→ electric spark→ naked light→ fire→ roof collapse
36 Management negligence→ conveyor failure→ over-temperature→ naked light→ fire→ suffocation

37 Management negligence→ electrical failures→ air blower failure→ gas concentration exceeding limit→
carbon monoxide poisoning

38 Inadequate training→ unreasonable blasting→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking
39 Violation operation→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking
40 Management negligence→ unreasonable blasting→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking

41 Unreasonable blasting→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Unreasonable blasting→ naked light→ gas burning→ gas explosion

42 Inadequate geological prospecting→ unreasonable blasting→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking
43 Inadequate geological prospecting→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking
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Table 3: Continued.

Number Accident chains
44 Penetration into goaf→ water leaking
45 Management negligence→ violation operation→ water leaking
46 Management negligence→ stagnant water→ suffocation
47 Management negligence→ violation operation→ penetration into goaf→ water leaking
48 Inadequate training→ standing on conveyor belt→ fall→mechanical injury
49 Management negligence→ ruptured steel rope→ falling of cage
50 Broken steel rope→ sliding train→ train derailment→ collision
51 Inadequate training→ broken steel rope→mechanical injury
52 Unscientific design→ faulty track→ train derailment→ collision
53 Train overload→ brake failure→ sliding train→ train derailment→ collision
54 Management negligence→ poor maintenance→mechanical injury
55 Violation operation→ electrical failures→ electric shock
56 Management negligence→ violation operation→ electric shock
57 Cable short circuit→ electric shock
58 Management negligence→ inadequate training→ fall→mechanical injury
59 Stray current→ gas explosion
60 Management negligence→ electric leakage→ unreasonable blasting
61 Unscientific design→ poor tunnel support→ roof collapse
62 Float coal→ tunnel support failure→ roof collapse
63 Train derailment→ collision→ tunnel support failure→ roof collapse
64 Optional withdrawal of pillar→ roof collapse→ struck-by
65 Inadequate geological prospecting→ neglect of geostress concentration→ roof collapse
66 Neglect of geostress concentration→ roof separation→ roof collapse
67 Poor tunnel support→ flying rock→ struck-by
68 Unreasonable blasting→ tunnel support failure→ roof collapse
69 Unscientific design→ poor tunnel support→ roof collapse→ flying rock
70 Violation operation→ roof collapse
71 Unreasonable technique scheme→ tunnel support failure→ roof separation→ roof collapse→ struck-by
72 Unreasonable technique scheme→ unreasonable blasting→ roof separation→ roof collapse
73 Poor tunnel support→ roof collapse→ flying rock
74 Weakness of safe consciousness→ standing on conveyor belt→ fall→mechanical injury
75 Roof collapse→ penetration into goaf→ carbon monoxide poisoning

76 Air blower failure→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Electrical failures→ cable short circuit→ electric spark→ fire

77 Inadequate geological prospecting→ neglect of geostress concentration→ water leaking
78 Weakness of safe consciousness→ unreasonable blasting→ water leaking
79 Management negligence→ spontaneous combustion of dynamite→ dynamite explosion→ roof collapse
80 Transformer overload→ cable short circuit→ electric spark→ fire
81 Sudden torrential rain storm→ water leaking
82 Spontaneous combustion of coal seam→ fire
83 Unreasonable blasting→ naked light→ fire
84 Violation operation→ electric shock
85 Inadequate training→ violation operation→mechanical injury
86 Unreasonable blasting→ coal and gas outburst→ gas explosion
87 Drilling blasting hole→ spark→ gas explosion
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Table 3: Continued.

Number Accident chains
88 Violation blasting→ naked light→ gas explosion→ struck-by
89 Miner’s lamp failure→ electric spark→ gas explosion

90 Unscientific design→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Cable insulation failure→ cable short circuit→ electric spark→ gas explosion

91 Smoking→ naked light→ gas explosion

92 Inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Illegal disassembly of miner’s miner’s lamp→ electric spark→ gas explosion

93 Defective geological condition→ coal and gas outburst
Electric locomotive failure→ electric spark→ gas explosion

94 Gas monitoring system failure→ gas concentration exceeding limit→ gas explosion
95 Lack of dedusting device→ coal dust concentration exceeding limit→ coal dust explosion
96 Violation blasting→ collapse of coal bunker→ coal dust concentration exceeding limit→ coal dust explosion
97 Violation weld→ conveyor belt burning→ fire→ suffocation
98 Sudden torrential rain storm→ power cut→ water pump failure→mine flooding

99 Power cut→ ventilation failure→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Violation blasting→ naked light→ gas explosion

100 Violation blasting→ poisonous gas leakage→ poisoning
101 Severe vibration in coal cutting→ coal and gas outburst
102 Explosion of electric switch→ spark→ gas explosion

103 Roof collapse→ air blower failure→ inadequate ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Cable short circuit→ electric spark→ fire

104 Metal crash→ spark→ gas explosion
105 Illegal restart→ electric spark→ gas explosion

106 Optional close of ventilation→ gas concentration exceeding limit
Illegal disassembly of miner’s miner’s lamp→ electric spark→ gas explosion

107 Severe vibration in anchor construction→ coal and gas outburst
108 Broken steel rope→ sliding train→ cable short circuit→ electric spark→ coal dust explosion
109 Mechanical friction→ spark→ coal dust explosion
110 Management negligence→ electric leakage→ ignition of cable→ fire→ poisonous gas leakage→ poisoning
111 Conveyor over-temperature→ ignition of engine oil→ spark→ fire
112 Violation operation→ water leaking
113 Wrong geologic survey→ wrong holing-through→ water leaking
114 Delay of support→ roof separation→ roof collapse
115 Pressure fan failure→ ignition of engine oil→ spark→ fire
116 Unstable pillar→ roof separation→ roof collapse
117 Winch brake failure→ falling object→ struck-by→mechanical injury
118 Trip→ fall→ struck-by
119 Trip→mechanical injury
120 Collapse of support structure→ roof collapse→ struck-by
121 Drinking→ fall→mechanical injury
122 Violation operation→ steel rope bouncing→mechanical injury

123 Management negligence→ no warning sign
Flying rock→ struck-by

124 Management negligence→ no warning sign→ entering danger zone→ suffocation
125 Entering danger zone→ flying rock→ struck-by
126 Unreasonable dismantling of elevator→ falling object→ struck-by
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Table 4: Risk number and type.

Number Risk Attribute
1 Air blower failure Machine
2 Asphyxiation Environment
3 Delay of support Management
4 Brake failure Machine
5 Cable insulation failure Machine
6 Cable short circuit Machine
7 Falling of cage Machine
8 Carbon monoxide poisoning Environment
9 Optional close of ventilation Management
10 Coal and gas outburst Environment
11 Collapse of coal bunker Environment
12 Coal dust concentration exceeding limit Environment
13 Coal dust explosion Environment
14 Collapse of support structure Technology
15 Collision Machine
16 Conveyor belt burning Machine
17 Conveyor failure Machine
18 Conveyor over-temperature Machine
19 Defective geological condition Environment
20 Drilling blasting hole Technology
21 Drinking Person
22 Dynamite explosion Management
23 Electric leakage Machine
24 Electric locomotive failure Machine
25 Electric shock Machine
26 Electric spark Machine
27 Explosion of electric switch Machine
28 Electrical failure Machine
29 Electrified device failure Machine
30 Entering danger zone Person
31 Fall Person
32 Falling object Environment
33 Faulty track Machine
34 Fire Environment
35 Float coal Environment
36 Flying rock Environment
37 Gas burning Environment
38 Gas concentration exceeding limit Environment
39 Gas explosion Environment
40 Gas monitoring system failure Machine
41 Geostress concentration Environment
42 Ignition of cable Machine
43 Ignition of engine oil Machine
44 Illegal disassembly of miner’s miner’s lamp Person
45 Illegal restart Person
46 Imperfect regulation Management

Table 4: Continued.

Number Risk Attribute
47 Inadequate geological prospecting Management
48 Inadequate training Management
49 Inadequate ventilation Management
50 Lack of dedusting device Management
51 Management negligence Management
52 Mechanical friction Machine
53 Mechanical injury Machine
54 Metal crash Machine
55 Mine flooding Environment
56 Miner’s lamp failure Machine
57 Naked light Machine
58 Neglect of geostress concentration Management
59 No warning sign Management
60 Over-temperature Environment
61 Penetration into goaf Technology
62 Poisoning Environment
63 Poisonous gas leakage Environment
64 Poor maintenance Management
65 Poor tunnel support Technology
66 Power cut Machine
67 Pressure fan failure Machine
68 Roof collapse Environment
69 Roof separation Environment
70 Ruptured steel rope Machine
71 Severe vibration in anchor construction Technology
72 Severe vibration in coal cutting Technology
73 Sliding train Machine
74 Smoking Person
75 Spark Machine
76 Spontaneous combustion of coal seam Environment
77 Spontaneous combustion of Dynamite Management
78 Stagnant water Environment
79 Standing on conveyor belt Person
80 Steel rope bouncing Machine
81 Broken steel rope Machine
82 Stray current Machine
83 Struck-by Person
84 Sudden torrential rain storm Environment
85 Train derailment Machine
86 Train overload Machine
87 Transformer overload Machine
88 Trip Person
89 Tunnel support failure Technology
90 Unreasonable blasting Technology
91 Unreasonable dismantling of elevator Technology
92 Unreasonable technique scheme Technology
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Table 4: Continued.

Number Risk Attribute
93 Unscientific design Technology
94 Unstable pillar Technology
95 Ventilation failure Machine
96 Violation blasting Management
97 Violation operation Management
98 Violation weld Management
99 Water leaking Environment
100 Water pump failure Machine
101 Weakness of safe consciousness Person
102 Winch brake failure Machine
103 Optional withdrawal of pillar Management
104 Wrong geologic survey Technology
105 Wrong holing-through Technology

an overall perspective. It specifically refers to the proportion
of actual edges to potential edges in a network. Consisting
of 105 vertexes, the maximum number of edges in CMRN
should be 105 ∗ 104 = 10920. Since the actual edges
in CMRN is 194, thus the network density of CMRN is
194/10920 = 0.178. In general, the more the vertexes, the
smaller the network density. Low density means that CMRN
is a relatively sparse network. Moreover, the vertex in CMRN
is less connected with all others.That is to say, the degree of a
vertex in CMRN directly affected by others is relatively low.

4.1.3. Average Path Length. The transmission efficiency of
information or energy is significantly correlated with the
average path length. A shorter average path length means
higher efficiency. The average path length can be defined as
the average number of steps between all possible pairs of
vertexes in a network.The value of the average path length in
CMRN is 3.0841, indicating that a risk can transmit to another
only in three steps on average. For example, cable short circuit
(vertex 6) and carbon monoxide poisoning (vertex 8) refer
to two correlative risks, which can be connected by electric
spark (vertex 26) and fire (vertex 34) in three steps, as shown
in accident 31 in Table 3.

4.1.4. Degree. The degree of a vertex is defined as the number
of edges connected to the vertex. In a directed network, the
degree can be either in-degree (number of incoming edges)
or out-degree (number of outgoing edges), with the total
degree being the sum of the two. Since there are 105 vertexes
in CMRN, it is impossible to show all the vertex degree in
a radar graph. Consequently, 30 vertexes with the highest
degree are selected as the example to display vertex degree.
The values of the in-degree, out-degree, and total degree of
these 30 vertexes are presented in Figure 6. Roof collapse
(vertex 68) has the highest degree of 17, with an in-degree
10 and out-degree 7. This indicates that the roof collapse is
in a relatively central position and plays a critical role in
the accident chain. Its in-degree is also the highest in the
network, implying that it refers to the biggest “risk recipient”

in CMRN and many risks such as poor tunnel support can
lead to roof collapse. Multiple paths make it difficult to
control for roof collapse, compared to other vertexes with
low in-degree. The second is unreasonable blasting (vertex
90) and the third is the management negligence (vertex
51). The in-degree and out-degree of unreasonable blasting
are 7 and 9, respectively. It means that 7 risks could give
rise to unreasonable blasting, and meanwhile, unreasonable
blasting might cause 9 risks in production. Additionally,
the management negligence (vertex 51) has the highest out-
degree, demonstrating that management negligence is the
most serious risk source. If there is something wrong in
safety management, many risks might be triggered at any
time, such as gas concentration exceeding limit. Controlling
these key vertexes can positively influence the safety of coal
mine, which is also referential in resource distribution under
the condition of limited security resource. Besides, it would
greatly help disrupt the connectivity among risks to prevent
risks from spreading and propagating in CMRN.

4.1.5. Betweenness. Betweenness is used to describe the extent
to which a vertex plays an intermediary role in the interaction
between all possible pairs of vertexes in a network [38]. Two
types of betweenness, vertex betweenness and edge between-
ness, are used extensively in the network analysis [39, 40].
According to the research object, only vertex betweenness
is utilized in this study. High betweenness indicates greater
importance in the whole network. The vertex betweenness
in the CMRN ranges from 0 to 0.059852, as shown in
Table 5. Only 47 vertexes are invisible because their vertex
betweenness is zero, which indicates that they do not play
the role of intermediary among interactions between other
vertexes. The roof collapse (vertex 68) has the highest value
of vertex betweenness, meaning that the maximum number
of the shortest paths passes through roof collapse (vertex 68).
It is a key link in the process of risk spread. The stagnant
water (vertex 78) has the lowest value of vertex betweenness,
meaning that the minimum number of the shortest paths
passes through stagnant water (vertex 78). It is not a key
link in the process of risk spread. According to the value of
betweenness, the impact of roof collapse (vertex 68) is much
larger than stagnant water (vertex 78) in the process of risk
spread. Furthermore, fire (vertex 34) and spark (vertex 75) are
0.048486 and 0.020668, respectively. The cumulative vertex
betweenness of the five highest vertex betweenness is equal to
0.542701, which indicates that about 55% shortest paths pass
through these five vertexes.These vertexes should be focused
in the safetymanagement. It seems that effectively controlling
these few key vertexes can slow down the risk diffusion and
decrease the chain reaction in CMRN.

4.1.6. Clustering Coefficient. The clustering coefficient is used
to describe which vertexes in a network tend to cluster
together from a local perspective [41]. The clustering coeffi-
cient of a vertex is defined as the probability of two randomly
selected neighbors of the vertex being connected. It can be
found that 33 vertexes get the missing value of 999999998
because the degrees of these vertexes are equal to 1, and 34
vertexes have the value of 0. The clustering coefficients of
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Figure 6: In-degree, out-degree, and total degree values.

other 38 vertexes are presented from high to low in Table 6.
The clustering coefficient of vertex in CMRN ranges from 0
to 0.5. The vertexes with the highest clustering coefficient are
vertex 25 and vertex 80. The network clustering coefficient
can be defined as the average value of all vertexes in the
network, and it is 0.0623 in CMRN which is larger than
a random network with the same network scale. The large
clustering coefficient denotes that CMRN has a high degree
of cliquishness.

4.2. Network Property. With the development of network
theory, it can be found that small-world property and scale-
free property are the most obvious distinction between real
network and random network. To obtain greater insight
into the nature of CMRN, this section explores these two
properties.

4.2.1. Small-World Property. A small-world network is a
special kind of graph, in which most vertexes can be reached
from every other vertex by a short path. In general, small-
world network is associated with the possession of relatively
high value of clustering coefficient and small average path
length [42, 43]. For comparison, three randomnetworks with
105 vertexes and 194 edges are created by Pajek, which are the
same scale as CMRN. The clustering coefficient and average
path length of CMRN and random networks are presented in
Table 7. Obviously, CMRN is a relatively small-world network
according to its clustering coefficient and average path length,
indicating that the risk propagation in CMRN is much faster
than a random network. To avoid a worse consequence
under the condition of an occurred accident, controlling the
catenation among accidents is of great significance.

4.2.2. Scale-Free Property. A scale-free network is a network
whose degree distribution satisfies power-law decay. In such
network, numerous vertexes are poorly connected and rel-
atively few vertexes are linked to many other vertexes [44].
Due to rare vertexes with high degree, analyzing statistic
data in the tail of the degree distribution is meaningless.
The degree distribution 𝑃(𝑘) is defined as the proportion of
vertexes with degree 𝑘, while the cumulative 𝑃(𝑘) is defined
as the proportion of vertexes equaling to or greater than 𝑘
[45]. In practice, the cumulative𝑃(𝑘) is preferred in statistical
analysis using double logarithmic coordinate system, with
the purpose of reducing statistical errors caused by finite
network size [46]. The cumulative 𝑃(𝑘) of CMRN is depicted
in Figure 7with approximate fit𝑃(𝑘) = 2.1217×𝑘−1.545, which
basically follows the power-law.This indicates that theCMRN
has scale-free property according to complex network theory.
The property means that CMRN is robust to random risks to
some extent. The vertex with degree equaling to or less than
4 accounts for 75%, and the influence of these vertexes on
the network is relatively small. However, CMRN is vulnerable
to simultaneous attacks aiming at vertexes with high degree.
In other words, only targeted actions can greatly prevent the
cascading effects in CMRN.

4.3. Measuring the Effect of Risk Control. The analysis on
effect of risk control is conductive to providing recommen-
dations and proposal for safety management in coal mine.
To measure the effect of risk control, an assumption is made.
Namely, a risk would be supposed not to occur if it is
completely controlled in coal mine production. Furthermore,
if a risk will not happen, it can be deleted from CMRN.Then,
the effect of risk control can be measured by network global
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Table 5: Betweenness in CMRN.

Vertex Betweenness
68 0.059852
34 0.048486
75 0.020668
38 0.016303
15 0.012481
89 0.010105
90 0.009873
57 0.009704
26 0.008742
1 0.008044
73 0.007534
37 0.007143
83 0.007001
61 0.006588
95 0.006566
63 0.006068
52 0.005903
39 0.005813
51 0.005134
13 0.005128
49 0.004844
69 0.003734
60 0.003423
97 0.002563
43 0.002558
85 0.002474
4 0.002427
66 0.001960
10 0.001875
22 0.001867
29 0.001774
48 0.001147
65 0.000996
81 0.000937
28 0.000850
12 0.000794
16 0.000770
98 0.000745
31 0.000742
67 0.000660
36 0.000560
58 0.000490
70 0.000467
30 0.000436
33 0.000420
23 0.000373
32 0.000373
17 0.000280
64 0.000280
59 0.000249
79 0.000218
77 0.000187
100 0.000187
42 0.000179
11 0.000140
41 0.000101

Table 5: Continued.

Vertex Betweenness
105 0.000093
78 0.000062
... 0

Table 6: Clustering coefficient in CMRN.

Vertex Clustering coefficient
25 0.5000
80 0.5000
88 0.5000
61 0.2000
36 0.1667
47 0.1667
65 0.1667
79 0.1667
85 0.1667
92 0.1667
37 0.1429
69 0.1333
89 0.1333
48 0.1190
31 0.1000
39 0.1000
98 0.1000
99 0.1000
49 0.0952
1 0.0833
8 0.0833
15 0.0833
23 0.0833
58 0.0833
97 0.0833
2 0.0714
53 0.0714
34 0.0705
28 0.0667
57 0.0667
38 0.0636
90 0.0583
73 0.0500
83 0.0476
26 0.0417
68 0.0368
51 0.0333
75 0.0111
... 0

efficiency. Although many definitions on network global
efficiency are currently created and studied, they all have
different limitations.The generally acceptedmeasuremethod
is average reciprocal shortest path lengths of networks, in
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Table 7: The comparison between CMRN and random networks.

Network model Clustering coefficient Average path length
CMRN 0.0623 3.0841
Random network 1 0.0156 5.6134
Random network 2 0.0189 5.8130
Random network 3 0.0152 5.4532
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Figure 7: Cumulative degree distribution of CMRN.

which network global efficiency of a network G could be
calculated by (1) [47, 48], where 𝑛 refers to the number of
vertexes and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 refers to the distance between two vertexes.

𝐸 (𝐺) = 1
𝑛 (𝑛 − 1)

∑
∀𝑖,𝑗,𝑖 ̸=𝑗

1
𝑑𝑖𝑗
. (1)

The effect of risk control of every risk in CMRN can
be measured according to the degree of network global effi-
ciency declined. For example, if the network global efficiency
decreases by 0.1 after deletion of vertex 8, it means that the
effect of risk control of vertex 8 is 0.1. The better the effect
is, the greater the risk will be. The 30 most serious risks
in CMRN are identified through calculation, and the risk
control effects can be shown in Figure 8. It is observed that
roof collapse is the most serious risk and controlling roof col-
lapse could help decrease 32.63% of network global efficiency
of CMRN, followed by fire (25.96%) and gas concentration
exceeding limit (11.22%). However, due to the interaction
between roof collapse and gas concentration exceeding limit,
the effect of controlling “roof collapse” and “gas concentra-
tion exceeding limit” is not equal to 32.63% plus 25.96%,
but 44.03% by calculation. Obviously, measuring the effect
of risk control can suggest and designate the directions and
key points to further safety management. Anyway, control-
ling several most serious risks is the most appropriate and
most effective approach for preventing accident and further
promoting the safety management level in the coal mine
production.

5. Discussion

Based on the network theory, an analytical framework has
been put forward to promote coal mine production safety,
which turns out to be feasible and effective. The proposed
network modeling method is a powerful and promising tool
to analyze risk in various disciplines. It is envisaged that
this study can help managerial personnel deeply understand
coal mine risk for the sake of developing necessary strategies
that can improve safety management in a dynamic operating
environment, especially in emergency.

The potential contributions of this study include four
aspects. First, it is beneficial to understand the complexity
and transitivity of risks in coal mine. The main topology
properties and network properties of CMRN are captured
and analyzed. Second, it is conductive to enhance the
safety performance by controlling original risks and avoiding
derivative accidents. Third, this study has the potential
benefits in coal mine emergency and relief, which can help
managers make decisions in emergency rescue for lightening
the casualties and losses. Additionally, network modeling
technique is employed in this study, which may offer a
promising approach for the analysis of the accident. Also, the
application range of network theory will be enlarged.

The main limitation of this research is that the estab-
lished network model fails to take the vertex weight into
consideration. Moreover, the frequency of risks in Table 3
cannot reflect the vertex weight in current study, and it is very
difficult to discern and distinguish the different importance
for different risks. Therefore, assigning the weight is quite
difficult. That may explain why the network model in this
study is unweighted. In the future study, more attention
should be paid to improve the network model based on
more precise understanding of risks in coal mine. Also,
how to reduce the risks in coal mine is a significant direc-
tion that deserves further research. Meanwhile, a particular
failure knowledge database (FKD) would be significant in
studying the coal mine accidents, which is the foundation
of case based reasoning (CBR) for analyzing hazard and
risk.

What is more, several identified risks seem to be general,
rather than specific. There are two reasons for this result.
First, the risk identification is carried out on the basis of
accident data collected from literature and media. If some
detailed information is ignored and not recorded during the
investigation of these accidents, the unavailable information
may affect the accuracy of risk identification. Second, this
research is implemented from a holistic perspective. If the
identified risks are too specific, finding the common vertex
and constructing the coal mine risk network will be difficult.
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Hence, the similar risks are divided into the same category for
the sake of convenience.

Safety researchers assiduously aim to lower the prevalence
of accident and raise the safety level. Accident precursor
is studied in various industries, and many studies indicate
that a series of precursors always occur before the accident
[8, 11, 49]. Therefore, lowering precursor frequency is an
effective approach to reduce the accident probability [50].
An accident precursor is broadly defined as the “conditions,
events, and sequences that precede and lead up to an
accident” by the National Academy of Engineering [51]. Even
though it is impossible to completely prevent coal mine
accident, monitoring and controlling precursory information
is a useful and effective approach for safety managers to
identify hazards or risks in advance. Also, this can reduce the
possibility of accident or alleviate their consequence. Hence,
precursor analysis seemingly has huge potential to promote
safety management of coal mine production.

According to the results of network analysis, it can be
known that some key vertexes play an important role in acci-
dent prevention. In practice, precursor can be used to reduce
the frequency and probability of these key risks. For example,

the precursor of water leaking mainly includes the following:
air turns cold; mist appears on the roadway; and coal wall
has water seepage. If the coal miner can pay more attention
to these precursors, the water leaking will be reduced to a
large extent. Therefore, an organization structure should be
proposed to manage and control precursors, as depicted in
Figure 9.The real executors of precursormanagement include
general staff, safety manager, and safety expert. General
staff should report precursor to the safety officer, and then
safety officer submits precursor reports to the safetymanager.
Furthermore, safety expert assists safety manager to analyze
risk as well as factor and propose processing measures. The
proposed measures or solutions are executed by general staff
and safety officer, and meanwhile, the evaluation of them is
implemented by safety manager and safety expert. The coal
mine enterprise can set up a committee, mainly including
safety manager and safety expert, to deal with precursor
management.

6. Conclusion

The accidents in the coal industry have been widely analyzed
to promote safety production. By changing the original
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method of analyzing a single accident, this research aims to
develop an innovative approach of fusing various risks that
can explore the full complexity of CMRN based on network
theory.

The CMRN is constructed by software Pajek based on
135 typical accident chains, which are obtained from 126
typical accidents in coal mine accident database (CMAD).
As an unweighted directed network model, CMRN includes
105 vertexes and 194 edges. The network diameter in the
CMRN is 7 and the network density of CMRN is 0.178, which
indicates that CMRN refers to a relatively sparse network.
The value of the average path length in CMRN is 3.0841,
suggesting that a risk can transmit to another only in three
steps on average. Roof collapse (vertex 68) has the highest
degree of 17, which indicates that roof collapse plays a critical
role in the accident chain. In general, this type of vertex is
regarded as a key point.The vertex betweenness in theCMRN
ranges from 0 to 0.059852. Additionally, the roof collapse
(vertex 68) has the highest value of vertex betweenness, which
means that the maximum number of shortest paths passes
through roof collapse (vertex 68). It is a key link in the
process of risk spread. Next, fire (vertex 34) and spark (vertex
75) are 0.048486 and 0.020668, respectively. About 55%
shortest paths pass through these five highest betweenness
vertexes. Effectively controlling roof collapse, fire, spark, gas
concentration exceeding limit, and collision could not only
increase the network diameter and average path length but
also slow down the efficiency of accident propagation and
weaken the chain reaction. The vertex clustering coefficient
in CMRN ranges from 0 to 0.5. Moreover, the clustering
coefficient of CMRN is 0.0623 in CMRN, which denotes
that CMRN has a high degree of cliquishness. Besides,
CMRN is a relatively small-world network according to its
clustering coefficient and average path length, demonstrating
that the risk propagation in CMRN is much faster than a
random network. CMRN also has the scale-free property
because cumulative 𝑃(𝑘) follows the power-law.The property
indicates that CMRN is robust to random risks to some
extent. Furthermore, the effect of risk control is calculated
precisely. Overall, roof collapse, fire, and gas concentration
exceeding limit are not only three most valuable targets in
safety management but also the three most dangerous risks
in coal mine production.

Precise calculation of these six parameters and effective
risk control are beneficial to capture the complexity and
nature of coal mine accident and designate the targets for risk
control. Also, the results can help promote coal mine safety
management in controlling original risks and preventing
derivative accidents. In view of the sequential interrelations
among accidents in CMRN, this research may also positive
influence the early warning of accidents. In practice, the
safety managers should focus more on the identified and
valuable targets of risk control and putmore resources to help
promote safety performance in coal mine production.
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